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Nine case studies were in this project to °halm current data

for the Center for Libraries a ion Imp,rovement (CEI) on the',

state-of-the-art in creating and ring' viewtext 'information services.

The libraries selected for case st ies included two public Irtgh school medii

centers, one in an urban and one i suburban community; two academic

libraries, one 'serving a small P college and one serving a large publfc

university; two large-city public libraries; one regional public library; one

county media center serving rural school districts; and one library serving an .

international corporation.

The Case Study Reports which, follow summarize, under the following ,broad

headings the. information gathered during site visits.

1. Library Characteristics :c General information on the library and its

',program, such as location, community served, staff, collection, and

circulation. '

2. History of Viewtext: The way the library' began its involvement with

"viewtext and the evoldtion of viewtext use up to the present.

3. Viewtext Applications: The uses of viewtext.actually observed at the

L

time of the site visit.

4. Organization and Management: ,Identification and, 'roles of the

Individuals and .units responsible for viewtext.

5. Patron Access to, Viewtext: The extent to which patrons, with or

without the intervention of the library sqff, can use viewtext.

6. Cost Implications: Infoimation on sources. of funding for viewtext

and on the impact of viewtext on the library's present and

anticipated budget.

7. Program-Results: Data -oo viewtext available now or 'being collected

for future -analysts. 4

8. Outreach: Methods the library.is using to mace its viewtext

*IFFATEitions 'known and to develop linkages with other libraries and

agencies.-



"

9. -Future'GOais.and 60ectiyeS: The library's future Oaths that involve

'

10. Lessons Learned: Strategies and insight$%developed-for dealing with

technical, organizational, social,;or, pelttical OrobleMs. that

affected the tnplementation of viewtext at..the library site.,'

11. References: Sources of additional ibformation. about,the library.

,

Since only kibrarips involved with. viewtext ford:could betselected

VL.
for case studies, the information collected at the.aine:siteyvisited may not

be generalizable,t4 the universe of libraries in the U9ited States. The.
,,,.

findings also cannot be generalized with confidence io all libraries using

J4iewtext, because of the small size of the sample. Nevertheleis:Alie

.conclusions that appear to be common to all or most of,the sites may be

e meaningful, and these are summarized below.

Library Characteristics

4

1.-,Libraries of all types are involved inproviding and delivering viewtext

inforMation services. However, in communities wherecommitment to library

services as .a whole is weak, involvement with viewtext also is limited, and

patrons have less access to available information. 'School media centers are

very active in the,integration of viewtext in their schools. However, both

school -and public libraries in rural areas and in areas that are in'economic

recession have had to restrict library service, including viewtext, due to

bUdgetary limitations. Where,funding'is available, circulation and library

use are expanding and, facilities that incorporate viewtext are being

History of Yiewtext "

5 Involvement in 'viewtext often has resulted from the activities of-specific

4

Individuals committed to this technology., Successful programs, however, have i:

resulted from the' integration enegJand traditional services.

sk.



Federal initiatives have had a profound effect bn the ability of libraries

to incorporate viewtext. "Many school media centers have received their

initial equipment through (block rant -funding, and the support for educational

computing over many years by the National Science\Foundation and the

.
:Department of Education has.created a hospitable atmosphere for library

ilewteXt use in schools and universities. The Library of Congress Ma hine

2

ROdable Cataloging (MARC).prognam standirdized cataloging and made ssible

the Online C outer Library Center, Inc. (OCLC), the development of which also

was funded by many Federal agencies. This database now is accessible to

libraries nati nWide, but the retrospective conversion to machine - readable

format of materials prior to 1973, when OCLC began, has been a difficult

problem for libraries.

Viewtext Applications

Overall, the integration of viewtext into library administration,

technical processing, and patron service has been proceeding rapidly in recent

, years, as appropriate technologies for these uses have become available.
1

Libraries are acquiring and
1lending hardware and software to patrons and using

viewtext for internal' library business and a inistrative purposes, as' well as

for searching commercial, 'online databases. ,Theylso are developing online',

access to their bibliographic records for other libraries and for patrons..

Online' catalogs are permitting libraries involved in networks to offer online

access to very extensive library holdings of the cooperating libraries, while

avoiding thel duplication.of costly resources. Individual libraries also are

'developing online databases of local community\infonnation.

Organization and Management

Successful viewtext applications are developed jointly by vendors familiar

with library system requirements and library personnel who have systems



expertise. However, where libraries lack specific knowledge, they often can

call upon fpecialists within theirrhost'instftutions or political

jurisdictions for advice on such tasks as developing proposal requests,

,writing technical specifications, and meeting user needs. Such cooperation

results'in better vendor service and more appropriate patron interfaces.

Viewtext'proviiion and delivery are not being developed.as separate

librar*:functions; but are being integrated within the work of existing

departments. Although viewtext applications often require added staff for

development and ,installation, these specialists usually can turn over ongoing

pltcations to the permanent staff when the installation is complete.

Patron Access

Libraries are philosophically committed to encouraging patron access to

all information resources. Hotever, the high cost of using online databases

and the difficult and time-contueng Protocols that must be mastered to use

these databaseslffficiently commonly result in the intervention. f librarians

to' carryout online searches. As better patron interfaces are developed, this

may not continue to'be necessary. Access, to library collections by patrons is

a standard feature of many existing onlineicatalog and circulation systems.

' - The turnkey systems that bring automation to a library as.a puichasable end

product include in their systems modules- for community access. .Libraries have

begun to lend software to patrons, and, in some libraries, patrons also have

access to microcomputer hardware.

Library personnel involved in public outreach'are playing major roles in

encouraging community use of online library catalogs and information services,

and are cooperating in thefdevelopnent and delivery of videotex and community

access cable television.
J

A
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Cost .Implications

Usually, viewtext is paid, or with funds from regular libary materials

budgets. However, support from Federal, state,'and private sources has had a

-key impact in allowing libraries to become involved in viewtext.' All

'libraries providing or delivering viewtext haife'profited from

:Federally-sponsored library research projects on viewtext and associated

technologies.

Viewtext does not cut library costs, but it does avoid some costs, making

it possible to deliver improved service with the same money, while increasing

collection size. Paraprofessional and clerical employees using viewtext

applications can accomplish tasks that formerly required librarians, and this

frees librarians to work with patrons and to master complex new information
0

resources.

Program Results

There is broad, consensus that viewtext use has improved library

productivity in technical and reference services and has increased the amount

Of time professionals can devote to direct assistance to patrons.

Library statistics show that viewtext also is contributing to the overall

use of library resources. Patrons and staff can identify and access more'

readily information available both in the local library and through

interlibrary loan, including current information on community services and

events. Online access to library colibctions, with materials delivered

directly to the patron, is decreasing the number of visits to some libraries,

and library facilities may change if this trend toward remote use continues.

However, libraries also report an increase in library use by new patrons who

use online services from remote terminals.



Viewtext permits centralization of fkles in one database, with physical

access possible from terminals at any library location. Therefore, the ' 4'

division of ltraries into units physically separated and with separate

departmental records, is no longer necessary, and librarians are reassessing

-traditional library organization.

Access to commercial bibliographic databases is affecting library

collection decisions. The availability of some materials online is resulting.

in the cancellation of subscriptions-to,hardcopy publications of the same

materials. Subscriptions in this category often are those that do not receive

a great deal of use, are very expensive, and are available online as a part of

a database to which the library already subscribes,. However, online

bibliographic searching also is resulting in the purchase by libraies.of

additional materials,as patrons identify,sources they were not aware of

previously and as demand for materials from these sources increases.

Outreach

Opinion is divided as to whether viewtext should be publicized as a

separate resource or regarded as one tool, integrated with other resources

available in the library. Where funding for online searches:is limited or

uncertain, libraries are reluctant to publicize the service widely, and patrok

searching is not allowed. If funding for searches is limited, libraries also

tend to restrict publicity about their online services to business users in

order to assure the library of the support of local commercial interests.

Commercial videotex databases offer opportunities to publicize library

services, but the impersonal,servioe given users through videotex screens Is

not.a substitute for library service. The information base of the typical

videotex system is small and expensive to access and does not compare with

what is obtainable free to library patrons.

I
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Future Goals and Objectives

Because they.are aware that yiewtext offers. opportunities to improve

service and efficiency, librarians are planning to integrate these

technologies to the extent that theirlinancial situations permit.- Commercial

databases are excellent resources for bibliographic information, but this

information usually is only valuable to the researcher if materials identified

are accessible at a local library or can be obtained through interlibrary

loan. Therefore, librarians anticipate that in the future their libraries.

will continue to be primary information resources, individually for their user

communities and, collectively through their systems of networks.

Lessons Learned

Viewtext affects library operations at all levels. Because of the expense

of developing and implementing viewtext applications, libriries have learned'

that to make the best use of viewtext capabilities, they must review their

organizational-structures and their service priorities.

Libraries have learned to define their missions in ways that identify the

libraries with the goals of their users. Thuslibrarians-publiciZe their

services among all groups-in their user community .and make clear to local

r.

businesses and industries the value of the library as an information

provider. Only when a library's usefulness has been well established does

support for bond issues and other funding follow.

Libraries have found it useful to establish ties with other libraries in

.their geographiC areas to plan cooperatively for v4ewtext useand. to share

experiences. with ndors and systems. They also have learned to work with

commercial videotex information service prOvideri rather thari to viewthese

'providers as competitors:
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CASE STUDY REPORT 1

Name of Library: 'Gaithersburg High School Media Center

Address: 314 South Frederick Avenue
gaithersburg, MD 20877

Persons Intervtewed: :Linda Crump, Media Center Director and
Computer Center-Coordinator

Acirginia Lucey, Media Specialist
Pat Bowman, Computer Course. Instructor.

Jaduary 20, 1984Date of Visit:

Library Characteristics

Gaithersburg High School is a suburban, comprehensive high school with a

student enrollment of 1,600 for the 1983-84 school year and a projected

enrollment of 2,000 for 1984-85. The school is located in Montgomery County,

Maryland, a suburb of Washington, D.C.

The Media Center is'a spaciods, inviting facility with a large

multipurpose.reading room, a media room, a reference room, a staff office

area, and a television studio. The Center has 1Q,464 square feet of space and

can seat 110 students. Attendance, which includes students who come before

and after school, during lunch periods, and with their classes, averages about

1,000,stUdents per day. The Media Center is open from 7:30 a.m.-8:00 p.m.,

Monday and WednesdaY, and from 7:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m., Tuesday, Thursday, and

Friday.

Media Center holdings include over 14,000 volumes, and the Center has

interlibrary loan,001vileges wtth public and university libraries in

Maryland.' Sixtplix periodicals are received,- with back issues stored on

microfiche!. The collection also includes phonograph records, 35mm slides,

filmstrips, audio tapes and videotapes, specialized microfiche collections,

and appropriate hardware for use with these media.- Circulation averages about

13
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800 books, and 300 periodicals per month. Audiovisual hardware and software

and microcomputers and their software are circulateg-to school faculty. A

table in the main readir room holds a microcomputer with a printer and moddm,

the most recent hardware additions.

The Media Center staff include two Media Specialists with master's degrees

in library science, one of whom is the Center Director. She also holds a

master's degree in curriculum. The second Media Specialist holds &master's

degree in mathematics. Both women formerly were high school teachers. The-

staff also include two media assistants and one technical services assistant.

The media assistants are high school graduates who have-passed County School

examinations in typing and English and have participated in several week-long,

in-service training workshops on media-related topics. The technical services

assistant is a high school graduate with extensive previous experience as a

teacher's aide and as an assistant with television and other instructional

media..

The Media Center Director also coordinates the school's computer lab. In

the lab, which is located in a separate classroom on the same floor as the

Media Center, classes in computer programming, computer applications, and

prOblem solving'are taught by teachers from various departments in the

school. Personnel from the Media Center provide after-school staffing for the

computer lab.

History of Viewtext

Viewtext use was introduced in the Montgomery County Public Schools during

the 1981-82 school yearby the professional'library at the Board of Education

as part of the County School prOgram for the continuing education for

teachers. The County Schools began by offering searches atqheir headquarters

10
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on the ERIC database only, accessed through DIALOG. Later they movieto full

DIALOG searching. DIALOG has given the County Schools a discounted

subscription price to encourage school use.

Before individual schools received modems; the County Schools' librarian

brought acoustic modems to each school media center and allowed the staff an

opportunity to experiment with DIALOG searching over two-week periodt. Then,

in 1982, as part of their plan to integrate computers into the entire

instructional program, the County Schools purchased one Apple computer for

each of the school media centers in the County. At first only the media staff

at Gaithersburg High School used the computer, to search ERIC and other online

databases for research information. As the staff became familiar with the

system's capabilities, they began to instruct classes of students on the kinds

of information available from the databases and on the procedures used in

accessing that information.

Viewtext use in the Gaithersburg High School Media Center thus began with

a County-wide initiative at the sctliol system level, but it has expanded

orJ

primarily because of the interest and commitment of the Media Center staff,

the school administrators, and the faculty.

In addition to purchasing a computer for the Gaithersburg High School

Media Centir, the County Schools.also purchased four computers for science

classes and 15 computeri for the school computer lab. To encourage a feeling

that the lab was available to all students regardless of academic major, the

Gaithersburg High School Principal did not assign the facility to any one

department. Instiad, instructors were selected from various subject

disciplines, and the Media Center Director was given responsibility for

coordinating the,lab program for the entire school.

11
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No new staff were hired for the computer lab. Instead, existing staff

were trained through in-service staff development workshops. Many staff-

,

members also enrolled in courses on their own initiative.

Viewtext Applications

There are several different applications of
viewtext in the Gaithersburg

High School. The Media Center uses viewtext for technical and administrative

applications, administrative management, bibliographic information retrieval,

instruction and training, and electronic mail.

A number'of administrative
functions previously

performed manually now are

being handled by computer. Overdue materials are monitored using the Pfs

software package. The media specialist reported
that the computer seems to

add more credibility to the overdue collection system. Students are much less

inclined to challenge records of overdue materials when the corroborating

information appears on the screen. Using this software,
Center Staff also can

retrieve bibliographic
citations for works in the Center's collection using

author or subject searches. The Center and the computer lab are using three

word processing software packages, Applewriter,
Screenwriter, and Bank Street

Writer. Bookends, a reference management
system, is being reviewed for

purchase.

The Center's Apple computer and modem allow users to search for references

online in over 100 files via DIALOG. Using DIALOG, students and staff have

accessed ERIC as weir as Biosis, Magazine Index, Medline, National Newspaper

Index, America History and Life, and Historical Abstracts. The Data Capture

software package
available to users allows them to edit'the information

retrieved onscreen and print it out or store it on a disc. Teachers also

12
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can request the librarian at the, Board of Education to carry out online

searches in specific curriculum areas or in educational research.

DIALOG was made available by the Montgoniery County. Schools, but the Center

itself has been investigating the use of the Wilson Line database, which

contains online accessto the Book Review Digest abstracts and other online

databases which the Media Center-staff think may be more appropriate for the

high school level than those available through DIALOG.

The County system and Gaithersburg High School have a strong commitment to

preparing all students to conduct research. The School and Media Center

promote a research strategy that directs students not only tO the card catalog

and the reference indexes but also to online databases for information

retrieval. Exhibit'l shows the research strategy flow chart developed by the

Center. As a part of the tenth grade curriculum, all students receive 10

classes on Media Center resources and research strategy. Eleventh graders

also are required to write a formal research paper as one of the County

graduation requirements.
Students'are required to develop a written strategy

for completing this paper, and the production of the paper from initial

research to final editing is supervised jointly by the English teachers and

the Media Center staff. Usually student's carry out an online search at some

point in their research. Through this experience, they become familiar with

DIALOG and can make efficient use of online searches for subsequent research

later in all subject areas.

Many students also take courses in computer programming and in

applications of computers in database management,
accounting, and problem

solving. These courses are taught in the computer lab, but students can

reinforce concepts learned in the courses by practicing and doing homework

assignments on the Media Center's computer during free periods or linch

13
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Exhibit 1

Resource Path Finder, Gaithersburg High School. Media Center

Request a
Computer
Search

4,

0]) Yes Other Library Catalogs

Montogmery County Public Library.
Montogmery College
Professional Library
MICROCAN

Card Catalog

Books
Vertical File
Non-print

Book Indexes

Biography Index
Play Index
Short Story Index

Periodical Indexes

Reader's. Guide
New MOIL/Imes Microfilm Collections

Facts. on File

Information
Retrieved

Computerizeditto Bases (DIALOG)

Magazine Index
Medline
National Newspaper Index
America history and Life
'Historical Abstracts
ERIC
Oceanic Abstracts

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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\

hours. Informal. training occurs-as groups of students co regate around the

Media Center's.computer, observe each other's workieir'discussfa,Search in

progress.

Faculty training .has consisted primarily of short demonstrations of "the

.system's capabilities. DIALOG, for examOle, provides a vfdeotape that,

explains its range of uses. After the initial introductory session,

additional workshops are scheduled for each departmegt. These workshops

include training in software evaluation and a review of databases in subject

areas. Faculty members also can gafn experience in the computer lab during

afternoon and evening hours. .In-service sessions on computer programming are

provided for staff two nights a week, and .they are always filled. Computeri

in the Media Center and in the computer 11b are available to adult education

evening students.

The County Schools Media Department, uses an electronic bulletin board to

send and receive messages, announce meetings,'and share useful search

strategies among its high school media centers,
1

Gaithersburg High School recently has begun to prepare the school

newspaper on the microcomputer and transmit it to its printer, using the modem

and the regular telephone system. This process is cheaper and more efficient

than the more traditional typesetting approach,, and it also provides

first-hand experience with contemporary publication techniques.

The Center also has a videocassette recorder and,a small production

studio, and students receive training in the basics of tele4ision production

from the Center's technical assistant.

1J 15
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Organization- nd Management
_

/

The use of vieidexfin the GaithersburgAigh School Media Center is

coordinated at the County Schools level by the Department of Instructional,

Retources and regionally by one of the three Area Directors for the County

Schools. T Department decides what equipment will* purchased and works

, .

with the Ar a Directors to coordinate the purchase:of software and allocate,.

funds. Any teacher my request software for
preview and complete an

evaluation formrindicating,the
appropriate uses for the software. This form

,,is submitted to the Department of-InstIction'al
ReiOtirCes and the item may be

added to the approved list of software. Only items on this list can'be

purchased for use in County Schools.

To avoid duplication and to ensure that,a complete list of software is

maintained, the school's software
inventory is handled by the Media Center.

At Gaithersburg High School, the Media Center Director also supervises the use

of the Media Center microcomputer
equipment and oversees the computer lab.

However, this is a local school option. The Director submits to her

department, to the Principal, and to the Area Director a bimonthly report

which includes statistics on the number of searches and narrative discussions

on computer use.

In order to use the computer, students must have user cards. These cards

are issued to students who demonstrate the ability to operate the computer and

who submit forms signed both by the students and the students' parents stating

that the students will not use the Computer in ways that violate the Copyright

Act. ..,.A summary of
regulations to be observed is posted next to the computer

as well. A first-come, first-serve sign
up system is used to regulate the

day-to-day use of the computer. Students with user cards can sign up as early

16
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as 7:30 a.m., when school aspens, to use the computer during their lunch hours

or free periods. Only one student is scheduled per period.

Although the Media Center's computer is located in an area easily

accessible to students and in full view of the Center staff, the modem is kept

in thestaff office and signed out for use to individual students. To obtain

DIALOG searches, students
submittoCenter staff the Request for Computer

Assisted Research shown in Exhibit 2. A staff member then meets with the

Student and the search is conducted and printed out for the student. Media

Center staff have begun to save oh disc or in print the findings from searches

on popular topics to conserve search timelater students with similar.

requests

The 15 computers in the computer lab are used during the school day by

4

students enrolled in computer. classes. Student, teachers, and adults

enrolled in evening courses also may use the computers, but machines are not

available for individual use unless a teacher is present because of security

concerns. The lab has an electronic security system on the windows and

doors. Software and computer textbooks are stored in a locked storage closet

when they are not in use, and hardware is locked up during Weekends and

holidays if it is in the school. To reduce the possibility of theft, faculty

and staff are encouraged to take the gomputers home, especially when there are

long school breaks. "It's totally against our training as librarians to keep

everything under lock and key," commented one media specialist. "Our whole

orientation is to put everything out for use. But with computers, if you

leave things out, they just may disappear.- We can't take that chance."

Overall, the limitation of time seems to bea major dethrent to

transferring morepinistrative
functions to the computer. No new Staff were

hired when microcomputers were installed, and because of the demands of thg
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6hibit 2

GAITHERSBURG HIGH tank CENTER

REOUEST FOR COMPUTER
ASSISTED RESEARCH

STUDENT NAME

GRADE

TODAY'S DATE
DATE ASSIGNMENT IS DUE

COURSE TITLE AND TEACHER

RESEARCH SUBJECT

DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT

BEY WORDS TO BE USED IN SEARCH (INCLUDE MONTHS, CLOSELY RELATED

PHRASES, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL Tams)

DATABASE(S1 TO BE SEARCHED'

SEARCH STRATEGY

9/83

4
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existing staff's previously established job duties,,there is little time

-P5M
available to learn about new software paCkages and ehter the data required to

begin using them. This may become a serious problem for this Media Center and

others as viewtext use-gains in popularity.

Patron Access to Viewtext

The Media Center provides access to viewtext to three groups of users:

students and*faculty of the high school, evening adult education students, and

individuals andgf604'in other schools and the Community: The Media Center

is visited by every sophomore for 10 class periods. Three periods deal with

television, and seven are on the use of research strategies and DIALOG.

Juniors must take a course called "Language Writing Workshop II," in which

Media Center staff and English teachers check all drafts to be certain'that

students have used appropriate resources, including online searching. All

students attending Gaithersburg High School now must have experience with

online searches.

Adults and teachers may use the computer lab during afte(school hours,

and the Media Center is always open when the computer4lab is open. However,

DIALOG varching is available only in the Media Center.

Cost Implications

As mentioned earlier, computer hardware both for the Media Center and the

computer lab was purchased for County Schools by the Department of

Instructional Resources. The Media Director said she also had used 50 Cents

per student.frowthe Center's regular budget to fund DIALOG searches. Money

provided under Chapter II of the.Consolidatien and Improvement Act of 1981 was

used to purchase software and textbooks for the computer lab bourses.
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The primary direct cost from the regular Media Center budget was the

$1,250 fee for the subscription to the DIALOG system, a fee based on a low $15'

.
per hour online service charge. Other minor ongoing expenses include those

for paper and ribbons for the printer and those for blank discs, which were

estimated to be about $60 per year. /Students are)required to provide their

blank discs. The Media Center does not provide discs for users, and they

e not sold at the school store. Students buy them at computer
stores or at

reduced prices from microcomputer users' groups..

With the exception of minimal stipends paid to members of the Media Center

staff to supervise the computer lab during the evening hours, no extra

monetary compensation is
proyided to any staff members for assuming new duties

related to the computer.

Some indirect costs hive been incurred, however. Students and teachers

using DIALOG have identified journals and periodicals not being received by

the Media Center, and some of, these have now been ordered'in microfiche. This

demand for additional journals
also has led to the need to purchase more

microfiche storage units, readers, and 'printers.

Funding for the computer lab and the Media Center does not seem to be a

problem it the present time. The Media Director did note,
however, that

within the schooythey have to operate within their allocated funds and cannot

expect to receive help from sources such as the PTA. She said that in high,

schools only athletics usually get support
from those groups in contrast to

the situation in elementary schools where parents are more involved with"other

curriculum areas.
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Pro1ram Results

The gradual process used by the Montgomery County Schools to introduce

computers into the Media Center. and the instructional program has enabled the

Media Ceyter to integrate viewtextihto its services in a period of only one

The decision of the school administration to coordiate computing

activities through the Media Center has allowed the Center both to expand its

pm services to integrate online searching and to serve as the facilitator for

computing activities throughout the school. As a result of the efforts. of the

Media Center staff and: the faculty, all high schoollstudents are being

familiarized with online searching. However, because DIALOG is primarily

oriented towards science, students requesting additional searches after their

original exposure.usually are students in the "Contemporary Issues in Science"

course.

All teachers now can request searches in their subject areas, and the

teachers have begun to expect online searches as a result of continuing

efforts to publicize the currency of,online information.' Teachers are

involved in software evaluation and in learning to write instructional

software, and Media Center activities have been a critical factor in.

developing and supporting necessary teacher training. Online searching

capability. has encouraged resource sharing between the Gaithersburg High

School Media Center and other area schools, libraries, and the Community.

The availability of word processing and database management software has

increased the productivity of theAMedia Center staff. Online searching also

has increased the staff's ability to provide professional reference service to

patrons. The courses provided in the computer lab seem to appeal to all

facets of the student body. Teachers teaching courses in the computer lab

,
include math, business education, science, and remedial math teachers. Of the
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. ,

199 students enrolled in comp-uter courses, 108 are males and.91 are females.

Minoritiescompelse 14 perdent of the student body, but they make up 16

percent of the computer lab enrollment.

Outreach

The Media, Center's outreach is extensive. The Center works closely, witil

other local schools, libraries, and the community. The staff have done online

searching for area junior high school students through4 cooperative

arrangement with" the locat juniorhigh school media center.

The Center also has a special project which brings in fifth and sixth

graders-from Gaithersburg High School's feeder schools and provides

instruction in computer literacy. Adult and continuing educatA classes are

held in the school on two nights each week, and the Media Center i,iO4pen on

those nights to the entire community.

The Center has close links to localcommunity college and County public

libraries. Students in Montgomery County can use two community college

libraries located near Gaithersburg High SChool.which are open on weekends

when the high school is closed. This makes DIALOG searching particularly

valuable, since research materials-identified online that are not in the Media

Center often are available at these libraries or at the public library which

is only a half mile from the high school.
4

The school is exploring with County businesses the possibility of

arranging-internships for teachers during vacation periods to keep them in.

touch with current technology, and the Media Center is involved with other.

County agencies in local planning for cable television.

22'
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1Future Goals and Objectives

The Center is a pilot testlfte for the Wilson Line database and plans to

provide the H.W. Wilson Company and the County with feedback on the,usdA)f

online subject indexes in this new databise.

In fUture years the comppter science program will have.to'be expanded if

Gaithersburg students are to be prepared to take the Advanced Placement (AP)

Test in Computer'Sdence..-PASCAL,
the programming

language used in that test,

is not now offered at the school. The Center expects to play a key role in

the expansion of school computer use. The Apple compUters in the computer lab

are in Pse.seven Periods a day. This level ,ofuse has prompted the schools,to

requesthardware from :the County for a second lab.in schools that have .one lab

and for a first lab for all schools that now are withOut any. With this added

.computer capacity,
Gaithersburg High School'could'expand

computer use; to

classesin journalism, social studies, andmath graphics. Computers for the

new lab prObably would be IBM Personal Corhputers. -The Apples'now housed in

the4ab%thencOuld
beloanedLtofaculty on:a

regular basis to encourage them

to develop softwareas-theY became
prOfitient in BASIC:aneTASCALthrough

tvenihg in-stirvICe_courses..,
If funding for this.additional haedWaei ts-.

!'.provided the Media Center staffwill'coor.dinate-these
school activities.

..111e'tenttr: also Is working
to-deyelOp:better ways to communicate

;information.to students and faculty about the school's computer resources.'

.
.

The ciftulation of lists of softwaeHhis not proyided:44equate
information to

faculty members on tiie'corittntSifsoftwarepadages,
Of:Media.

Center or computer lab memos,and depaetMentatmeetings
and. Wokshopi is now

.
being ,considered.
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The Media staff Would like to add a computer-assisted
Scholastic Aptitude

Test (SAT) preparation program to the computer software
collection, since they

feel that the research supports the premise that computer-assisted
SAT study

programs improve scores.

Also in the planning stages is the introduction of cable television. The

cable System extends throughout the three communities of Gait4ersburg, Takoma

Park, and Rockville, Maryland. The cable franchise requires that every school

in the County have .a cable drop to provide access to three educational

channels. One channel will be for the County's use, and two for sharing among

50 County schools. Two-way cable for homebound
students is being investigated

by the County, and it also hopes to offer internships for seniors interested

in careers in cable television.

Lessons Learned

Media Center staff said they had learned very quickly to supervise the use

of telecommunications
hardware and make students aware that, in a school

setting, information
to be accessed

should be related to curriculum

objectives. The use of modems for frivolous purposes had to be discouraged.

The introduction of cable in the school also created some problems.

Although the cable drop*is free, the school had to be rewired at a cost of

$15,000 to support the cable system. Another restriction
on the use of cable

is the fact that the school has only five television receivers for its 87

teaching stations. The Media staff also are concerned that publicizing and

enfOrcing videotaping copyright regulations will'present problems.

Experience has shown that selecting and acquiring software
will not ensure

.t4s

it use unless strategies
ire-developed that permit the potential users to

learn how to apply softwareocapabilities
to meet their j001 needs. Lending
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microcomputer software to teachers for out-of-school use has proved

advantageous both to the teachers and to the school. The teachers have

opportunities to set up and operate equipment, to practice computer
A

programming skills, and to try out software. The school benefited from having

the equipment in a secure place and from the increase in the number of faculty

members who know how to assembleland disassemble a system and to use it

appropriately in instruction. The Center also has learned that Media Center

staff hours have to be flexible if all potential users are to have

opportunities to use the school's computers.

The Media Director observed that the excitement of learning and being a

part of something new and different seems to be incentive enough to encourage

the members of the school staff to leatn about and use viewtext.

References

The Media Center publishes infoTtion on its program for patrons and also

distributes the County brochure entitled, "Computerized D tabase Searching in

Your Media Center."

Additional information about the Center may, be obtained by contacting:

Linda Crump, Media Center Director, (301) 926-1920, Ext. 28.
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CASE STUDY REPORT 2

Name of Library: IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center Library

Address: Yorktown Heights, NY 10598

Persons Interviewed: Phyllis Stigall, Library Manager
Isabel Cawley; Reference, Collection Development,

Bibliographies
Ellen Howling; IBM Technical Information Retrieval

Center (ITIRC), Profiles, Searching

Kathleen Falcigno, Publications
Helen Meyer, Circulation
Carol M. Potemski, Journals
Eleanor Ratledge, Book Orders
Kitty Stoeber; Text Processing, Statistics

Date of Visit: January 23, 1984

Librar aracteristics

The,Thomas J. Watson. Research Center, located in northern Westchester

County, New York, is'a scientific and technical library of ,the IBM

Corporation. The Library includes 6,470 square feet of public space and 1,536

square feet of work space. There also is remote storage on site in the math

and physics departments and at the IBM laboratory in Eastview, New York.

The Watson Research Center'is a small division of IBM, with headquarters

in Yorktown and additional laboratories located in San Jose, California;

Zurich, Switzerland; and Eastview, New York. The Library's main purpose is to

provide scientific and technical information to aid IBM scientists in current

and future projects. In additicin, the Library provides a variety of sources

of information to help in decision making by divisional and departmental

management. ,

The Library is a self - service facility which is open 24 hours a day, seven

days a week, with staff on duty Monday to Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
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Open stacks and self-service circulation
allow easy access to the collection

at all hours. There is a professional
staff of nine, three of whom, including

the Library Manager, hold degrees in library science and have had some

training in computer programming.
Library holdings

include 38,000 books,

26,000 bound volumes of journals, 2,300 journal titles, 4,914 cartridges and

reels of microfilm.

History of Viewtext

In 1963 the first computer program was written for the Library to track

orders and automate cataloging.
The present system is based on that original

one, which used handwritten
80-column layout sheets from'which

keypunching was

done.

Also in 1963, an automated
circulation and

acquisitions program was

written using the same software
principles as were used for Catalog

automation. Several versions haire
beedwritten since, as more powerful

systems have become available.
However, the Library still has a card catalog,

and many patrons prefer it to the online catalog. +t

In the years since 1963, the Library has acquired a wide range of

general-purpose
utilities for text processing and data management.

When

appropriate
software was not available, programmers

from the'Center
also wrote

"special library software.
The Library Manager said that a research scientist

designed the special software
that allows her to identify and print out

citations for publications by scientists working in specifiC departments.

Viewtext Applications

,wyhe Library has available a variety of very powerful mainfraMe computers .

and systems as well as stand-alone microcomputers
and the staff use viewtext

4

f
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to carry out their publications responsibilities as well as for technical

processing, reference, and administrative tasks. At the present time, every

Library staff member has a terminal in her work area, and there are two for

patron use located in the public areas. Library staff also can use the

services of the computer center located on the first floor of the building.

The whole spectrum of library tasks is computerized. Library staff use

IBM Model 3277 or 3279 terminals to communicate IBM's mainframe

computers. These computers store very large files for immediate access and

also provide additional archival storage. All staff use electronic mail and

message systems. Bibliographers have available the Yorktown Formatting

Language (YFL), which permits materials to be word processed, formatted in

appropriate columns and indentations, and printed in a variety of type faces.

An example of the versatility of this sytem is its use in creating

poster-sized bibliographic citations of books written by individual IBM

authors. YFL also is used to develop New Books Bulletins, an example, of which

is shown in Exhibit 3.

Several online files have been developed by the Library staff. One

contains information on publications by IBM authors that have appeared in the

open literature since '1950, including both papers published in proceedings and

forthcoming papers. To keep this file current, the Library requests that when

Watson Center scientists submit an article for publication, they send a copy
.

to the Library, together with a form describing the article and identifying

the journal in which it is to be published. .The publications unit-then enters

*, (-
this information online. When this unit later receives word through a weekly

printout from the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) that the paper

has been accepted for publication, the Library arranges for payment of the

32
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Exhibit 3

New Books Bulletin

from the Ubrary
at the

IBM Thomas J. Watson
Research Center

To request any book, simply write the appropriate sequence number
on the last page and forward it to the Library.

For books already on loan, your name will be added to the reserve
.list.

.ELECTRONICS

1. Applications of GaAs MESFETs.
Soares. R.. ed.
TK 7874.A66 1983

MATHEMATICS

2. t Mathematital sciences professional
directory.
American Mathematical Society
OA 1.A512 1983

. 3. The mathematical heritage of
Poincare.
Browder. F.E.. ed.
0A-1.A5218' v.39 1983

4. Four papers on differential
Krein. M.G.
QA 3.A541 v.120 1983

1,7

5.. The Kourovka notebook
problems in group theory.
from the Russian.
Kourovskaia, T.
OA 3.A541 v.121 1983

Henri

equations.

- unsolved
Translated

Convergence of solutions of the Kol-
mogorov equation to travelling
waves.
Bramson, M.
QA 3.A57 v.285 1983

New Books Vol. 84. No. 2

7. Geometrical methods in congruence
modular algebras.
Gumm, H.P.
OA 3.A57 v.286 1983

8. R-linear endomorphisms of Rn pro-.
serving invariants.
McDonald. B.R.
OA 3.A57 v.287 1983

9. A simple definition of the Feynman
integral, with applications.
Cameron. R.H.
OA 3.A57 v.288 1983

10. Algebraic geometry: proceedings ... Tokyo
and Kyoto. October, 1982
OA 3.L28 v.016 1982

11. Graph theory: proceedings Lagow. Poland.
February, 1981
GA 3.L28 v.018 1981

12. Cabal seminar:
UCLA, 1979-81
OA 3.L28 v.019 1983

proceedings ... Caftecti-,

13. Non commutative harmonic analysis
and Lie groups: proceedings ... Marseille -

Luminy, 1982
OA 3.L28 v.020 1982

14. USSR-Japan symposium on probabili-
ty theory and mathematical statistics:
proceedings ... USSR, August, 1982
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Exhibit 3 (Con't)

To request any book list the sequence number(s) e.g. 1, 2, 3

Fold and return to the Library. Please do not staple.

NEW BOOKS BULLETIN ONLINE

YKTVM users can access the New Books Bulletins online.
For information and instructions:

Type: newb ?

CHECK HERE IF YOU NO LONGER REQUIRE PRINTED COPIES.

SICOPE =
IBM SERIAL 984425
PHYLLIS G. STIGALL
DEPT. 411

88K07

New Books Vol. 84. No. 2
34

NEW BOOKS

my 16. 1984
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journal's page publication cost and for article reprints for the author and

enters the publieiiion information online,.

This procedure ensures that the Library's online information on the

Center's research
publications is more current that' any existing hard copy

source. Abstracts in hard copy are available for every paper since 1980, and

copies of all reports can be ordered online by any employee. To be sure that

no publication by a staff member is overlooked, a
bibliography of all works

pulOhed is generated yearly and dIstributed to the research staff for review.

Journals are the most important part of the Library collection, and

serials ordering and processing have been automated in the past year. Most

journals are ordered from one vendor.) The present system was described as

much more efficient than the system formerly used, in which the staff typed a

separate purchase order for each of 1,500 periodicals. The old system

required three months a each year for the serials Librarian to complete the

separate orders. By comparison, she now prepares,a list of journals on a

single purchase order and submits it-to the vendor, who can order directly

from most serial publishers.

The serials Librarian said that the automated ordering and delivery system

costs about the same Amount per journal as did the
former-system, but it is

g

far more effitient, and more journals can be proCessed in the same time.

Serials are sent from the publisher to the Library, and high school student

interns log them in every afternoon, under the supervision of the serials

Librarian, thus reducing the professional time devoted to this task. As the

journals.are accessioned
online, any missing issues are noted,. and

instructions to locate missing items are forwarded to the vendor. The

system's printer automatically generates-the
printed routing list to be
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1.

attached to the journals so that they can be sent directly to patrons through,

the internal mail system.

- The Library has subscribed to the DIALOG database since 1975, and in 1983

it also began subscribing to the Bibliographic Retrieval System (BRS)

database. It accesses both systems through TELENET, and the librarians said

that both DIALOG and BRS have most math, science, and engineering databases

required by Library patrons.

Viewtext has been used for acquistions only since July 1983. Books are

acquired by the Center Library through IBM's Library Processing Center (LPC).

A computer program generates book request forms at the Watson Research Center.

Library and forwards them to the LPC online and then to the vendor. Booic's,are

delivered to the Library within six to eight weeks, ready to go on the
"-

shelf.

As titles are received, they are matched against book requests, so that

materials can be sent immediately to the persons who requested them. The LPC

staff catalog books using a photocopy of the Mile page and the verso page and

incorporate OCLC catiloging"to the extent possible. Each book is given a

unique library accession number.

Books are cheeked'in and out using an online system that files each book

by its accession number, call number, and author. Books returnedartlogged

in online, at which time the librarian can identify any reserve requests for

them and send the books immediately to the requestors. When a request for a

book is received from a patron, the circulation Librarian chec&s the online

catalog and has the book sent. to the requestor if it is in. If it is not in,

she places a reserve in the online book record, so that when she receives the

book, she can identify any requestor and send the book immediately to that

patron. Thus, many patrons deal with the Library y-without physically entering

it.'
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The Watson,Center Library also can use off-site corpOrate information

resources. The IBM Technical Information Retrieval Center (ITIRC), located in.

Sterling Forest and White Plains, New York, serves ae a clearinghouse for IBM

technical reports, government reports from the National Technical Information

SerVice (NTIS), Government Reports in Microform (GRIM), etc. These materials

can beAdentified and ordered online. The Library also keeps in an online

file a record of the holdings of 33 other IBM libraries from which the Center

can borrow materials. .

Organization and Management

The Manager of the Watson Research Center Library has overall divisional

responsibility for publications as well as reponsibility for directing the

Center Library,. Viewtext use in each department is under the direction of

member of the professional staff, and the Library Manager has developed a

number of procedures to ensure that viewtext applications will encourage the

efficient,use of resources. She stresses that her staff are teaching staff,:;

who provide patrons with information that enables them to use publitations,

periodicals, and online databases tolurther their research objectives. She

sees the IBM Corporation as the beneficiary, not just the user of iniormation

accessed through theLibrary.

Each department in the Research Center appoints a perion_

that department withthe Library staff to solve any problems.

liaison permits the staff to become aware of patron concerns

who can speak for

that arise. This

and to

comunicate with the departments when resource constraints, usually lack of

available library space, will result in unpopular Library policies. An

'example of such a problem is the need to store back 'Issues of periodicals in

microfilm because space "for paper copies is limited.
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Patron Access to Viewtext

The Library's patrons are the 650 scientists at the.Watson Center and 1200

other members of the Research Center staff.

Researchers at terminals in their own work areas or in the Library can

order copies of journals or books identified online and have them delivered to

work areas. They also can access online both DIALOG and BRS. Through

internal. IBM online services, they can access information on IBA research

reports, which are grouped inthe internal IBM publications database by broad

subject headings. Report titles, authors, report numbers, department numbers,"

dates of publication, and numbers of pages in the reports are provided. This

information can be used to order'abstracts of the reports in Research Advance

Abstracts, a printed Library Oublicatiori available in hard copy. The Library

also publishes a cooperativelist of the 4,258 periodiCal'title holdings of 33

Participating IBM libraries.
R

V:;p

Using the online command lihotocop,1 users'May request photocopies of any

jOurnal article.` Orders for ph4Ocopies,dan be filled at the Center Library,

or forwarded by the Library to ITIRC, which delivers the copies directly to

the requestor and charges the costs, including copyright costs, to the

requestor's department. Royaltiei are paid through the Copyright Clearance-.

'! Center.

Typing "NEWS" gives users access online to the New Books Bulletin, which-

shows authors, tttles, Publishers, PTaces and dates of spublicatfOn,

numbers of titles on the lateti biweekly list of new books received at the

Library. "NEWS'' will access the latest book list; while "NEWB 83" will access

all new books for 1983.

The command "BOOKS" enables users, to place a book order,,,,online, for

delivery immediately if available. If the book is notavailable the request

4



is noted and a reserve is placed so that it will be'delivered as soon as it is

returned to the Library. Hard copy of the New Books Bulletin is circulated

with a tear sheet attached that also can be used to order a book through the

Center's internal mail system. When such "tear sheets arereceived in the

Librar Y, the circulation Librarian calls up the online record of the book so

identified and enters the reserve revest

Cost' Implications

Searchingtext processing, and electronic mail account for 14 percent of

the Library budget. he Library Manager said that the proviOon andodektvery.
, .

of viewtext services have not decreased the cost of LibrariOPerationi but

have made them more efficient. Staffievels have dropped from 14 to 9, and

high school and college student interns 'now *manY,tasks formerly done by the

professional staff.

The decrease in needed professional staff also was possible becaue of a

decision'tOrie:4Apdors to perform many labdr7intensive jobs in the

aCquisitions.inCtertiliAepartments, which really did not require
,

professi0h4YskiThEle6tronic mail also increatespefficiency, making it

possible to comMuniceiteMOre.easily with IBM personnel at all locations

without tying people to their telephones.

One cost cutting 'decision that the Library made wait° insist that

departments within the'Research Center pay for materials frora,their own

budgett if the materials are for use only by the departments and not for'

generaLlibraryiise. Formerly, all mat ialswere purchased and acquisitioned

by the Library.'-Now, however; individua departments autonomously purchase

and hol0 journals,and books that are for the exclusive use:of their` own
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,

project staffs, They are never accessioned :or cataloged, and hence they do

not appear in the online catalog.

Staff training-has
not been very costly. Vendors inttially,,protitided

training both in DIALOG' and BRS, and employees receive additional
training as

new databases come online in the two syttems.
Tfiestibrary holds seminars.

specifically;for
its own operation, and Library

periannel attend many in -house

general Colirses for scientists and
Secretaries on a wide range of subjects,

such as the:use of editing programs.

-High sChoOl interns 'receive their
training on the job. :Since... computers

now are in conmoiKie in area Choolt, most student ihtern'i--.pre.familiar with

computer terminals 'when they arrive at IBM. The work thei.do 1§7not overly

complex, in any case, and they are closely supervised.

Program Results

Library
statistits show an inl-easein

between 1979, and 1982, probably duel° thef-
online.

ThereCalso was an incre ,se f, 123

344 in 1978 to1770 in 1982.

BRS is accessed through ITIRC, which provides,at-desk
links to its

,

photocopy requests
of i3 percent

ease 'of ordering photoCopies

percent in DIALOG searches, from

files and thos
ITIRC use rose by 32ipercent between 1978 and' 1982.

.1104

The Library staf believe this added use.

statistics,aren
ept.

T Ldra recently conducted a series of group meetingi with users

talk -Library needs.
It found that from the patron's perspective:

-1 t,. to BRS, but separate

to

eed of access to information is essential;
\

.:

,..-( hard copy, must be kept,. even Of materials available
o'nline or in

other Orms;'-and



13.)-' at4detk: and other online services are vital to jome patrons, but"'

-entirely unused by others. .

.-,
The Library has continual

communication with other IBM libraries and also

..
holds membership in such organizations as the

etigineerin'societies and the

Westchester Medical College Library. In the local commihity, the entire

Center has very strong ties to local high schools. Student interns work in

all deparIments, including the Library, every

The Cehter shares
information on its work with the local community: The

Libraryls reference services are available to the\ general -public by

gappo t, and the Library Manager works with such organiiations as the

441
Association of American Publishers an$ the Drexel University College of

Information Studies to publicize the work of the Watson Centbr Library and

exchange knowledge about technology.

The Library has close ties to library schools and. accepts students of

theitl.programs for sixz-month:;,i-nternships.
It feels .fiat this allows students,

to gain hands-on ,experience and keeps the Center.staff in touch with

contemporary ilbriary -scfence theory.

Z.*

'TheCenter ,alto.sent two Library .staff members to .spend six months at the

. , ...
.

:-,-,. --.

National CommistiOn'en..Libraries and Information Science-opLiti*:th
. ,

Washington, D.C., to meet profeisional colleagues Ind Carry out research in.

,*,the- areas of technology'
assessment and work productivity.

Future Goals and Objectives

The Library plani to expand its facilities. A satellite library will be

openedin.1.985--in leased space, and a second library will open in 1987-1hen a

second Research Center building is opened.
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The staff expect to increase th6ir use of viewteXtwhere,ft

appropriate. They plan to expand their automated charging system; and they

already have bar coded their books. However, the Library Manager doesnot

anticipate that they will be using videodiscs in the near future because of
st

the reluctance of patrons to read materials displayed onscreen. She do4

expect greater use of teleconferences, however, not to reduce face-to-faoe

meetings, but to improve preparation and follow-up to make such meetings more

productive.

The Library intends, to continue providing internships for library school

students and to expand the program to schools not formerly involved.

Lessons Learned

The Library has found that not

some books and journals still most
yy

,4 acquisitions Librarian also said that libraries contemplating conversion to an

all purchasing canbe automated, tiecause

be ordered directly fron publishers. The

lau, tonated system should select a vendor with a 1 ge-scale operation. IBM

.

uses such a vendor, and the Center has; teen-,very satisfied with
its services.

Reference librarians said t4t4they find it difficult. to use more than one

online system at a time because the ii+BIZCols for accessing and using each, one

are very different. They find it time consuming to move betweep'pRs and

DIALOG, the two systems to which they subscribe.

Overall, the Library staff have found that the availability of increased

access to information about the Library's resources and the capability to
1

order materials online are transforming the Library: Statistics show

increased use of Library resources, but the Library ManageP said that the

Library becomes quieter and emptier dll the time.
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On the whole, thOse'patrons who do; come: to the LibrarY.Prefr 'to use the

card catalog and to use materials in had copy, which they'Can take with

them. Most of the Center's researchert spend .a considerable amount of their

.work days at terminals, and when in the library many do not like to view

materials onscreen.
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CASE STUDY REPORT 3

\--Name of Library: Lorette Wilmot Library

Address: Nazareth College of Rochester
P.O. Box 3908
Rochester, NY 14610

Persons Interviewed: Richard Matzek, Library Director
Scott Smith, Reader Services Director

and Online Coordinator
Jan Carr, Media Services Director
Sally P. Atkinson, Library Automation Project Direitor

Date of Visit: January 26, 1984

Library Characteristics

The Lorette Wilmot Library is the library of Nazareth College of

Rochester. Originally this school was a dedominational women's college. Now

if is a private, independent liberal arts college for men and women, located

in Rochester, New York, a 4w minutes' drive from downtown and adjacent to the

village of Pittsford. The College offers 40 majors, including preparation for

careers in business, teacher education, music therapy, nursingrand social

work. The 75-acre campus has undergone significant expansion in Vie past

decade, and its 15 buildings serve 3,000 students. More than two-thirds of

the full-time undergraduate students live on campus. The expansion of the

Library, programs and the recent construction of new campus buildings reflect

the excellent support the College pnjoys.

The Library is open 97 hours a week, Monday to Thursday from 8:00 a.m. -

11:00 p.m., Friday from 8:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m., Saturday from 10:00 a.m.-10:

p.m., and Sunday from noon until 11:00 p.m. The Library has 42,000 square

feet of space, and seating for 450 patrons. The Library staff include seven

professionals, six with library science degrees-4nd one with advanced work in

media, and other staff totaling 16 full-time equivalent positions.
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The Library houses more than 200,000 volumes, and 1,250 serials are

maintained. On an average, 200 books circulate each day, 50 pieces of media

equipment are delivered, and 850 patrons use the Library. The automatic gate

counter shows that. Library use increased by 8 percent between 1980 and 1983
4

and total per-student use increased 37 percent from 1979 to 1984, despite a

slight decli, in student enrollment between 1980 and 1983.

The media center on the lower floor of the Library offers access to a

collection of disc, tape, and caSsetteZacordings; videocassettes; 8mm and

. 16mm films; slides and filmstrips; and microcomputer-software and provides

rooms for the use of audiovisuals' by two to 75 people. The Library also

provides low-cost online searching and photocopying for patrons and makes

available typewriters, computer terminals, and a late-night study center.

History of Viewtext

The Lorette Wilmot library joined OCLC 4n 1980. Before that time, it had

no automated functions and no online search capability. Since that time, the

facility has evolved from one with nonelectronic technology to one with a very

ambitious viewtext program. It offered online searching to patrons for the

first time in the 1980-81 school year and begah to-collect data on searches.

In 1982-83, the Library successfullS, proposed to the Rochester Area

Resource Exchange (RARE), a state-funded intertype pilot project, that RARE

provide'funds for demonstrations and actual.online searches, during college

vacation periods, to enable local high school students and faculty to become

familiar, with viewtext technology.

Several key steps were taken in 1982-83 to move closer to the

implementation of an integrated library system concept, according to the

Library Director. The College provided a planning fund in 1982 to support
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visits by library staff to libraries and vendors, consultation with library

automation experts, and presentations and demonstrations to the Library, staff,

administrators, the Library Committee, and the Academic Affairs Committee of

the Nazareth Board of Trustees.

In the 1983-84 school year, the Board of Trustees of the College

authorized the Library Director to develop a plan for a fully automated

library system. After reviewing the options available, the library

professional ,staff selected the AVATAR system, since purchased by OCLC and

being released as the LS/2000 system. Its development and implementation are

underway and are expected tvtake three years. An Automation Project Director

familiar with similar projects was appointed on a three-year contract

oversee the system installation. The Board of Trustees approved and funded

the Integrated Library System project which included:

a three-year appointment of a Project Direetor,and stafffor'

'implementing the system,.
. ., , -

. )

/selection of.a system and ,ordering and ihstallatiOn:ofequipment'and, . . ,

software, .,

..-

o institution of retrospective conversion,

testing the new system, and

o initiation of a successful automated circulation system by the end of

1984 and testing of an online catalog of certain materials.

Capital equipment funds also were made available by the College,for

microcomputers in the media center and to fund necessary remodeling. By

February 1984, the'media center housed a lab with eight public access

microcomputers. Several staff microcomputers also are in use, including one

at the reference desk for online searching.
/I
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Viewtext Applications

Viewtext use reflects the philosophy of the Library's professional staff

_that whatever information patrons need should be equally accessible to them,

regardless of whether it is contained in print materials, audiovisual formats,

Or computer databases. Viewtext is being used to further this goal in

reference, circulation, interlibrary loan, technical Services, serials, and

acquisitions as well as in the school's instructional programs.

Three OCLC terminals are in use, and the Library participates fully in.the

OCLC Interlibrary Loan System. It anticipates that its participation will

increase as it begins to enter its holdings into the database as part of thp

retrospective conversion
required to automate the Library. All reference

staff members are trained.in online searching, and learn to use new databases'

as time permits apd as the need arises. A collection of manuals and

documentation on the online databases has been organized and is maintained.a

the Library's reference desk.

In order to make effective online use of their holdings, the staff a

entering them as quickly as possible into the OCLC database which will soon be

linked to the LS/2000 system. This activity represents a massive undertaking

involving theinput of 50,000 titles per year for three consecutive years.

The Library already has begun creating an online file of media holdings and

software, which has necessitated recataloging 1,100 of the 1,700 software

entries in its catalog according to Anglo-American Cataloging Rules (AACR) II

and OCLC specifications. It has had to develop interim standards for the

cataloging of floppy discS, pending directions from OCLC on these formats.

Fee-based online searching is presently being integrated into the general

reference activity. Two terminals are now available for-searching.
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-11he Acquisitiont Librarian has developed a microcomputer-generated list of

rental book tttles.and is using bibliographic databases to verify titles for

materials to be ordered and to develop the LOrary's collection. She has

found the online databases especially usefil for generating in -print lists of

materials for the school's special collections on G. K. Chesterton and Thomas

Merton.

A microcomputer database of periodicals is presently being developed.

This database, to be implemented on the Apple II, will be used to generate

information such as titles collected for the bindery, subject lists, microform

subscription status,-,etc., The'Library subscribes to 25 microcomputer

journal's, 'many of them for special' iubject areas such as applications of

computers to the teaching of et and music:

Organization and Magement
,

The Library Direeor twersees

Online Coordinatoi-4tV fostering

all viewtext operations, but he credits the

a strong beginning for the online systems by

. ,

successfully Integra g.online searching into general reference. activity:

Responsity4joe.,:terials is shared between the Acquisitions Libi.Arlan':
,,: '. !II ir .) . ,-] :''

and theSOialt/Medi brarian. When the automated system is cemPete,the.:;

lik.S:.: *''' .,....

TechniCaktetv attment.will,take over some of this responsibility.
',.' '''''

... _.

...-,e
The*?te 415Whb serves in the role of Media Services Director has .'.';.

.responsiblINIVArAveraeAngthe public use compute. area. Library staff

..

membei.s abd10614hselict-arid supervise the loan of co software; The
.

Library's media hOldfrig$ will be among the first a as to become directly

searchable on -tyitem:
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The Automation Project Director works directly with the vendor who is

installing and testing the LS/2000 system. She is responsible for the

implementation and maintenance, of.the LS/2000*system, which will inclodeitn

online public access catalog (OPAC),,circulation and reserve control, serials

and acquisition subsystems, and &media services control, subsystem. She will

_also provide training for staff and patrons. At the time oaf the site visit,

the Automation Project Director-had just joined the staff on a full-time basist-

Patron Access to Viewtext
/

Searches for students and faculty now are done'both by appointment and

without prior appointnnt at the refe ence desk. Faculty members tend to

n(5

t

regard access to microcomputer trai rig as a form of job enrichMent and an

opportunity to develop highly valuable skills, and the Library encourages

faculty members to be involved in viewtext activities, pointing out the

capability of the technology to free, educational professionils froni

time-consuming, routine tasks.

Cost Implications

The College does. not plan, to increase eitfitr staff or budget to integrate,:

viewtext, but the Director expects that the present staff will be. able to be

more productive as a result of the capabilities provided by the technology.

At present, ttudenti pay one-half of the first $10 of online access charges,

except that searches on the Medline database are free, as are searches for

materials that are indexed in print publications but are not available in the

Library. Faculty searches are free, and 'about 85-percent of the cost of

online charges is absorbed. The Library Director pointed out, however; that

the total cost of the online operation is below the combined cost of one-year
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subscriptions to. Chemical Abstracts and BiologicalAbstracts, both of which

can be accessed online. Subscriptions to thete services were discontinued in

^the early 1960s at a time of institutional de-emphasis of the science

- curriculum.

Although"the integration of viewtext into library.services has been

costly, it has been carefully planned'and well suppbrted by the College, with

the cooperation of the Library staff. For example, three OCLC terminals are

in use in the Library from 7:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.. during the work week, and the

staff have changed their traditional work hours to be able to input data into

OCLC in other than prime-time hours (9:00 a.m.--5:00 p.m.). This rescheduling

has decreased costs by 15 percent, while simultaneously increasing staff

productivity.

One-third of the Library budget is spent for materials. Online-search"

expenses are included 'in the supply budget, and they slightly decrease the

amount left for other supplies and materials. Computer software' costs have

exceeded budget projections, and the LibrarY has had-to shift money array from

line items for other materials. However, some of therecent online searching

was carried, out with high school: students and faculty and funded by RARE and °

did not impact the Library budget.

Program Results

Lorette Wilmot Library is very user-oriented, and the staff have been able

to demonstrate to users the value of microcomputers and of immediate access to

current information online. This hai resulted in the establishment of a

climate on the campus for accepting viewtext use; however, student use depends

''on encouragement by instructors. Therefore, the Library has'conducted

frequent demonstrations on DIALOG in classrooms. These demonstrations have

heen(found to be a- major influence on increased student use.
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Annual reports and six7month reports of Library activities include

statistics onthe use of each online database. 'Mete reports showed 'a level

of online activity at Nazareth College by 1981 that already was far higher

than levels at comparable institutions and closely approximated use at a mac

larger institution.

Total interlibrary loan activity has increased by 60 ptrcent in two years,

.

with steady growth both in materials loaned and borrowed. The, Library

conducted a preliMinary
Survey_at the start of its online search service in

the Spring of 1980. The response rate.was 76 percent of those participating

in online searches. Since the responses were overwhelmingly positive, the

Library concluded that online searching would continue to be-a valuable and

effective service, and this has-proved to,be the case.

This trend continued into the 1982-83 school year, which saw an increase

of between 18 and 30 percent in DIALOG searches over the previous year. A

disparity between the increase in total searches (25 percent) and the total

number of topics (18 percent) also
reWected the increasing complexity of user

topics. The total number of online searches
(defined as a single use of a

database) grew from 485 in 1980-81 to 764 in 1981-82 and 1;050 in 1982-83;

this total will again be.exceeded
inx1983-84 inasmuch as 795 searches were

performed in 40 first six months of the year. Exhibit 4 shows overall online

use and costs for 1981-83 by database, according to the Lorette Wilmot Lfbrary

Anfival Report. Exhibit 5 shows use by individual databases in DIALOG.

Thirty7five new periodical subscriptions in all areas have been added to

theLibrary's collection in the current year, and many of these_were added

because they were identified by patroni through online searches.
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Online Syttem Use, 1981-83, Lorette Wilmot Lfbriry

A. DIALOG SYSTEM

Status endergrad. Grad. Factilty

Searches 342 116 ':' 130

Topics 174 102 69
, ,

Cost/Search +.9.97 6.94 12.42'

Cost/1:44 '19.72 11.66 16.92

1982- 1981-

Library Admin. Non-Naz. 83 Total 82 Tote'

8. National Library of Medicine Databases

Searches 193 93 4 16 0 ji 190

94 22 16

55 , 11 10

3.19, ""7 .78 10.77

2112.
574 e,

421 356.'

I& 6.87

5.44 15.56 17.22 I4.36 11.07

Topics 93 60 8 7 0 0 iii 116

C. Totals for DIALOG-and National Library of Medicine ,

Searches 535 209 1.58 110 22 16 o--1 050 764

Topics 267 162 77 62 11 10 , 589 '472 .,

D. figures for Nazareth College/RRRLC/RARE Council Online Searching for

secondary School Students Project

1. Number of searches performed (single use of a database): 173

2. Number of topics searched (not as,class demonstrations): 22

3. Number of topics searched (as,class demonstrations): 745

4. Total elapsed connect time: 21 hours.30 minutes 33 seconds

5. Total connect tips cost: S 1:290.60

6. Average cost per search (single use of a database): S 7.46

7. Number of high schools participating: 14

8. Number of high sthoql student participants: 339

4 0

9. Number of high school teacher participants: 23
k

BEST COPY AMBLE
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Exhibit

Online Use by Database, DIALOG Database 'Only

1

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

DATABASE

ERIC

PSYCINFO

810515 77-

MAGAZINE INDEX

HISTORICAL ABSTRACTS

CA SEARCH 82-

INA BIBLIOGRAPHY

HENSEAPCH

MARCH 77-79

R1111

.9*16641CAL 6PIlirS

:;larIEFAU !OWE*
'OMERICAI HISTCHY

MOLINE 60-

111ALINOEX

USPSD

SPIV

intmitu

EXCEPTIONAL CHILD EDUCATION RESOURCES

CA SEARCH, 0 -61

FCRIONTION,GUMTS INDEX

ENVIRCNIENTAL PERIODICALS BIBLIOGRAPHY

MICRO:MINTER INDEX

GRANTS

MRS IN MINT

PAIS INT17JINTIONAL

CA SEARCH 72-71

FOUNDATION DIRECTORY

MITAP 111IC

01110 ABUSE amst a re
NICER

LISA

INVIROLINE

PHILOSOPHER'S UP7EX

CONNECT HOURS an

36.651 43.4 1.312.18.

10.246 7.9 627.75

7.171 5.5 511.25 '

6.3 4.2 450.20

1.863 I.S. 393.63,

.° 5.013 3.8 430.44

2:679 2.2 244.30

2.373 ,1.11 125.44

2.101 1.6 168.33

2.074. 1..6
66.49

1.446 1.5 131.24

1.221. ; , 106.116

1.925; ," 1.1 146.71

1.71 1.3 . 128.70

1.411 1.1 22-08

1.199 .9 41.13,

1.16o a 75.61,

1.125 .9 31.3$

.266 .8 66.15 .

.947 .7 30.65

.ns , .7 71.66

.7 .6 90.18

. 741 .6 42.21

;....712 .6 32.06

_414. 66.36

;444 .1
43.11

`221 46.25

. 656 .4 41.18

.63 .4 63.40

.112 .4 7.61

.447 .4 17.05

.687 .4 39.89

. 436 .3 37.83

.416 .3 42.30

.408 ..3 22.14

ARTIMLIOGRAPHIES MODERN .404 .3 24.24

MANAGEMENT CONTENTS .372 .3 22.47

CHEIRIAME
.364 .3 52.17

FEDERAL REGISTER ABSTRACTS .363 .3 27.23

HEWN PLANNING AND ADMINISTRATION .363 .3 12.71

REDLINE 75-79 '
.226 .3 11.41

INTERNATIONAL SOFIVAR1 DIRECTORY .311 11.66

CHEMICAL INDUSTRY NOTES .279 .2 211.81

INTERNATIONAL PHARMACEUTICAL ABSTRACTS .263 .2 14.47

COMPREHENSIVE DISSERTATION INDEX .257 .2 17.66

ENERGYLINE
.231 .2 23.61

610315 69-76 .235 .2 21.54

127.87- MAI S 6.224.17

The ranalning databases were used for less than .2 connect hours
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The Library Director,coMmented that when he first considered introduction

of online :services to the'College learning community, he'anticipated that ERIC

Would be,the most pcipular database at Nazareth. He has been surprised to see

that although the use of ERIC consistently has'fieen high, other DIALOG

databases have been used quite extensively.

Student characteristics such as age and sex do not seem to be,Important

variables related to viewtext use in.fact inprecent years^freshmen have

come from, high schools where comOuter:,use is common, and theY often are'the,

most enthusiastic viewtext users. end of the age spectrum,

senior citizens inithe summer Eldethostel 1)roiraMOrso have been interested in

.computers.., Fifty high school teachers and librarians Ild online,ekperience-as

`a result of the 'Library's RARE- sponsored program.

Outreach

The Library s outreach to faculty is extensive. New faculty, as they are

hired, receive orientation to all. library services including online

searching. New students receive orientation to Libraiy resnurces, and

academic classes receiveclass-length-presentationi'and demonstrations on

searching topics of direct 'relevance to specific instructional areas.-

The Library belongs to the Rochester Regional Reseakh Library Coycil,
. r .

one of the nine New York State Regional Research and Reference librarY

Councils. Through this affiliation, it has been..able to Share:resources with

libraries in the state and also to apply for the. RARE grant:

The Library staff willfdo seaches.for people in the community on requtst,

and, as mentioned prevloutly, -they-have had extensive' outreach to:lbcal.high

school students and faculty.
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Future Goals and Objectives

..The Library planito,expand its involvement with viewtext very

substantially. During the 1984-1985 school yea6"m( the Library begins the

installation of its automated system, it plans to use the software holdings

extracted from OCLC atOne.of the test filesfor such activities as materials

i4Oulation and online,access to media holdings.
1*.

The Library will be reassessing,its policy. of
chirgingifor online

yf

searches, and perhaps it will offer all searching fr4e or With a small flat

.1

fee, since current fees ripreseneso small a fraction-o -costs.; Ag reference

service availability
increases to include additional evening and.weekend

hours, the Library may have to providepore referencA e staff.

Most studentAiie of online searching and computers results from the

impetus provided by the school facuttTherefore, the Library plans to

expand its publicity-Jeffortit to the-departments, with special emphasis on

,arose .that are not now encouraging student viewtext

New databases, both curricultd-centered and
library-centered, will be

evaluated
for,eybscription as they become ikailable, and deMonstrations and

training
witl:h&lirOvided as :they are needed. The Director is considering the

purqase of some databases for local use on the Library's online systerit

present, its mediCelournal titles-are stored on'the:Medline database.

Because of this, students who access Medltne receive a list of citations that

also-identifies which items 1ftie4 are held by.ithe Lorette Wilmot Library.

The Libraryhopesio make this type of informationAvailable
for other online,
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database searches. Long'range plans aisocall'for.providing terminals at

Iodations on campus to offer access to the Library's online public access

catalog..

TheMedia Center planstoAevelo0 its microcomputer lab further:,and to

provide increased ,in- service training in cooperation with the Academic

Computing LiaisOn faculty member. The Media center has been very-influential

up' to now in assisng faculty to use computers and to integrate them into

their teachingi

The Library belongs to the local consortium which will be meeting wIth,the

cable company' to disCuss the role of the libraries in the cable, programs and

the College may become involved in the loCal cabli system as it evolves.
4

,Lessons Learned

Although the Library targeted extensive publicity efforts at students to

increase viewtext use, these efforts have been much less effective in

increasing student use than have contacts with the faculty. Instructors are

now recognized to be the key to the use of viewtext by students. The Library

also,has-found that undergraduates make greater use of online searches in

general and access a larger number of databases than do graduate students. It

also found that installing telephone answering machines to.accept reference

requests facilitates the scheduling of online search appointments.

The use of Online searching at Lorette Wilmot'Library exeeeded

expectations even from the beginning, and the Library Director concluded that

this was due to five significant factors:

I. The graduate education program is admirably, suiteeto onlJne

searching; its,part-time students are interested in obtaining a

limited number of relevant, citations in very Little time.
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. The online program was well-Vtroduced with quite a few

'demonttrations, plenty of specialized
brochures and messages, and

good word -of-mouth- support.

3., Wbrd -of-mouth support was
possible because, as shown by the program

evaluations, search results were excellent.

4 *

0-

4.* 'While there might not be as large a clfentele in a small campus for

online searching, there is more exchange of information than on

"larger campuses, and good search results quickly developed clientele.

5.. TNOMOricing-policy is quite liberal; the cost of searching is heavily

.subsidiied and, as-a result, students are
encouraged to try the

. system.

The Directorilso said that online
searching has proved ln excellent way to

demonstrate thb capabilities of
technology through a very user-oriented

activity, that provided a printed product
forpatrons to take away and use.

Another, important
element in the increased use of online searching has

been the expertise of the Online
Coordinator, A very experienced search,

strategist with a strong
cOmmitmerli to patron service.

With respect to.personnel requirements, the Library Director said they had.

learned thatlt is easy to underestimate the staff time required to get an

r '

online service "up and running."
Computer literacy, once

anticipated to be a

concern with respectto students, is seeming less urgent because it is being

addressed at other educational levels. However, theibrary Director is

wondering how long,it will be before students begin to come to the school with

Ark
s-

their own computers and'what effect that will have on staff requirements.

Usage now is somewhat,constrained
by the availability of terminals in the

t.ibrary, but the availability of less expensive equipment and increased

faculty demands-have
already resulted in a plan for extensive expansion of

campus computer equipment.
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CASE STUDY REPORT 4

Name of Library: Shasta County Public Schools Media Center

Address:
1644 Magnolia Street
Redding, CA, 96001

Persons Interviewed: Jacquelyn Martin, Center Director,

Librarian
Dean Dennett, County. Superintendent

Gary Turnbaugh, Technician

Charles Urbanowicz, Dean, Regional and Continuing

Education, Chico State University

Date of Visit:
February 1, 1984

Library Characteristics

The Shasta County Public Schools Media Center is located on two floors of

the County Schools office building in Redding, a small city in northern

California. Preschool and career education programs and the County Schools'

administrative offices share the County office facility, and the County

Schools' planetarium
adjoins the County office building,

A television production studio on the first floor of the Media Center

houses the cable television drop and a small studio. Also on the first floor

is the Teacher.Educational Computer Center (TECC), which houses Apple and

Commodore computers and software. On thesecond floor are a film library, the

offices of the Director and other staff, the circulating book collection, and

three classrooms used for bpoadcast of the Chico State University (CSU)

'

Instructional Television For Students (ITFS) courses.

The County Schools Media Center serves
approximately 2 000 elementary and

high school students in 62 schools within 28 urban and rull school
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districts. Most districts have only as few as one or two small schools, and

there are only eight or nine certified school librariani in the County.

The County School Media Center offrs six types.of services to school

_districts in the'Countyi,

1. Audiovisual Services: The purchase and circulatioh of non-prtnt
instructional materials.

2. Library Services: The purchase and circulation of print materials,
such as childrens books.

3. Professional Library Services: Circulation of professional
instructional materials, either print or non-print.

4. Media'Production Services: Facilities and equipMent for the
development of educational materials, and personnel that create or
assist in the preparation of instructional materials.

5. Microcomputer Services: Purchase and circulation of microcomputer
software, facilities, and equipment for teacher and student use of
microcomputer software, and personnel that assist in the utilization
of the microcomputer in an educational setting.

6. Audiovisual Equipment Repair Services: Personnel and facilities to
maintain and repair audiovisual equipment.

In the 1982-83 school year the Media Center-circulated 24,057 nonprint items,

356 of which were computer software packages, and 55,000 print materials,

mostly childrens books.

Many school districts do not budget-for most media services offered by the

County. For example, although all districts contract for film deliveries,

only one-half of the school districts in Shasta County contract for library

book services. Yet, reductions irfother library services in the community

have resulted in the School Media Center being the only source of library

materials for many County students. The passage of Proposition.13 has

resulted in the reduction of services and hours in the County's public library

and the closing of branch libraries in small communities. Branch libraries

that are still in operation are not open on weekends.



The staff of the Media Center consist of a full-time Librariari, a

full-time Secretary, a full-time Booking Clerk, an instructional materials

center Clerk, an instructional materials Technician, a Driver, and a half.:time

Clerk. The Librarian who directs the Center holds a.masters degree in library

science and has had extensive experience in education and' testing. She had

been On the job full-time for only three weeks at the time of the site visit.

The. Technician assigned to the Center teaches television production and,

repairs equipment:- He;has had 17 years' experience in broadcast television

and in industryi*Ids,a4egree.from the National Radio Institute, and has

attended techntcal ools run by Ampex, Panasonic, and-Sony.

History of Viewtext

The Media 'Center began an extensive involvement with viewtext during the ,

term of a previous County Schools,Superintendent. At that time, when the

County Schools received substantial Federal and 1061 support for school media

services, the then Media Center Director mounted an ambitious program

involving instructional television and microcomputers. The Media Center staff

was at one time as high as 32, including several CpWworkers.

A television production facility that was equipped to transmit

instructional programOc.County Schools, an editing system, and portable,

cameras were purchasecrfor the Media Center. Four Apple computers also were

purchased, one to be used for software evaluation, and the three others to be

cfrculated)to schools in the County.

The Media Center's television production facility now.is about eight years

old. It was designed to receive instructional television programs, duplicate

ql,them on tape,- 40 circulate theM,to schools. Lack of money in recent years

has prevented the use of the system for that purpose, however, and at present
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the Center does not have the: reiourCes needed even
to tape for County Schools

the programs that are available fdr 'rebroadcast from the Public Broadcasting

t). System.

The cable franchise:for the.County
providia for a cable drop in the Media

Center television
studio for school use during day hours and for public use

during evening hours.

During the
administration of a, previous California governor, Teacher

Education and Computer ITEC):Centers and satellite TEC Centers were opened

througtiout the state for the purpose of ,improving the teaching of math,

science, and computing:' 'flik
Redding Satellite

TEC Center was set up in the

Shasta CountY Schoole office.building to.
serie,the three counties of Shasta,

'Siski,yOu,- and MOdoo. To make room for the TEC Center, th, Media Center

television facility :.was Oirtiticeled; and part of
ft0!space was given over .to a

4mp'uter, 1 ab.s To 'equip the TEC: Center,
thiiiedia Center ' s:, Apple computers

were ,moved into the TEC Center. Later, . Apple
mputer donated an Appli

to each TEC Center in the state, and the TEC -Center also purchased: one

Franklin and one
CommoTore 64 computer

and'in Epton Silent Printer.'

instructor was 'hiredto direct the TEC_ Center
1,trogram and the Redding

Satellite TEC Center began to offer computer 4raining.- Teachers:, responded

enthusiastically.
A needs analysis completed by teachers IdOlitified comouter,

training as the area in which they felt theymost needed teafning.,,

Courtes taught in the TEC Center have inclibded instructiOn;fOite.acheilS

the eduCational use of microcomputers, electronic epread sheets,..begiiining ai

'intermediate
programming in Basic, programming in Logo, and word procissin

A, course for school administrators in the operation of Computers,also was

prowl ded.
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Chico State University (CSU)
began in 1975 to develop instructional

television programs using Instructional
Television Fixed Service (ITFS). (CSU

calls its, programs Instructional
Television for Students.) CSU's assigned

service area
included 33,000 square

miles (21 percent of the state), with a

population of only 600,000 people (2.1 percent of the state's population).

Exhibit 6 shows the CSU service area and the sites of the ITFS off-campus

classes. ITFS enabled CSU to reach many
students in its designated'service

area who are too far away to come to classes on the CSU campus.

The ITFS academte progeam,
coordinated by the Continuing Education office

at CSU, now serves students at 16 remote sites in northern California.

Personnel in the CSU Instructional
Media Center maintain the classroom

hardware and the various mountain-top
locations for the ITFS/Microwave

equipment. For several years, CSU's ITFS programs have been available to

students in the Redding, California area at the Shasta County Schools Media

Cinter.

Up to now the County Schools have had no access to online s4ching.

However:the Superintendent
said that the County Schools had just received'a

free subscription
to,Comp--U-Serve and would be getting modems in tile very near

future to enable them to use that online system. This technology was pot in

use at the time of the site visit.

ViewtextsApplications

The County Schools Media Center and the TEC Center with which it is

associated have the capability to make several types of viewtext
accessible tq

schools in the County, but their capabilities
are severely

limited by a lack

of funding.
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Exhibit ,6

Map Showing Sites of CSU Off-Campus Classes

Off-Campus Classes
Regional Learning Centers

1. VNEXA: Yreka Union hIgh School
ILI:nary) and hors recep:son
through Cal.Nat Cablevow.

2. WEED: College of the Siskii044
nobrarytand home receptipr,
through Srsinvou C.N. Company: -

3. WEAVERVILLE: Trinity Counts'-;
Schools 011ce and home receptor.
through 'Emmy Cab4 Company.

4. REDDLNG. Shasta County SehoOk
Pk* Mid.' Ceram

REDDING Shasta Co/ lope (nor
ase.sh* 1963.641.,

6 ANDERSON: Anderson High.
Scher), Lbrary.

RED BLUFF: Sue not ata:able.
at: 64

S. OROVILLE B.tteCoUnt, B(4.nnia, '
1:1".ce a.ailb4 :911 IC/ and
,rms receo..on thro.41 Viacom
Cah4.4on

9. COLL`SA Co:44a<LMAet School
Dram Ot!Ke anC horns receptor
thepAh Vocom Cab:minion:

10. YUBA CITY/MARYSVILLE:
R.y.onal Limning Center at

Coaoge.

11. BEALE AIR FORCE BASE: (Train-
my CVUETI. o

12. GRASS VALLEY: Gass Va5ey
G:osar ITrammg Carnal.

13. ROSEI/11.11. )91,...41: Packard.

14. QUINCY. Ferber limn College

IS. SUSANVILLE: Lassen Cane

16 HERLONG: Salto Arm; Depot .

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 64
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The Center's major viewtext application at present is the reception of the

ITFS courses. from CSU. These are broadcast live to several sites in Northern

.California; including the Shasta Ccrty Media Center, via a two-way

communication link, which allows students at the remote site'to converse with

the instructor.

CSU has a long tradition: as a teacher training institution,- dating back to

its establishment as
California's second state normal school' in 1887, and most

students attending ITFS courses at Shasta County` Media. Center are. ieachers.

-Aowever, ITFS also offers fUll degree programs in sociaLscience, SoCiology;.

and several other areas as in education;-.

The Viacom Company was required under.its:franChise
to provide the

Media Center with thetapability to broadcast programs.to County schools and

to assist school and community groups to create and distribUte original,

television programming. In addition uto the required cable drop, Viacom also

provided the Media Center with an addifional camera and modulator to augment

the Media Center's studio camera and switching equipment. With this new

equipment, the Center is reassessing its role in video, but at present,this

new capability is being used only during the evening by students in a video

production 4bm-lnearby Shasta State College.

The Media Center loans computer software, videocassette players and

recorders, and cameras; provides equipment for the TEC Center; and repairs

equipment for school districti that contract for that service.

Organization and Management

Re ponsibility 'for viewtext is divided between the County Media Center and

f 41
the TEC Center. Both are administered by the County Superintendent of

Schools. The Media Center Director does not have control over the equipment

-0
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-'the Media Center has loaned to the TEC Center, but .111,s, the responsibility fdr.

lendtng computer software and providing a technicia n -contiact,,to repair

microcomputers. The TEC Center program at prasentIS*," :well coordinated

with the Media Center programs, which are Countif. progItA Since the:TEC '

Centers were mandated by Atm former,' Governor,, they haverbean..cOnsidered,
0 .

state rather than a county progrant, and they haye had mOre ecu're:funding;3

However, a new"Governor is now in office and if separate funding pes.fibt

continue for TEC. Centers, they may become less autonomous and more closely

affiliated with Media Centers.

All television .ficilities Are under the direction of the Media Center,

whote technician provides instruction in the use of the television equipment
.

in the Center and can maintain the equipment owned by schools in the COunty.
.

-The Media Centerllirector coordinates the use of classroom-space for ITFS and

maintains contact .between the County Office And CSU.

There is no incentive provided to encourage the Media Center staff to..

'become involved in viewtext. Proposition 713 has reduced:funds.for staff and .

programs,-,and some positions have been eliminated. As a result, the staff now

are being required to take on increasingly. greater respOnsibility without

additional pay. The fact that the-County Schools can still .attract workers in

spite of these conditions is due to the scarcity of work in:Shasta County,

whose economy depends on lumbering; a depressed industry in recent years.

State college budgett also suffered reductions under Proposition 13, but

this year cuts were restored and salaries for teachers at CSU were increased

'by 10 percent'. Thit is in contrast ate situation in Shasta County Schools,

-which have had to downgrade job classifiCations to conserve funds.
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Patron Access to Viewtext

As describedpreviously, access to yedia services, intluding viewtext, by

teadhersandstudentsin Shasta County is deterMined by individual school

Aistrict budget-priorities. Apple Computer has, donated microcomputerso

'schools, and in some diitricts there have been additional. hardware purthates:

0

-made, but school districts do not coordinate these purchases with-the County

Schools Office.

Teachers on their own initiative, can register and take courses from CSU
o
in-

the Media COnter. They also can take courses' in the TEC Center and borrow-

computer software from the Media Center. CoUrse offerings are well publicized.

Cost Implications

very serious problemfor.the
Shasta.County Schools has been the

reduction in school funding levels since the Passage. of California's..

Proposition 13. This legislation restricted the amount of taxes that can be

raisedin the state overall and placed responsibility for disbursing funds to

school districts at the state rather, than the county level.

O

California sc400ls are organized into districts, each withits own board-`

of trustees. The Superintendent of Schools Office in each county is primarily

'a support unit, with administrative
authoility in a few categories. County

superintendents formerly had the authority to levy taxes to support programs

in their counties to meet perceived educational needs: Proposition 13' removed

the ability of county
superintendents to levy such taxes, and at the same time

the state reduced its allocations to county. superintendents.
Money for

schools goes to the county superintendents;
who distribute it to school

diiirictisaccording to state allocations. The districts then contract_for
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county services. The state also mandates the provision of funding by school

districts for some specific programs, for instance, programsfor the

handicapped. This funding includes expenses' for services such as school

busing for which the state has agreed to pay. In Shasta County, the state has

not always made these funds available, however, which has strained district,

school budgets still further,

The end-result for thisAedia Center of the changes in school funding

statewide is that it has gone from being one ofithe most successful and

'growi/g media programs in the State
of California, to one that presently has a

staff of only six and is in deficit by $75,000, with no way to recoup this

money, exCeptto appeal to the\broad pUblic and industrial sponsors for

assistance. With staff cutbacks, it issdifficult to
plarrandlcarry odt Media

Center programs, and it is nearly impossible to mount extensive fund raising

efforts. Moreover, in this community the economic recession has increased

appeal-io.the few existing private donors.

At present, the
financial situation of the Media Center is extremely

'Precarious and some facets of its program will have to be cut or phated out,

ynle. additional money can be fou'nd., The Media Center is:nOtialone.in this

situation. When Proposition 13 was passed,
*aceiling was, placed on lotal

taxes.. At thattime the amount of taxes collected *Shasta County was low

.

'
.

8

because of an ongoing recession in thicjOiestry industry, the Cotinty's major

economic base. Therefore, taxes were frozen at a low level of revenue.

SChool costs have risen since Proposition 13 was passed, but as 'stated.

r

previously,, the County is unable to levy additional taxes to maihtafn schoof

programs. The planetarium, which is owned by the County, 'apd iwoOutdooOlt&

programs for students likewise are threatened. 'School
distriCis and the ",

County office prioritize all programs and services including COuntYlustness



Off4e-dataprocessing, _and then.allocate the
available funding, to the highest

Oiority items. -Those
activities given the lowest priority bare eliminated:

The school district teachers areallowed to deVelop'priortties
initially, but-

district school administrators and their board of ed9Cation make the final

.
.

funding decision. The decision is a difficUlt one in. which administrators

with inadequate budgets are faced with such choices as continuing to use

County data processing services only by eliminating art; music; media,

services, such as the provision of.books and films; etc. .as less necessary to

the school district's survival. No standards for school district

instructional programs can be mandated by'the County.

The California'Medil
and.Library Educators Association has recommended

that school media centers get money from general school funds, but there.is

now no such base of support for them. In, some sections of the state,, special

Federal funds are provided for media service to' disadvantaged, migrant,'and

Indian children, but Shasta County is not a target area for these groups.

Forest Reserve Funds also have been made available to area schooli-. However,

this is a very unstable base of support, since it is based on the market for.

wood produCts, which fluctuates with the economy.

The state has provided speCial School Improvement rogram (SIP) funds,to

some. schools. To receive these funds, a school s to council was required to

carry out a needs assessment,
develop a site plan, and identify instructional

needs not previously dealt with at the site. 'It is difficult for school media

centers to'betome
eligible for these funds, first because library resources

are not specifically identified as
eligible in the SIP regulations; second,

because the funds are for instructional objectives not previously identified;

and third, because no new schools have entered the program since 1976. In
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addition, SIPs are targetedLfor elementary
schools, and not all eligible

schools have taken advantage of SIPs to develop plans for supplemental

programs.

Program Results

In the Shasta COunty Media Center, three Imes of classes have been made

available tHdt are produOd by other educational units. Chico State

broadcasts ITFS courses. Cable television curses are delivered in the Media

Center to students of Shasta State College in Redding to qualify those who

complete the course to produce and deliver programs over the community cable

channel. The TEC Center offers instruction in microcomputers. The Media

Center has supported and encouraged all of these cooperative efforts through

contracts with district schotis.

The County Schools Office also sponsored a4five-day insevice fair for

teachers that included
for-creditworkshops in many subjects. The Media

Center was closely involved in coordinating this activity, which reached

personnel in all school districts. Twenty microcomputer workshops were helve'

in the 1982-83 school year, ane50 are proposed for 1983-84. Three such

workshops were held at school- sites in 1982-83, and 12 are proposed for

1983-84.

Outreach

11

The Media CentePis a member of an eight-cbunty audiovisual purchaSing

consortium. Hpwever, becave of a.lacls,of funds, Shasta County was only able

a
to pay the dues and was,unable to make any purchases in the 1982-83 school

year.
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Outreach to 4U is ongoing, and the CSU staff suggested that a visit to

c

ltheir classrooms ilisee the origination of the ITFS instruction bee part of,

4
4 the siio visit. The Continuing Education staff displayed their taping and

te

broadcasMacilitiet-and,p,ovided extensive
inforMation on their ITFS

offerings. ek.

The Media, Center has notified the State Education-Office of the
-

availeility,of the Media Center staff to providexonsultation on

microcomputer applications and on the development ofprdgrams for

administrative and instructional use.

The Media Center Director oversees some of the Northern California Writing

Project activities, distributes publicity, and conducts workshops dh

children's literature. She also is developing a number[ofactivities for

districtkschodh to encourage them trPreattess the value of media services to

tfir

their schools.

1

Future. Goals 'aid Objectives 4.

The Cenler now tis a Oefirit of $75,000, but it hopes to overcome this

problem through several,meangt First, it must increase use of its services by

increasing the numb6l of distriCts contracting for Media services from their
r.

budgeted funds. The present County Schools Superintendent
agreed with the

Center Director thatIggprall mettle services io district schools had suffered

in the4 ,past 10 years from an overemphasis
IR television, to fie exclusion of

books and films. More than half ot.the,districts, discouraged
by the lack of

emphasis on the traditional library sipvices and the resultingdecrease in

quality of the library collection, cancelled
theirSlibLy cicirl'It.rac*s with the,.

County Sch6b1s. The loss of district funds that
resultediffected the Media

Center's budget very adversely. All the services otliat the Media Center could
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prowl-de-were-decreased; --1-t-coulct- purchase fewer items, and its ability to

maintain nonprint materials and hardware also suffered. Now, however? the

Superintendent hopes to redress the situation and develop a more cooperative

attitude within the districts in the County towards contracting for media

services. To accomplish this, he is developing several levels of service and

May allow school districts to select the media service options that best. meet

their needs, for example, cooperative cataloging or purchasing and materials

reviewing.

The Media Center Technician plans to expand the Center's program of

audiovisual and computer repair services. The per hour fee charged can cover

the expenses of these services.

Only when funding levels improve can the County begin to explore increased

use of viewtext technologies, but the Superintendent and the Media Center

Director are convinced that the productivity of several of their services

could be improved through-the integration of viewt*t. Their goals for the

future include improving the efficiency of their services and the productivity

of.their staff,by entering data on their print and non-print collections into

a computer database. They also plan eventually to use microcomp uters to

.organize film bookings, automate the purchasing and cataloging of materials,

end make their catalogs and bibliographies accessible online to school

districts. The installation of modems in the schools will make this more

feasible. They additionOly are exploring the feasibility of using their

access to the public cable channel both for communicating with County schools

and for instructing school,,personnel in cable production and use.

-A staff development needs assessment form is circulated to County School
p

,districts in the Spring of each year to identify inservice needs and interests

of teachers, edministratorg, and aides. Computer courses offered in the TEC
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Center are described, and instructors and times of presentation at*?

identified. Twenty-one such courses were included in the Spring 1983 survey,

and it is anticipated that these courses will continue to be offered using

Media Center equipment and software.

Most students who have taken ITFS courses have been teachers, and th

trend is expected to continue. The Shasta County Schools Office will continue

to hold a five-day r inservicefair to allow teachers to take short

one-credit workshops in a number of subjects. Twenty-two computer courses

were offered in 1983, including a computer science career awareness workshop

that featured visits to area businesses. On the CSU campus, plans are ongoing

to make the ITFS classrooms available for teleconferences. The school already

participated in the ALA teleconference in June 1983.

Lessons Learned

The Superintendent and Media Center Director concurred in the opinion that

the experience of Shasta County clearly shows that viewtext should be

integrated inpnexisting media services and not allowed to supplant them.

, When viewtext is first introduced in a school system in the form of television

and computers, and purchases and planning for use are arranged, a great deal

of analysis also should be carried out to determine what instructional

outcomes are expected to'be achieved with the new a Ohnologies. Careful

n0 wy

projections.also need to be made as,to what the onOoing programs will require

in terms of money and other resour

In introducing viewtext
origfally, the Shasta County Media Center program

neglected print and film collettions and did not consult with school districts

to identify instructional outcomeseto be achieved nor plan for service

delivery. The Media Center Director alienated the school districtS by not
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consulting with them, and they now are not willing to give priority to Media

services over other spending options. Ark ambitious program was developed that

depended upon temporary CETA personnel and temporary' unding sources, was not

aligned_ with politidal realities in the state, and did not reflect the needs

of the school districts on which the County Media Center depends for support.

Bettercommunication with school districts might also make possible the

involvement of Media Centers in SIP funding.

The present staff concurred in the opinion that a county media director

'needs to be more than an excellent technician who is expert in the technology

of television and computers. The post reqdires a professional library

administrator knoWledgeable
about the book and journal collections and about

..the many types of programs in which school Media Centers traditionally have

been.involved. Where basic support, such as film Inspection and repair, book.,

delivery, overdue notices, etc., is,neglected in favor of enlarging television

and computer offerings, overall service deteriorates, and the balance in the

media program is destroyed.

ThecCounty,Superintendent said that the lack of standards for media

services is allowing school districts to eliminate essential programs at a

time when understanding and using information resources is becoming a key

element in our economy. He said. that the experience of Shasta COunty suggeits

a need for minimum standards for. instruction developed and promulgated at a

national level, perkaps throUgh nationally-funded teacher training

institutions. Otherwise, he said, the experience of Shasta County proves that .

o

educational excellence cannot be assured to all students. States and school

districts now are able with impunity to cut funding for teaching staff and for

essential programs and services.
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Another lesson that the Center, has learned is that collaboration with

other agencies is critical._ For ekample, the presentation of CSU courses in

the MediaCenter attracts teachers and 'Other adults. to the Center'spreMises
,

and also gives the:Media Center staff access to the'University:'s staff of

experienced television and computer` experts,, its mod.r1 tionala
9 a

television system; and its fully automated 0

References
, .
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CASE STUDY REPORT 5, v.4.%'

Name of Library:
Pikes Peak Regional Librar tritt

Address:
20 North Cascade St.

Colorado Springs, CO 8096'

Persons Interviewed:

Date:

Library Characteristics

Kenneth Dowlin, Library

David Tharp, Assistant Bss

February 3 1984

rict. Director
ctor of Administration

Pikes Peak Regional Library District serves a

-'residents of El Paso couhty, Worado.

are established*ere theMtizens vote to th

.
, , ..

Osti44 encompasses all OfE1 :Paso County *i(tep

,.

"'two sections" that had
...v

-.. w:,:';:;,,

'''-

librarieiPrioAo the formation of the .01
District encompasses an

..-,:;.-: it

,31e4, of apprOximately
1,900 square mg ,,, the city of Coldrado Springs

Containing 80'Tercerkof' the area's pop ion.

1, C
urrentlY : the Library Di stri ci-: operates fad 1 i ties- at 'nine sites,

,l'i
,,,I,

intluding the El pato County.Jail.. total square footage'Or public use of

..

;all:
branches is only 49,833 squ et because

several branches are very

y 285,000

library districts

',the Pikes Peak

,,

111011,:.ThC.0 e Pass Branch AOr exampletv has only
414 square: feet, and the

ii

:
Vie , , .

14untain-Bra h has only 779 square feette The PenrOSe Branch Library has,

: I
, 4) 1 , .

12,00bsquar,:feef of public _spacg.V
The It'enrose Branch is locatedon a busy thoroughfare in the center of the

N city next,to a large shopping Mall. The original library, a. Carnegie

1)iOng,li now the wing ot,the new Library which` the collection of

1041':hisXory with some additional
auditoriUM and. office space. The Library

. .
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V

sits on a location in the city adjacent to the Carnegie building from which

there is a fine view of Pikes Peak. It was partly for this_reason that funds

for land and the building were donated fora library at thi§ site;, with the

understanding that the new Library building would not obscure the scenic view.

Pikes Peak Library District.employs about 100 full-time staff members, 80

of whom work at the Penrose
Library; which as the main library facility

receives the greatest demand for service and also houses the District

administrative offices. There are 35 degreed Librarians in the total district

system, 11 of whom are Supervisors.

Exhibit 7 shows the District organization by department. Staffing has

remained relatively constant since 1979. There are four professional

Librarians on the Penrose Library Technical Services
staff, one a full-time

professional Cataloger. Before the District converted4o
MiniMARC, there were

two Catalogers, but a MiniMNIC Clerk replaced one Cataloger. In 1978-79, the

'Library had a number of CETA
employees, and several former CETA workersyhave

beame salaried Library employees. In addition to full-time staff, the

Library draws on the services of some part-time employees
and a number of

volunteers, particularly to explain the computerized catalog to. patrons.

The book collection for the District is' approximately
330,000.volumes, and

circulation for 1983 was 1,037,670 items. The permanent home ealLbooks and

materials is the Penrose Library.

Items in branch libraries-are on loan from the main Library. Transfers of

items from one branch to another are accomplished with a bar, code reader, and'.

transfers are encouraged to rotate materials among District libraries. An

item returned to a branch other than the one
from which it was

charged out is
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Exhibit 7

PIKES PEAK LIBRARY DISTRICT ORGANIZATION

Deoartment and Area 1978 '1979 1980 1981

-Administration:
Director 2.00 2.00 2.00 ot 2.00

Financial 2.66 2.00 2.00,j 2.00

Personnel 1.25 2.00 1.90 1.00

Public Information 2.66 2.66 2.66 - .3.58.

Research & Development 1.00 1.00 1. 2.00

Ridefinders 1.50 3.75 3.83 3.00

Systeme Office 2.75 2.83 2.00 2.00

4
Sub-Total 13.82 16.24 15.64 15.58

Operations: ;-)

Administration 1.00 :1.00 1.00 1.00

Billing 2.33 3.08 3.25 2.66

Circulation ,7.54 9.95. 9.25 8.37

Communication 5.75 6.50 6.45 5.50

Facilities 2.00 2.25 ,3.91 4.25

Interlibrary .45 1.83 .83 0.00

Security . 1.87 2.58, 2.50 2.29

Shelving 3.25 3.83 4.41 3.91

Sub-Total 24.19 31.02 31.60 27.98

Public Services:
Admiiistration- 1.00 1.16 2.00 2.00

Childrens 2.08 3.50, 3.00 3.00

Eastern Area 1.00 1.00 1.00 .1.00

EaStern (EA) 0.00 0.00 .16 1.00

Eastern (EB) 3.00 3.00 4.75

Eastern (EP) 0.00 1.00 .91 010
Information & Reference 10.58 i3.98 14.50 17.00

Local History 2.66 2.91 2.68 4.00

Outreach 5.08 7.00 10.08

Western Area 0.00 .83 1.00 1.00

Western (HMS) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Western (TB) 0.00 0.00 0.00 .08

Western (OCCB) .91 1.00 1.00 1.00

Western (UP) .50 .50 .50 .50

Sub-Total 27.81 35.98 42.56 44.24

Technical:
Administration 1.00 1.41 2.00 2.08

Bibliographic 0.00 .58 1.00 1.00

Catalog 5.50 1.91 2.75 2.66

Collections 1.08 1.75 1.00 1.00

Interlibrary 1.00 ir 1.00 1;83 2.00

Inventory 1.83 3.70 3.00 2.79

Order '
1.00 2.58 3.00 2.33 I

Physical Prep 1.58 3000 3.83 , 2.25

Sub -Total 12.99 17.93 18.41 16.11

TOTAL r 78.81 101.17

A

108.21 103.91

1982

2.00

2.00
'.75
3.00

2.00
4.10
2.25
16.10

1.00.

2.00
8.50
4.58
3.33

0.00

3.82J
26.03

2.00
2.91
1.00

1.08

7.00
0.08
14.75

3.08
.5.58

1.00

1.00

.50

1.00

.50

41.40

2.00
1.00

3.00
1.00

2.00
3.00

2.00
2.00
16.00

99.53
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kept at the branch to which it was returned unless it was flagged to be

returned to thelending bra h, as is sometimes the ase with a leased or a

popular book (Dowlln, 1984, p. 154).

Exhibit 8 shows the names, locationi and. hours of all District

libraries. 'The Penrose Branch,is open from:10:00. a.m.*9:00':04,, Mondays

through Thursdays, and. ro0 10:00-a.m.-6:00 Fridays and Sat4MOYs. It

is closed on Sundays and holidaysHIt is :a popular facility... At 10:00 a.m.,
,4

when the. Library was about to open on tfle,day of the site visit, there were 40

adults and two classes of elementary school students2 waiting to enter.

,The population of Colocado Springs has been growing. In 1970.it was

275,972, and by June of 198 it was 315 930 a growth of 34 percent, Steady

growth is anticipated through the year2000. Seventeen percent of the work

force.is employed by military installations, including NORAD, the Air Force

Academy, and Ft.oCarson. Unemployment is betWeens5 and_7 percent, compared

with the national figure of 11 percent probably dee to the large military

presence7

As the population has been growing, the economic nse of the city also has.

been changing,,frod one that was almost entirely'bised on tourism andthq

military to one in whiCh electronic manufacturing plants are playing, a larger

role. 'A growing number of companies are setting up plants within the Colorado

Springs area, and the existence of these plantshasstrengthened the case for

increased library services and for the building. of a new library. The new

industries in the area present problems for the Library.16 hiring technical

personnel, since these industriesoffer salaries much greater than can be

offered by the library system.. .

As a result, the Library District has been

suffering attrition of technical employees as bettert-silaried jobs in industry ,
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Exhibit 8

Locations and Hours of Pikes Peak Library District Facilities

The' Pikes Peak Library District
_mon Ines wed Ihms fri sat

Penrose' library
20 N. Cascade
473-2080

1

10,9
. .

-10-9 10-9

If

.16-6 10 -6
.

- 10-6

.

Broadmarkel Square .
1755 S. 8th St.
Suite 11-1 633-6278

,

12-6 .2-6 12-8

,
-

'
.10 -6

r-

2-6 . 10-6

Fast Branch
1749 N. Academyl
591-0091

'10-8
6 °

11-8 2-6 10 -8

.

.- .2 -6 - 10-5
II

1.

Fountain Branch'
,501 N. Iowa
Fountain 382.:5347 ,

.

closed . 12-5 closed 12-2
.

3-8
closed 10-3,

Monument Illill Branch
Miiie Shopping Ctc
Woodmoor 488-2370

closed ,-- 1-6
,

10-1
,

10-1

2-7
clOsed ....- 6-1

Old Colorado City
2418 W Pikes Peak.

8341698, -

12-8.

.

2-6 10-6 2-6 2-6 16-ii

_

Palmer lake Branch
66 Lower Glenway
Palmer Lake 481-2587

clOsed

.

10-12 2-6 ,. clpsed
%

2-5 ' 2-5 . *,

the Pass BranCh
aam cvery
Cascade 684-0342

_1-5

.

closed
z,

ti ..1 -8

-

10-12

1-5
closed, .,

'Y

.

10-2

.

i -.
. .

Schedules of PRA') Bookmobile mutes.are available at all library facilities 0 113i c1lling 4;73-2080.

Book Re-newal 471=BOOK
Information 471-CALL

RicieFinciers . . . ...... 471-POOL
Deaf Thletype ...... 471-1770
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have become available. In Colorado Springs, for example, a librarian with a

masters degree in library science can onlexpect to receive a salary of

$13,000 a year.

History of Viewtext

The Director of the Pikes Peak Library DistrictJfeels that the Penrose
N,

Library best approximates the model of the electronic library. In 1975, when

the present Library Director came to .Pikes Peak, the Board of Trustees already

had budgeted to automate the cir ation function of the Library. In fact,

they selected this Director based on hit previous experience with computers

and cable television; and he had strong support from the Board of Trustees

from the outset to automate library functions._

In 1975, the,;Districtbudgeted $100,000 for an automated circulation.

system and took bids frail vendors. A r discuising,their needs-with vendors,

however, the staff concluded that no exis ing.sYsteM wasappropriate-fOr their

Librany, and an agreement was entered, into 'by 'the Library and el .Paso County

to develop an automated system using the County'eDigital Equipment,

Corporation (D 10 system. =

co

In August 75: the first application;11 transaction capture dIrculatiOn,

system, was automated. An entry was loaded ,into a file only when a4000k was
4

checked in or out: Cataloging.on the system has been evolving since 1975;

.6

When Pikes Peak Library District first developed aelachine'7-readable
t

database.
.
4 :

and began its skirt inventory4iirCulation record, consisting of 'author,

,

.

and,call-nUmber, tied together with a bar' code number and LibranyoUCOngress

number for each..item. Automated.Circulation and acquiSition,were,implement08-
ei

in 1976. .,Ely thit time, the Library District had become one. of .the l argest
1(

* '
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users of time on the County's kb lo. The County feli'that the Library was

using too much. computer capacity and suggested that the Library purchase its

own computer.

A new central computer system was installed at-Penrose in 1976. It was

usedto automate cataloging, checkout, and other administrative sUppet

functions. The Library computer SyStemi. a PDP 11/70 mainframe computer, was:.

named "Maggie's Place. to honor thee retired head of processing at the Library,

an enployee of 26 years:

CETA workers entered records into the computer for 368,000 items, but

there was at first no online subject index. However, after the,Library.began'

to use MiniMARC for cataloging in 1979;'machine-readable records with.subject

headings were available for new entries. When the State of Colorado provided

a Library Services DeveloPment Act state grant to set up a union catalog for

state librarieS, Pikes Peak District contributed its short records-,to the

40-

State catalog, It received trinturn61,000
records.with subject headings

which cdu4be entered in0 line catalog.

To train staff.on.the', Aystim, there have been regular, orientation

sessions for employees that include orientation to.the online files. Computer

aides also have received special training, ind,help is offered to patrons at '

the' terminals as needed. -No formal' training is.given to users as:a group, and

the Library has found that home users seldom need issigance.

o

Viewtext Applications,

Online files implemented on Maggie Place now include circulation,

cataloging,4cquiSition, vertical files, reserves, and serials as-well as

furniture and equipment inventory information. There also are_ available for

82
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staff use an electronic message and mail system, word processing, and

electronic publishing capability. In addition, budget, payroll,. inventory,

and accounting records are kept on the system.
4

Personnel in Reference and Technical SerVices'Departments use an online

inventory file that identifies bboks available in the District collection and

indicates whether they are in or out of the Library. Included in the

inventory file is the Air Force Academy Library's inventory of the collectils

of that facility. There also is an acquisition file that,shows,:what is on

order and what is available at all system libraHes-, and mail and message

files can be used to convey this informatton onlinei 'Oen the acquisition

section receives an item, they record the invoice rumbqr, check to see if it

is in the Library, add whatever processing is necessa4, and give the item to

the MiniMARC technician to catalog. If original cataloging is needed, the

book is given to the cataloger, who later provides catalog information to. the

MiniMARC technician to key into thessystem.

The Library. District computer system allows patrons to access information"

in the online catalog on materials available in District libraries, and the

system also provides information on local entertainment, community events,

local and state political activities, and resources for human services

problems. Exhibit 9 is a description of.the Online Systems for patrons.

Vile community information online file identifies and describes courses

available in the coimuntty and provides a calendar of currentAevents. The

Library generates its comilunitylctivities files with help fro;r1 such

organizations as the United Way. A hard copy community calendar, also is sold

by the Library, but is not as current as the online information.
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Exhibit 9

The Information Place
The Pikes Peak.LibraryDistrict

The Pikes Peak Librart District, nestled at the foot of Pikes Peak in the heart of the Old
West. is anything but old fashioned. On the cutting edge of the New Wave of

. Information Access. PPLD sets a pace for library standards around the world.
Through innovative computer programs, affectionately called "Maggie 's Ate. 4
PPLD has opened a new.world of library service to its patrons. The first library in the
world to develop Community Resource Files online. we offer easy and convenient
access to these programs through public terminals in library facilities aind
telephone referen% lines. kr

k r
These programs include information about services a events in the local
community The CALL file offers referrals and information about free or ineuensive
human services available in the region and includes the names and cirlices of
loca0-elected officials. Ifyou are interested in what night the Symphony is playing, or
the schedule of your favorite theatre troupe. CALENDAR includes cultural as well as
other events. accessed by date or typeOf event. rid

Parents can access the IflAYCAF,IE file to learn speCific information on piirtitular child
care facilities. such as which centers are set up for the. handicapped. For those
looking tar other people who share their same interests. community clubs and
organizations are listed in the CLUB file. along with _telephone numbers and
addresses of contacts. COURSES contains the schedules of adult education and
recreation in the area, whether you are looking for a class in yoga or working on
your master s degree. -

,

One of the most used files is CARPOOL. a transportation-matching service. It was the
first public computer program of its kind and has b ri,zdopted as a model. by
numerous ndeshare agencies throughout the coun . Ao online transportation
brokerage system. RideFinders stores and display routes and schedules of all
available public transportation modes in the area. i eluding the transit system. hike
paths and special transportation services for the el rly and handicapped. CARPOOL
can be accessed from strategically-placed publi,c terminals and is complemented by a
phone-in service for ride sharing.

pi.

'The eventual replacement fo the card catalog, the ONLINE CATALOG, is offered from
publiOerminals located in e library. The ONLINE CATALOG contains records of t he \
library s collection. Each ent includes when the book was last circulated. along with
the present location. and ca be.accessed by title, author or subject.

q.,.

PPLD was the first library 1 the world to offer access tt the Comm,wnity Resource
Files and ONLINE CAITAL G to any registered library-card holdeAyith a home
computer system. From e comfort and convenience of eir own homes. over 900
home computer users in the area link-up with the library online information files.

r-'-0_. .
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A "DAY CARE" file on Maggie's Place gives patrons such inforMation about

local, day care centers as which elementary school is nearest to each day care

center, what type of child the day care center can handle, the credentials of

center employees, and times the day care center is open. Two files, the

Guidance Information System (GIS) file and the Colorado Career Information

System (COCIS ) also are available online to a limiteetgroup-of users.

A carpool transportation information system available online through the

"CARPOOL" file is funded through'a grant from the United States Department of

Transportation. This system matches riders travelling on the same routes and

at the same time. The carpool system can match either for regular commuting

or single rides, and 30 percent of those who particfpate do not own cars. In

1982, an expansion of the program was funded to incorporate all -forms-of ride

sharing, and the system now includes schedules for the city transit system.

Terminals for the carpool system are available in the military installations

and in transit facilities. The transportation system does not use the

Library's 11/70 computer, but has its own PDP 11/44. The Library contracts

with the Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments which applies for the

project's Federal grant, which the Library Board of.Trustees oversees.

The Library employs work/study students to inventory its collections using

portable computers to store the bar codes of books on the'shelf. In the

evening hours' the bar code numbers are then checked against the numbers in thi

,_online catalog. "At theiend Of three months, they delete from the online

record and take from the catalog items that' have not been identified as

available at any site. The-Library also can use this system to .determine how

often items circulate and to make decisions about weeding the collection and

adding new copies of popular items. This process also produces statistical

reports every month on the amount of use of reference and other books in the
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collection. Thus, the Library can keep current records on the amount of use

its collection is getting. Interlibrary loan records kept online provide data

on titles in demand and identify parts of the collection that are weak. These

data also can be used to make purchasing decisions.
s,

All of thi/pike's Peak District branches have terminals connected to

Maggie's P1 e and there are over 1,000 home users who access thecsystem

throcibh he6awri modems. Librarians conduct searches of the DIALOG and BRS

dapbasesfpr patrons. These commercial databases are used mainly by

researchers and in-house staff.

The Library cooperated with United Cable Television, a Denver-based cable

company in the area, by publishing a brochure on the potential of production

facilities for programs developed by community residents. The Library itself,

however, is not involved in these activities directly, since the local cable

television company has expressed no interest in joint efforts. They Library

looks for opportunities to receive satellite broadcasts, however, such as

those on NASA space flights, for showing at the Library. Such broadcasts are

not commercially feasible for network or cable television sponsors, Rh there

is an audience for them at the Library. The Library Director feels that,

overall, cable television regards itself as an entertainment medium.

Organization and Management

The Library District is governed by a Board of Trustees who are

,responsible to the public. They accept plans for budget increases for

viewtext. They commissioned the Facilities Resource Plan to substantiate the

need for expanded library resources,for the District and, based oh the

k
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findings, requested that.a ballot be held on a bond. issue to'raise additional

money for a new branch library and a new computer"system. (This bond issue

passed.)

H446
4"4

The nine branches of the Regional Library Ditt 't are under the direetion

of a Library Director whose office is located in the'Penrose Branch. He

administers the Library with a team of managers, who oversee day-totday

Library operations. The Library Director is 1/67 much involved'at present'in

the planning for the new automated system.

03,

The management system at Pikes Peak is a Decision Suppbrt System ipss)

which uses the DEC report and query la guagp, Datatrieve. Datttrieve provides

the capability, to st6re data and tomaiipul ate itton,demandito produce

0 It
4..

reports. The D$S enctimpasses four levels: igdividol item, detail data

total activity,. 'and goal attainment. Indfvidual item level provides"

infornuation on individbal bdoks, orde5s, patrons, etc. Detail data level
* 1 0

provides counts of activities fov, each location or organizational unit. Total

activity level Provides a total fdr each activity for the entire Library.

Goal attainment level relates activities to goals. (See Dowlin, 1984, p.

60-63.)
,

a

The Pikes Peak District uses the Program Evaluation and Review Technique

(PERT) for project planning. tJ%ing Maggie's Place word process1r software,

it can develop plans and make necessary modifications and updateynline

(Dowlin, p. 122).

Three Technicians each 6:irk 20 hours a week to keep the Maggie's Place

community resource files updated. One Librarian is assigned to,online files,

publCfzes materials available, and helps with projeclkdevelOpment.

.87
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Patron Access

Patrons can access the Library online files from a:to t 96 te-iitnals

in the Penrose Branch Library, from 11 other brach librar and, from 1,000.

home computers (Dowlin, p. 185). Volunteers, often stude ti rees , are

recruited to assist patrons to use the online files. Patrons ,-ss to

information in two commercial databases, but librarians do the.act

searching.

Cost Implications

The Penrose Library was donated to thee. Colo, ngs Commun4ybyik

;.
El Pcmar Foundation..and replaced an older 1ibrarflor ly donatecc by th

-

Carnegie Foundationz thus, when the.District Oee ent to the ..voters ; .

ask for a bowl issue to build a new branch library, the Library D:Irector;C6u1,4

point out that private donors had begh, so generous 171',the past that 'a city.

library in Colorado 'Springs had nekier. bifore,.been built witlf publ c *funds

Community support for automation-ti* Libta.ry iii,s4'been-generous as

well . The District was commi ted .to,-spryineitystems-;development before the -
,1 . "*. -,s
P l t .

present Director was hir committed funds as.. 1 for

upgrading the original Ma Pl ace , The Colorado Springs area i is one 4in

which high technology comp nies furniih a mai iturce indt*trial
Zte. A,4

and this makes it a particularly appropriate Setting fob an autgmaced lib
01.

facility. Many citi)iens own home colnpitters; schools teach computer ate;

networking among local military, public, and academic librarie S s
iirik :z,

advantageous and is seen as conserving-the resources of all iihese Isotitution4.

The Library Director believes that patron charges for online of other*,

services should be based on whether the charges. will increase or .d ase

information access. Thus, the Library charges 50 cents to reserve".
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bethving that thit covers its administrhtive'OoSts altdoei not discourage..

the use' of materials. However, it discontinued charging patrons' to use

Library coin-operated computers since theIdOin=aPerated comOutees were not
Ak .

used, and thus patron access t7o.informatPron was''not 'improved by 'providing this

service.
.14

Although the amount of data handledsby,library:departrPents has, increased

in the period since Maggie's Place was.installed,..there has. pot been a
A .

: corresponding increase in personnel costs. .Yiewtext has not 'scfrt much reduced
,

Library expenses as increased efficiencY and made getter use of'pr- ofesilonal

expertise. '10

t

Commercial datable charges are passed on tO patronst. and al2 eihrvice *--'
..; ..,' i -.

charge is added. Searches are dyne by Lfbearyliersonni% pot'liy liatrons,-
4

. , , . ;fr ,
directly and the cost of most searches is lestipi4tEd" by tie staff. to 'be ''.ffrootn

ft4 *r ,
,..,

$13 to $30.. Printouts of database searchet, best p rpns ''10.ceep a page.'b. .,
_ r ,s 1,4' P 0 .,

;,.

There is a $25 charge to print out an entire Libimary onl ,ne file, e.g., Y It.:,A

0
CARE. If patrons from another library us ikeri'Ped* f hies, thit 4rary'4.4:- , i'''''''

tt :,.... .
...:

must pay for the transaction, and vice versa. gt it
44e),

4.

Program Results
404

tt4ii

Overall, the use of viewtext by Pikes Peak Lipriry District halted.
'4.

in improved productivity and patron service and in istatlishintithe Library as

4 the leading information resource in its community accordrg to the Diekice
11

Di rector. Specifi results have included faster processing of new to

acquisitions and of materials returned to the Library, improvedVventori

control and ability to locate materials, a decrease in materials lost,lbeiter

control over serial s, reductions in technical proce sing staff accompanied by

improved efficiency, and the provision p informat on useful to Library
it. 7
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patrqns% Viewteit has allowed the Library to, increase'access to information

inthe community, and support for the Library was sufficiently strong to

"4"nsure the passage of a bond issue to improve and expand services and

facilities.

The work floW has, changed as a result of the computerizing of the system.

-.;The Library is focusing on developing technical service employees who

;,;51'

5

understand the total process and can answer such questions as: "Did we get

the book we ordered?" "Did we pay for it?" "If we did not get it, did we

make a claim for it?" Viewtext has enabled the Library District to change 20

positionF from clerical work to patron service.

The online system permiti aquisitions to be made more quickly and allows

more time for welling the collection and for inventory. Formerly, the staff

devoted a great deal of time to making sure the catalog was up-todate. Now

they can spend that time seeing that everything in the catalog is on the shelf

in one of the District's branch locations.

The cataloging system in use has been helpful in standardizing cataloging,

which the. Director feels is beneficial to patrons. He estimates that 40

percent of the workforce of Colorado Springs moves every four years, because

of the concentration of military and high technology employment in the area.

He believes that such turnover makes it essential for libraries in the area to

use national cataloging standards that will be familiar to patrons movingefrom

other localitle's jibe MiniMARC system facilitates this objective.

Twenty searches a.month are carried out using DIALOG and 8RS databases,

Y.

sit

and recently the staff were able to use these resources to research strategies

used by other libraries to lobby for bond issues:
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Outreach '06

Networking has become more important in recentpears, opening lines of

communication among local libraries and cutting down on Airtime required to

get'an item through interlibrary loan. Colorado's rural libraries now can

share.the materials co*Kthe University of Colorado system, the Pikes Peak

District, and the Air Force Academy. Library.

In the Library, there are printed instructional brochurei posted at each

terminal with additional copies that patront' can take away. These

publications explain the files and the system use. Librarians speak to clubs

and organizations, and they also distribute tip shee4 on Library services. A

Library friends grou0,has been organized, and when the Libralif was trying to

get the bond issue passed, the staff used radio and television intensively to

jobby for that issue.

The Library's focus is on serving people whOce not enrolled in any

Ok'
formal education. For this reason, they have no formal outreach to the young

adult, although they do have programs to introduce preschoolers and their

parents to the ..ibrary program, and have.bookmo0 billes with-special

AO
programs for preschoolers. In the view of ih4 Library Diwtor, his'is the

only institution that responds to individaal needs alrprovides only

. A

information that the patron requests.

Future Goals and Objectives

In the Director's view, theLlrary's major goal for the future is to

continue'providing publicly sObsidized access to information and knowledge

without duplicating any activitlijpresently carried out by other

wanizations in the community. To ret this 'goal, the District intends to

provide online files that will help patrons locate community resources and

0

1

I
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thus facilitate the work.of other community agencies. The Director feels that

the provision of publicly subsidized information by libraries is mandated by

political decisions and that through the political process the public

determines .what the extent of the subsidy will be.

The new system that is planned will be a great dealAwiretonVehient

faster. At present, the Library collection can ber)ccessed through the

inventory file, using either author or title, but only a part of the file can

be, accessed thrdugh subject entry. Title searches are only possible using an

Noe

exact or a truncated title. Author searches are'slow and are limited to a

and

length of field no longer t an 10. Therefore, an au or with a long name

e/could not at the same tim have a first name input. The Anglo-American

Cataloging Rules (AACR) II are used at Pikes Peak, and the staff also are

attempting.tO establish an online authority file.

The new computer system is expected to proVide better subject access. The

minicomputer which will replace Maggie's Place had not been selected at the

time of the site visit, nor had the Library decided what type of backup to use

f the new system. It was considering the-use of a microcomputer shelf st-

for this purpose. When the new,mitem is instal the District will lose

the card catalog and,movegto more iirofessional positions two full-time people

-who file catalog cards.

''Lessons Learned

The Library Director, based on his experience, advnised libraries who are

beginning to automate,to start small, beginning with one application And then

expanding. In his view, it also is critical that libraries install

standardized components that can be interfaced with other equipment.. For

example, all terminals that Pikes Peak purchased had RS-232 pprts and were

92°
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capaOle of transmitting ASCII codes. Therefore, they couldbeInterfaced with

the'Library's other business equipment that uses seial interfaces and ASCII

code. Thus, 'the Library uses Radio Shack Model 100 microcomputers with bar

code Scanners for bookmobile cirCulation. This equipment cost the Library

ronly $2,000, compared with'the costs for similar systems developed

specifically for libraries, which, the Library Director said, start at

$10,000. He said that computer terminal costs also are higher for library

turnkey systems. Pikes Peak buys the least expensive terminals that will

interface with the rest of its system. For instance, the Library recently

purchased a dozen Televideo microcomputers, and it uses its 17 Radio Shack

Model 100 microcomputers to take inventory and to use when the Maggie's Place

system is down.

The Library does not plan to install touch screens because of their cost

and because developing code for them is too expensive. In addition, the

Director feels that literacy is important, and touch screens do not foster

literacy.

References

4

The Library has an award-winning publicity department that publishes a

number of brochures and-booklets

/4
Two recJit ublications that

applications use are:

about Library cervices and colleCtions

discuss the/District and the viewtext

/

Dowlin, K. E. The electronic library. .NY: Neal-Schuman, 1984:
41

Thii publication discusses library viewtext applications in
dulth, presents the case for library involvement with these
technologies, and offers a number of suggestions and 4.

conclusions based on the experience of the author, the
present Pikes Peak Library District Director, with the
Maggie's Place System.
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Research and,Consulting trpup. The Pikes Peak Library District
in the 1980s. Coloradpf Springs, CO 1 Pikes. Peak Library'
District, June, I983,.

This.resource'plan, commissioned by the Library Board of
Trustees, presents data on the Library District to support
the need for'expanded library facilities and to suggest,
appropriate ways to meet that need.

For additional information about Pikes Peak Library District, contact:

-Nancy De Lury, Public Information Officer, (303) 473-2080.
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Name of Library:

Addrest:

Persons Interviewed:

Date:

CASE STUDY1REPOR 6

Minneapolis Public Library and Information Center

300 Nicol let Mall
Minneapolis, MN. 55401

Elizabeth Fugazzi, Chief of Central Library
Lillian Wallis;-Chief of Technical Services#,'
Susan M. Tertell; Assistant 'Head of Technology and
Science Department.

Joseph Kimbrough, Library Director .

February 6, 1984

Library Characteristics ,

-ThiS:Library; located in center of downtown Minneapolis, is the

Central library for theinneapolis Public Library Systdi,:.which also has` 14
1

4 branches. Exhibit 10, shows locations and hours of operation for the System

, k

libraries. 1 '.

1

The downtown Library noUses 1.6'mil cirlhooks; 1,000 periodicals 60

newspapers,1i 2,500 film titles, and 600,000. government documents as well as.
4P

paperbacks, large .print books, recor,:-tapes,:P4tyres,filmStrips,

vi deo Ssettes, maps; miCrotlm andmicrofighe. HThe library is a member of a
.,,, r ':

network of 99 public libraOies in Minnetota whiei have:'a combined total of
, -

..
. . ,

J

. fiVe million books. iSt.06u1 has a i4pafate publIc:116rany system, as does
,..-

_

neighboring ffennegWCOunty:-.
47

The clOwntowri Minneapolis:1)014c, Libt.''.1ary is 100 years-.Old and is a very

0

strong ,research .library, in contrast to its outlying branches and the F
4

libraries' of ndarby cauhties which 'F'are much more involved with recreational
' .

-

reading.
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Locations and HOurs
Imasummersessup

C

Exhibit '10.

V
of Operation of Minneapolis' Public Library Syste

; MINNEAPOLIS PUBLIC LIBRA!IES M T
DN WINTOWN 300 Nicol let Mall 455401) 372-6500 979 9.9 9-9 9-9

Community Libraries
ti

EL EAST LAKE 2727 E. Lake St. (06) 724-4561 1-9 10-5:30 10-5:30 1-9

FR FRANKLIN / 1314 E. Franklin Av. (04) 874-1667 ° 1-9 10 -5;30. 10-5:30 1-9
110 HOSMER ,347 E. 36th St. (08) 824-4848 1-9 .10 -5:30 10-5:30 -1-9
LH LINDEN HILLS 2900 W. 43rd St. (10) 922.2600 1-9 10-5:30 16.5:30 1-9

NK NOKOMIS 5100 34th Av. S. (17) 729-59119 1-9 . 10-5:30 10.5:30 1-9

NR NORTH gEGIONAL 1315 Lowry Av. N. (11) :522-3333 10.9 10.9- -10-9 10-9

NE NORTHEAST 2200 Central Ay. N.E. (18,) 789-1800 1:.9 10 -5:30, 10.5:30 1-9
PB PIERRE BOTTINEAU 1224 2nd St. N.E. (13) 379-2609N 1275 12-5 9-5:30 .12-5
RO ROOSEVELT 4026 28th Av. S. (06) ' 724-1298 1-91 i" 10-5:30 10-5:30 1-9

SE SOUTHEAST 1222 S.E: 4th St. (14) 372-6561 1-9 10-5:30, 10.5:10 1-9

SU . SUMNER 611 Emerson Av. N. (11) 3;74-5642 1.9 . 10-5:30' 10.5:30 ° 1.9

WA WALKER 2880 Hennepin Av. (08) 821-8688 1-9 110-5:30 4 10-5:30 1.9

WN WASHBURN 5244 LVndale Av. S. (19) 8254863 10.9_+ 10.9 1Q.9 10-9

WP WERBER PARK 4310Webber Parkway (12) 522.3182 1-9 ' 10-5:30 1 0-5:30 1-9

1

F41;ruary 1984 a

i n neapol is Public Library &Information Center
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Circulation for the-downtownLibrary during DeCember 1983 was 51,050 for books ,

and materials and 2;845'for audiovisual materials, a drop in cirtulation of

4,760 fro that during December of 1982. However, circulation in branch

librariet has risen by 15 to.20 percent, mostly for recreational reading

materials.

Minneapolis is divided into northern and southern sections. The average.

income in the southern.section-is about triple that in the northern section.

. .
..

The Centra Library serves the southern section of the city, whose affluent

population 'ten prefers to own rather than borrow books, and the 'availability

of retail bock stores is having an impact on circulation: For example, B.

Dalton Books
\

Ilers has quadrupled its bookselling space within four blocks of

the Central L ,brary and plans to open yet another bOokstore nearby. To

counteract th= competition froM bookstores, the Library now is purchasing

largequantiti s of paperback and hardback bestsellers, which if does not

process, in any way but simply uses as a way of getting patrons into the

building.

A new downtown user survey is being planned, but the previous survey,

taken in 1976, showed that the downtown user was predominantly a white male,

between 27 and34 years of age, who used the Library 50 percent of the time

for recreation and 50 percent for work. The staff anticipate that the new,

survey will reveal changes in this user population.

The Library staff consists of 180 people in the Nicollet Mall building,

and 307 in the total system. Of these, 70 are professional librarians.

Library hours of operation were previously cut, but recently have been

restored. However, bookmobile service was eliminated with no objections from

the public. In fact, the Library has been unable to find any community in the

country to whom they could sell the bookmobile which they no longer use and

9'7
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has concluded that this service is now too expensive for most communities.

(Other library sitesrvisited,in the. conduct of this research did not concur in

this opinion, however.)

History of Viewtext

During the 1970s, the Library began a fee-based reference service in a

cooperative effort with'three other area libraries. This arrangement was

terminated in 1975 but, since then, the Minneapdlis Public Library has

operated independently a service called "Information'fbr Minneapolis"

(INFORM).. Access to computerized databases-as a part of INFORM began in 1975

when the Library received funding from.the National Science Foundation to PAY,

for access to DIALOG in return for the Library's inclusion-of that database as

an INFORM reference tool.' it was the only public library in the DIALOG study,

and it offered online searching to patrons as a pilot service to collect usage

'data.

By 1976 the Library staff had concluded that the Minneapolis Public

\- Library should develop its own search service, and it 'aligned $10,000 of its

book budget for database searching. Initially, search charges were paid by

patrons. However, since- patron's who could not afford to pay could not get the

service, thit seemed" b be unfair, to users, and the policy was changed to

allow patrons eight minutes,of free search time andpermit them to contract

with the Libraryfor additional research assistance at $40'an hoUr.

Comparatively few'non-INFORM searches have required more than eight minutes,

however. The Library now has 20 searchers in all subject departments.

The Library originally used a Decwriter 2 terminal for online searching

for the public, but recently it exchanged this,termipal for anApple Ile: It

also installed'a terminal for interlibrary loans and for OCLC in the downtown

94
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Library. There are no terminals in branch libreries,but branch librarians

may call the main Library and ask for online searches. They seldom do so,

probably becuase they are unwilling to tie up their only telephone with these

inquiries.

A computer literacy task force was formed at the Libraryto determine what

should be provided in the way of microcomputer assistance to patrons. The

decision was made that hardware should not be provided either for use in the

library or for loan, but that softviare should be made available to assist

patrons in, selecting software for their own use,. A microcomputer software

1
advisory committee was formed in January 1984 to investigate the use of

microcomputers in the Library. Ithas'one advisor for each of the Library's

six cost centers.

Every entry level public service professional librarian at Central is

given :online training. To facilitate this training, the Library offers a room

to database vendors as a training site and in exchange, the vendors provide

two free seats in each training course. This not only keeps

Library personnel well trained in the commercial onine systems, but also'

provides, an excellent 'ongoing relationship with the database vendors.

Viewtext Applications

At present, the Library is involved with viewtext at several levels. It

is a member of three separate networks'within the state and has interlibrary

loan arrangements with each. The Librany uses a Texas Instruments terminal

with a asc-based software program to dispatch and receive loans and can use

'OCLC.forioan requests. It also is in the Minitex Network, which includes

CA0
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both publiC and academfc libraries throughout the State of Minnesota and in

Iowa, Wisconsin, and North. and South Dakota. Ninety percent of its

interlibrary loan requests are filled through Minitex.

The Library also is in the MELSA Network, which services libraries in a

seven-county area in. the state. It both 'rends and borrows, but basically is a

net lender in that network. AnOther network to which theeLibrary belongs is

11"i't

the Office of Library Development SystemsiOLDS) of'the Minnesota'Department

of Education, which is used just by the State of Minnesota. All schools and

academic and public libraries in thg_Aate belong to OLDS, and the Minneapolis

Public Library is a lendei-, not a boO6wer, in this net rk.

Online search services also are proOded Ihrough.INFORM; a fee-bised :
ti

service which uses not only online searching, but all types of reference tools

to provide answers to complex questions 6 away that it most useful to

patrons.

The Minneapolis Public Library is a patent depository, and the CASI

database is provided by he Patent and Trademark Office. This is a database

used by patent examiners and accessed through TYMNET. Local patent attorneys

have made the patent cotlection available to the Library through a $125,000

grant for material collection. Only 36 libraries in the United States have a

comparable collection of these patent records.

!

Organization and Management

The Minneapolis Public Library Director is responsible for the overall

operation of the 15 libraries in the system, and the Chief of the Central

Library has spedific responsibility for the, downtown Library. She also

coordinates the activities of the Library within the various networks to which

it belongs.

100
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the INFORM servic

Public.Litirary which

efforts necessary t

ged as'a'special service within the Central

information for clients and injtiates research

e materials needed in each search efferC
5

ces will be responsipe for 'the new online

ently working with other departments to .

is. The actual letting of the contract will be

Software to. be loaned to patrons fsinow the

The Chief of Tkhni

Circulation system. She.i

develop a request for propo

done by the city governmen

responsibility of the Scie

Library.

Patron Access

nd Technology Department in the downtown

The Library does not provide-direct patron access to online searching,

although_any patron may request a librarian to conduct either a free limite'd

search or a fee-based, longer, individually-designed search. The

specifications of the online circulation system had not been develo ed at the

time of the site visit.

Microcomputersoftware. will soon be made available on loan-to)) trons, but
, .

the Library does not plan to furnish any hardware.

4

Cost Implications

The development of an online INFORM reference service originally was made

possible by a grant from the National Science,Founda0on and by patrdn fees.

However, this service is not subsidized at present by any outside so rces.

INFORM charges are set at a level that is expected to cover staff salaries,

with any added costs., suct(as long distance and online charges, Wiled to the

client. The annual budget for online seal-filling is now about $16,000.

The Library had expected to achieve some saving through the use of OCLC

but the cost of terminals has used up any savingtavailable. However, access
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44,

... " ,

to the termit nals has increased the efficiency of, reference searches., In

addition, librarians in charge ofonline searching can make recommendations
le%

for purchase when they ditcOve A.annteresti,in.mater'ials that the Library dbes
,

not have. Networking with the .University LibrarY, whlok is located nearby, '

"`' 4'4
t4Whas become more 'important, ands cooperain.dovelopingt.TcolleotiOns hAs

1-1
o

resulted because of a desire to avoid the cost of:duplicating-expensive

materials.
vi

O

The Library is leasing All idle library space. 'It w a day care center

in a low income area, in the `basement of an Ad Carnegie. Library. The space

is leased to the community group that developed the Libraiv's online day care

database, but the Library does not keep any records on the use that is made of

that .database.
..

Program Results

--As the Library has become automated, it has been able to carry out its work

with fewer personnel. It has.reducedits catalogers from four to two since

beginning to use OCLC. It it now cataloging more titles and has included the

Music Department and 16mm films in its cataloging, so it is-doing much more

-work with' half as many people. However, the reduction of staff as a result of

automation is.not necessarily a measure of productivity': In some years the

city government opts to have 'staff reductions, whereas in other years it

prefers that,staff not be xeduced, but that people be assigned` to, other

departments if their jobs are abolished.

1

During 1982, INFORM used onlfne *searching in 479 projec/s and accessed a
.

total of 108 ,differeht databases (Tertell, 1983, p. 14). On the whole, online
'r

service users are the regular users of:thelibrary since the, librarians use

whatever method is necessary to find the information a patron needs. JNFORM's
,

.1(02 "N.
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online search service is used mostly by businesses. Individuals who ask for

an online search are likely to be high school, university, or vocational

school students who already know the capabilityof the databases.

The Library can use MetroNet for electronic mail. However, branches have

only one telephone line at present, and it is not easy to reach them by

telephone. It would be inconvenient for them to tie up their telephone lines.

wl online searching.
. 4.

Since, in general, Library policy is not to lay off workers, but rather to
,

e iminate jobs through kttrition, it is not expected that the online

Circulation system to be installed will save a large amount of money, except .

for savings in postage. At present, the Library mails cards to patrons to be

sure that the,addresses written on library card applications are accurate.

The new system will allow the Library to check new applications against

'delinquent files so that it can charge fines and identify persons who are--\
)

applying fo a new card to avoid paying; outstanding dues owed on existing

cards,

Outreach

The Library publs materials describing its programs, its hours of

operation, and its Friends Group for distribution to patrons. It also

publishes a calendar of events in hard copy for the community. However, it

makes no mention in its publicity materials of its online searching capability,

and it does not wish. to have the ublic think of this as a service that is

separate from the ordinary search for information through materials in print.

Its philosophy is that online searching is simply sometimes the most effiCient

way to access needed information. However, publications on INFORM have been

deveToped by the Library for presentations at library association meetings. .
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Library programs often are reported in the Metro Monitor, a monthly

tabloid published by the Metropolitian Council, and in neig4porhoo'd

newspapers. MetropolitanrMinneapolis has a number of such newspapers

available free in the Library lobby.

Future Goais'and Objectives

The Library recently had a goal-setting session' in which staff determined

that the-top priority among 10 important objectives for the Library is a new

analysis of .the community that they serve.

Another major goal is the development in the next five years of an online

circulation system. A contract is to be .signed by October of 1984.foria
. ,

turnkey onlihe:system which will have been used in'at least one or preferably

two other similar libraries. Funding for this system is-to come from the city

budget. There has been a 10-year wait'to acquire the necessary funds, because

there were so many other competing. needs for capital budget funds. 'The'

Request for Proposal for this contract is to be ii'suedin June of 1984.

...Among the capabilities that the Library wants in the system are a fast

response time and the capacity to handle its collection in full MARC format,

so that it eventually can develop-an online catalog. The TeChnical Services

Director feels that those libraries that have short title records have made a

mistake and will have to redo their catalogs. The Minneapolis. Public Library

- needs a system that will interface with OCLC. It would like to take.its

records directly from the full records it now has on its Comcard. The MELSA

Network also wants the w system to be able to use the CODABAR that is used

OCLSI, and would also like have two dial-up outside ports.

The determination as to which system to select.will be made by the Chief

of Technical Services and the Acquisitions, Data Processing, and Circulation
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Departments. The Library's five-year plan calls fAr two years of setting up

the system and three years of co1nverting the collection information in all the

system libraries to the new format.

Altogether, the Library expects the circulation system to include 75

separate terminals. Terminals for the system will be located at all stations

which now have Recordax. Busy places will have one or possibly two terminals

that can be used to determine whether or not the Library owns a title, and to

determine its present location. It plans to have terminals in the Cataloging

and Purchasing Departments. It also will eed a terminal to read in labels,

one for book selection and one for shel g, so that books returned to the

Library, as interlibrary loan items can go directly to branches or other

libraries to which they belong.

There has been a demand from patrons for computer software fr loan, and

at the present time two librarians irrthe Technology and Science Department
7

are planning the acquisition of suksoftware. The Library has developed a

proposal and'has an initial budget of $3000 to/acquire and package software

for loan. It anticipates acquiring software for the IBM Personal Computer,

the Apple, and the Commodore 64 in order to have software qr systems in the

high, medium,-and low ends of the income range, respectively.

AProblems the Library sees in lending software' are preventing damage to the

discs and protecting copyrighted materials. It also eipects circulation an

cataloging Of software to present difficulites. The Library will lend the
g'-

software on a special permit and package it in plastic bags. However, it is

concerned that there is no way to know If a disc is returned damaged. The

Library plahs tookeep the software in one department, Technology. and Science,

until patron response can be assessed. However, it is not sure whether tipt,
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continue to keep all software in this department, since some items may be

appropriate to the children's, business, or other collections. .

INFORM patrons often call from their home or business, and the Library

mails bills to them. Each bill ha$ 1.,o be typed and mailed individually, which

is a very expensive process. The Library staff hope to able to handle

I
billing more efficiently as their involvement with computers becomes more

extensive. Some libraries in the United States hav9 made the CASI patent

database available to the general public, and the Minnesota Public Library

:Intends to do the same.

Lessons Learned

Businesses are the main users-of INFORM services, and they use the service

to complement in-house.Library services. The INFORM staff have foUnd that

businesses use Library services for any of several reasons. They may be

operating under a deadline that necessitates seeking extra reference staff.

This often is true, even inicompanies that have libraries, when a question

falls outside the special area of the firm's collection. Many companies do

not have access to online databases. Also, a Library staff member often can

make confidential inquiries without identifying the requestor.

Confidentiality of client identity and information requests are always

guaranteed.

''Trust between clients and searchers is-essential. Clients must have

confidence that searchers will not undertake research for which they are

unqualified and will let them know when information is unavailable or another

source would be more appropritte.

Cooperation among libraries is essential to providing good fee-based

-..,*reference service. Only by cooperation can librarqes use electronic messages
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to request materials on loan, and only then if libraries are using compatible

-equipment that will transmit and receive requests.

The Library Chief explained that because of the Central Library's

commitment to research, it had experienced some difficulties in its

collaborative arrangements with other libraries in the MELSA Network. She

said sh'ewould expect thatssuch problems might occur whenever the priorities

of individual libraries conflicted with those of the majority of members of

any network. She gave the following examples of instances where the

Minneapolis Library's decisions were in conflict with those of other network

members.

MELSA is a network of 99 libraries, and three years ago the network agreed

to broker online service to its participating libraries. A problem has been

that the needs of the Minneapolis Publiclibrary have been different than

those of theother libraries in MELSA. For example; the NEXIS database vendor

was not acceptable to-MELSA, since NEXIS did not want patrons to know the

source of the information provided by NEXIS. Other libraries in MELSA agreed

to rop N9IS rather than refuse to let patrons.know their'information

source. However, the Minneapolis Public Library could not do so, since its

patrons have a critical need for information in the NEXIS database. In

another instance, the Systems Development Corporation decided to levy an

annual users fee of $750 a year for the MELSA network. Other libraries voted

not to pay this fee, but the Minneapolis Public Library, as a patent deposit

library, needed access to SDC's database on patents. MELSA was forced to pay

the fee, even though other member libraries did not feel that the charge was
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An Apple iI` was provided by the ME{.SA Network to its member libraries,

and they use these microcomputers for online searching. Thevol04 onliqp,

iJ

searching is too great to use the Apple for any other applications,- and the
* .

Minneapolis Public Library has found the:Apple alpor-thoicefor searching.

However, the MELSANetigok required that Applescbe used sothatit would be

able to send discs to each member library.

' 'Originally, the Library expeCted to acquire and lend only database

management, word processing, and.preschool,,program software so%hat the

Library would not be dupliciting what the schools were offering. It has since
. .

concluded, however, that it would be better to concentrate-okskill games

because of the difficulties inherent-in lending more sophisticated software

programs. 4

'Asked what.lessons the Library has learnedloverall frpM its involvement to

date with viewtext, the Chief said that pace setters inthis technology get

rot of advantage and that the Library had been asked lb,Speak to a number df.

groups and had madevuseful contacts through its early involvement with.the

DIALOG system. She said that it takes time to integlite.any new system and

that the Librarywas fortunate both in having had the opportunity -t.q paSs on

some of the start-up,costs of the system and in dealing at first with users

who had some knowledge of the system: She'alsd said that online serv4ces

should be integrated with what already exists, notkpromoted as a replacement

for traditional information resources, but as a supplement.
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CASE STUDY REPORT 7

Name of Library: University Library, University of Illinois

Address: 1408 West Gregory Drive
Urbana, IL 61801

Persons Interviewed: Barton Clark, Acting Director.
of Departmental Library Services

Kurt Murphy, Assistant to the
0-rector of the Online Catalog Project

Martha Beshers, Acting Mathematics'Librarian
Bill Mishcho, Engineering Librarian .

Bill Potter, Assistant Director,
Acquisitions and Central Circulation

Date Visited: February s, 1984

S

Library Characteristics

This Library serves the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champagne, a

state university located in rural Illinois. General administrative offices

for the University are located at its city campus in Chicago, as is the

mainframe computer used by the Library.

The Urbana-Champagne campus is popular among undergraduates in Illinois

and nearby states. It receives 13;000 applicationi yearly for its freshman

class, of which it accepts only between 8,000 and 9,000 in order to limit the

size of the student body to no more than 35,000.

The Library was established in 1868 by the University's first Regent, with

a collection of 644 books and government pamphlets purchased with a. state

appropriation of $1,000. Today, it is the fifth largestlibrary in the United

States and contains more than 10 million items, including 6,411,000 books,

93,000 serial titles, and 4,000,000 items in other formats, including

microfiche, microfilm, videotapes, audiotapes, and slides. It has
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comprehensive collections in alT of the major fields of study offered by the

University and houses a number of special collectkn$,,including a depository

library of government documents.

Only three libraries in the United States have more extensive research

collections than this Library, which is the second heaviest lender among the

Association of Research Libraries, an organizatTbn of 223 major research

libraries in this country and Canada. The Library circulates a total-of over

2,000,000 items a year and contributes 500 monographs a month to OCLC.

The Library's _holdings are housed in the Main Library, the Undergraduate

Library, and 38 departmental libraries, some of which are in the Main Library

building, while others ace in departmental buildings. The Main Library

contains a card catalog of all titles in the University Library. Departmental

libraries also maintain card catalogs of their own collections. Access to the

central bookstacks is open to faculty, graduate students, and special permit

holders.

The. University historicaty has been committed to providing decentralized

library service. The Acting Direttor of Departmental' Library Services

attributed this to two factors. The University Library has had only three

permanent directors over the nearly 100 years of its history, and this has

made it less susceptible to the move to centralization which was popular in

the library community at various periods, such as the 1960s. Furthermore,

departmental libraries are more usual in science, a major area of emphasis at

this university.

Thelibrary also is the largest library in the world using the Dewey

Decimal System. This System has been traditionally preferred, in part because

of the University's close relationship with Melvil Dewey, who dedicated the

first campus library building.
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The total Library staff on this campus includes 119 professional
0

librarians, 295 support personnel, and 118 student workers. Most units of the
, -

-Library, including the Main Circulation Desk, Information,Desk, Reference

Desk, and the Undergraduate libraries, have extensive evening and weekend

service as well as service available_ during normal class hours.
,

There is a very positive.attitude towards the ibrary on the campus. -It

is recognized as an institution that provides access to extensive resources in
o

all departmental areas, even though the campus itself is located in an area

quite isolated from other universities or urban centers. As this report will

show, the use of viewtext technologies greatly improves the Library's

capability to access remote resources.

History of Viewtext

46 .The University of Ill *inois is a h4Ctable environment for library

viewtext applications. It has been the focus of other similar innovative,,

programs in recent years. For example, the Programmed Logic for Automatic

Teaching Opeltions (PLATO) system developed at the University in the 1960s

has become ono of the most widely-used online systems in the world for

delivering t e-shared, computer-assisted instruction.

The Unive sity'Library at Urbana-Champagne'has had extensive involvement

with viewtext over a period of 10 years and is presently,expanding this

involvement suintantially. The present discussion focuses on three different

uses of viewtext in this Library system: the overall integration of viewtext,

throughout the Library system, the development of special online

bibiliographic files by the Mathematics Departmental Library for use by
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scholars throughoUt the United States, and the development by the. Engineering

Departmental Library of special software to facilitate access to commercial

databases, especially in engineering and science.

Overall Integration of Viewtext

The Uni'versity made a commitment to automate its libraries in 1976, when

the preSent Library Director was appointed. An automated records unit was

created to allow the Library to adopt rapid catalogifig techniques through the

use of OCLC, which had been available since 1974, but previously' had been

infrequently used. An automated records maintenance unit responsible for the

maintenance of an online system was established-at that time, and committees

were set up to deal with training and cataloging policies.

The Library has been a very traditional one, witb a major commitment to

collection. At the outset, there was staff resistance to wider use of'OCLC.

Catalogers. complained that OCLC cataloging could not be as precise as manual

cataloging and that reliance on OCLC would force the Library to accept a

higher error rate. However, all staff now agree that using OCLC allowed the

Library to get, rid of its cataloging backlogs, and most of the staff have,

adjusted to the OCLC standards.

In 1978, the Library received a Higher Education Act Title III grant of

$333,000 administered through the Illinois State.Library to develop an online

database of materials available in Illinois' publicly-sponsored libraries.

Title III money ordinarily is available only to public libraries, but in this

instance it was awarded to support a university-based effort that would

benefit public libraries. A Library Computer System (LCS) was developed under

this grant that permits the sharing of resources of all public libraries in

Illinois that use OCLC. Because of the grant requirements, the system that
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the University developed, modeled after a similar system in use at Ohio State

University; provides terminals in the headquarters of 'the 18 public library

systems in the State of7Illinois.

When LCS was first installed in 1978, it was .only a circulation system

with information on '80 percent of the records in the Library catalog at that

time. Later, LCS, files were expanded to include subject searching for all

items cataloged after 1974,, when thelibrary joined OCLC. Terminals at first ,

were located only at the Circulation Desk, but later IBM 3100 public terminals

were made available, first in the main information area and later in locations

throughout the University libraries,

LCS evolved from a system serving three Illinois college campuses in 1979

to an online system that makes accessible through one database the resources

of 25 colleges and universities in Illinois. Print and non -print materials in

the collection have been integrated into LCS files which also showmaterials

on order. The system developed is unique in the nation in providing

cooperative resource sharing through access to bibliographic information on

the collections of public and private institutions and regional public library

systems. In late 1978 the'University Library purchased software for an online.

catalog and began modifying its catalog to link it to its LCS.

The IBM Personal Computer (PC) was selected as the microcomputer for

Library use because this machine has two communication ports. One of these

can be linked to internal online files and one to an outside database to

permit librarians to search both LCS and commercial databases from the same

terminal. The PC has several other features that made it an appropriate

choice for the Library. The Acquisitions unit was pleased with Easywriter II

word processing software for the PC, and the Library staff preferred the

software communication package which is built into the PC's version of BASIC
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and is easy to customize. They alvriMticipated that vendor support for the

PC would be very good because the local computer center uses I8M'hardware'..,

The staff expect PCs in use in -public areas.to.require minimum maintenance,

however, since they are not connected to disc drives.

The Mathematics Library

In 1981, the Mathematics Departmental Library received a two-year grant

``under Title II-C of the Higher Education Act to establish a document delivery

and reference system for mathematics:at the same time as the Amerian

1

Mathematidal Society made available its online database, MATHFILE. The 2,000

monograph titles reviewed in MaAematical Reviews which the UniversityAgibrary

did 66t alt;eady own were to be adquired and added to the University Library's

existing mathematics holdings of 35,000 monograph and 1,300 serial, titles.

Data from all titles were they to be converted into machine-readable form and

entered into the OCLC database using Anglo-American Cataloging Rules (AACR)-II.

and the latest Dewey classification numbers. '

This grant also offered the University the opportunityto make the costly

revisions In its mathematics collection records necessitated by recent-changes

in the Dewey Decimal System classifirtion numbers for mathematics.

The Engineering Library

'Online charges for the use of commercial databases in science and

engineering are high, and the cost of search4ng, as wel,1 as the success

'achieved, depends on- the searcher's ability to understand the protocols used

for each database. To make searching more efficient and less costly, this
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Library began the development of "Search Helper" software, an interface

program ona disc that facilitates access)to information in BRS, DIALOG, and

OCLC.

Viewtext Applications

The :University i; presently using a number of viewtext Applications

throughou le campus generally, as well as specific applications in

individual departmental libraries. Those applications,that were observed in

the course of the site visit are described-below.

The Library Computer System (LCS)

This online circulation system, which integrates information on the

holdings of colleges and universities in Illinois, is available to pititrons at

terminals in all University libraries at Urbana-Champagne. A brief guide is

posted at library terminals which indicates that a patrqn can retrieve

information either by author, title, subject, specific call number,, or subject

area call number. LCS also allows a patron to determine which, if any, of the

LCS libraries owns a specific item and the present circulation status of the

item. Using this information, the patron can reserve the item online and

borrow it directly -at the holding library Or request the campus library to

order it
."4
through interlibrary loan. The LCS is based on 'the shelflist of the

participating libraries. Therefore, when a patron checks out a book, it

immediately shows up as being on loan.

There are 200 LCS terminals on the University campus. Aspecial interface

that 'provl,des online prompts is available on some terminals to patrons who
A

need help in using the system. This is an optfonal feature; and as patrons

become'experienced seardhers, they bypass this interface and use LCS directly,

c f.
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which provides a faster search. LCS h'as several drawbacks. It is primarily a

circulation system that allows very limited subject access. It also is not an

intelligent system, and alt ugh it is fast, it provides only abbreviated

bibliographic records .and oes not have the capabilities of many newer online

systems that can read bar,codes.

The Full Bibliographic Retrieval System

To enlarge online subject access, the University Library began the

development of a second online system called Full Bibliographic Retrieval

(FBR). FBR supplements the information available online through LCS,

providing full bibliographic records from OCLC going back to 1974. UsingeFBR,

a patron can access a brief record that displays 10 items on a given subject

and can then request full records on items of interest.,

A search of the FBR-database involves giving three search instructions:

command, key ID, and search key. For example, a command might be "FIND,"

key ID "SUBJECT," and a search key "BIRDS," indicating,that a user is

requesting a search of FBR to find in its files and display information on the

subject in birds.' FBR can be searched for books' only or for serials, only and

by both personal and corporate authors or subjects. Subject searches also can

be geographic or topical and series can be searched for by personal or

corporate or titles. FBR also can be used for keyword searching.

When FBR is combined with LCS, patrons will be able to access

bibliographic information by subject, locate items, and determine their

location in the LCS libraries and their availability.
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The Online Qdestionnaire

. The Library presently providei delivery by campus mail of items ordered--

online by patrons who identify materials using LCS. This service has resulted

in the development of a large group of users who may never visit the Library.

To communicate with these users, Departmental Library Services, with the help

of the University's survey resear0 group, has developed S questionnaire to be

distributed online that will allow these "unseen" users to describe their

experience and needs. The online questionnaire already has been pretested in

a paper format and will be pretested online in the Spring of 1984.

Administrative Uses of Viewtext

General Services anethe departmental libraries are using IBM PCs for

administrative work. Some departmental libraries als(Phave PCs that their own

departments paid for and use them not only for online searching but also for

budgeting and word processing.

Personnel files have been developed for all libraries. Since librarians

have full faculty status, they mus publish regularly and serve on faculty

committees. The computerized perso el files make it easy to keep a' record of

publications, committee work, and research in progress. It will be possible-

.)
to show, for example', whether a poor year's work is an exception for a

'librarian or reflects continued poor performance over a longer period. Salary

information also is in this database, separately for male and female

personnel, so that it is a simple matter to check on whether equal opportunity

is being achieved in terms of pay and rank.



The Mathematics Library Project

is AlfetingThe Mathematics Departmental Library coo e ing the work on its

Department of Education Title II-CegrantLth establish a database 4 provide

online access to bibliographic informationnon every monograph ever reviewed by

Math Reviews and to accession all the items on the database. By February

1984, it had colle6ted all but about 1,950 items which either were out of

print or were translations. All items accessioned had been entered into OCLC

and into the University's FBR online system.

Procedures are being developed to integrate this mathematics information

with the L'ibrary's interlibrary loan, research, and reference service and to'

publibize the availability of this new service to mathematical researchers.

The completion of this project will provide nationwide access to a major

research collection in mathematics by means of standardized, uniform

cataloging in OCLC, the country's largest automated database.

Staff for the project originally included a full-time Librarian foP

monographs, a half -time Librarian for serials, two full - time - Clerks, and 10

part-time students. The project was nearing completion in February 1984 and0

reqfired only the part-time efforts of a Librarian and two students who were;,

working on the accession, of the remaining materials.

The Engineering Department Library

Exhibit 11 outlines online search services available in this Library. The

Library is now using two miCrocomputers and expects to receive an additional
'1

IBM X-T through.a University grant. As mentioned preViously, the Librarian

has developed an interface to simplify access to the databases needed by

engineering students. Only the staff are using this interface at present, but

when BRS and DIALOG become available on the University's public terminals,
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University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 1408 West Gregory Drive

Urbana, Illinois 61801

February 24, 1982

COMPUTERIZED LITERATURE SEARCHING AND INFORMATION
. RETRIEVAL IN THE ENGINEERING LIBRARY

The Engineering Librarynow provides online searching of bibliographic
and numerical databases. The library is able to access machine-stored
forms of the primary Abstracting and Indexing CA & I) services and other
databases. These databases can be searched in an online mode.to produce
customized. bibliographies of citations to journal articles, conference
papers, books, patents, dissertations,,government reports, and standards/

0 specifications. The A & I services available for online searching include:

. -
These literature searches can beL used for:

Engineering Index;
Engineering Meetings/Conferences;

1\,

Metals Abstracts;
Computer and Control Abstracts;
Microcomputer-Index;
Electrical and Electronics Abstracts;

, %

Physics Abstracts;
Water Resources Abstracts;
Chemical AbstractsI
Science Citation Index;
Government Reports Index (iflcludes NASA and DOE docuihenis).

pre-proposal literature reviews;.
thesis/dissertation literature reviews;
current awrareness services;.
research for class papers;
verification of problem citations;
'address and biographical Ailformation;

handbook, numeried1,.anestatistiCal data.

Searches are done through commercial database vendors and can be.
chaiged.to 'university accounts. The average cost of a search is approximately..
$25: Contact Bill Misch° in the Engineering Library (3-7497) for information.
:lassrpom presentations and seminar demonstrations can be'arranged.
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Search Helper software can also be installed. With this software, a'user can

develop a search strategy before going -online and before paying connect

charges and can specify beforehand what elements of the search are -to be

downloaded to the printer, thus eliminating irrelevant data generated in the

course of the search. A software module also is available'to explain the use

of the Search HeOer.

Organization and Management of Viewtext

At present, the management of viewtext applications is deCentralized to

the extent possible. The University Librarian is committed to improving

service through automation and decentralized service and has been a driving

force in encouraging viewtext use., He believes that a library must be

organized around its files, but that automation makes it pqssible to get away

jrom centralized files and decentralize service to better serve the patron.

'With online authority and catalog files, it is no longer necessary to have

library staff working in any particular place.,,

The University Librarian had developed and implementedICS when he was the

Ohio State University. Librarian, and was able-to provide- guidance in the

technical aspects of the Urbana-Champagne campus LCS project. However, the

specifications for the Illinois system and the selection of vendors were

carried out by,other stiff members.

LCS has a statewide committee and is intended to serve all units of public

higher educatiOn in Illinois. New schools are added continually, and most

four-year colleges in the state also are now on LCS, including the private

colleges in the Chicago Consortium of SChools.
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The Acti=ng Director of Departmental Library Services oversees the

operations of the departmental libraries and the use of LCS by patrons. HISA

staff developed and will administer and evaluate the online user survey. He

said that LCS requires for its maintenance one full-time Librarian, a graduate

assistant, a paraprofessional, anticlerical support staff. FBR development is

// being completed by a ustems Librarian hired for this project,. who was

scheduled to leave the OlfVersity at the close of de project development

phase in March, when the syStembecame operational.

The Mathematics Library staff and the interlibrary loan service will

implement the integration of the Title II-C project as*--part of ongoing

library services when the remaining project, materials have been acquired.:

In the Engineering Library, work oh the "Search Helper" software is'

carried.on by the Librarian, an experienced library systems professional who

has published in the area of library automation and formerly-was on the staff

0 f:of OCLC. He does not Ark solely on software development, but uses online,

services to provide reference service to patrons and sees the.development of

user interfaces as the key to improved service.

°The Assistant Director for Acquisitions and Central' Circulation is

respongtifle for viatext use in those two departments.

Patron Access to Viewtext

As has been pointed out previously, the UniversitylLibrary is committed to

a policy of making all of its own bibliographic records and those of other LCS

libraries accessible to patrons.

&-
The Library staff are constantly improving access -by patrons both to LCS

and to DIALOG and BRS through the placement of terminals in all campus

libraries and the development of special software that simplifies database



access and prompts' responses that simplify .the retrieval of information. At

present , patrons can order materials either online or by telephone for

delivery to any campus address and can search LCS from any terminal using a .

valid University student ID, card 'number . .A title being searched for will

first be checked in the University of ", 'I 1 1 i nois Urbana-Champagne Library, then

i n each of the other LCS 1 i brari es 'until a copy i I found.

Program Res urts

At present, all outstanding acquisition orders are on LCS, brief

cataloging. records for items i n remote storage areas can be retrieved, and a

Seri al s check-in system i s. bei ng developed.% ibrari es id A network. of, 23

academic 1 i brari es in Illinois have easy access' to information on their

combined .hol di ngs. . Eighteen public brari'es in, Illinois have 'LCS terminals,

and the system is Well accepted on the Urbana-Champagne campus.- The patron

interface devel oped for LCS has proVed very stuccessful A facilitating use..

Data froin the online user survey will be available i n the Spri ng ,.-of 1984

and will be presented at the ALA convention i n August1.984,

Statistics will,. be collectedected on the extent .of use of the math colcollection

in the' Mathemati cs Departmentalibrary, and ''some data should be available

Syr! ng of 1985.

The Sdarch Hel per software package devel Oped to improve the search

S.

capabilities of Engineering Department i brarians, ".is being used by Library

staff to improve accesi- and effi ci ent use of '13RS and' DIALOG databases for .

searches.
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Cost Implications

Traditionally, this Library has been generously funded. Recently, for

example, the University proVided $400,000 for books to allow the Main

Library's collection to expand into new book stacks, and the University

administration also has been committed to providing funding for LCS and for an

automated cataloging system.

In addition to funding from the University, the Library has been the

recipient of various state and Federal grants. As mentioned previously, a

Title III Library Services and Construction Act grant from the State of

Illinois provided funding for the LCS, on the conditon that the system

include public libraries in the state.

The Mathematics Departmental Library was the recipient of a Title II-C

grant to develop-its national resource bank and provide online access to

information on its holdings and interlibrary loan access to the math

monographs in the collection.

Library service overall is expensive on this campus because it is

decentralized. This improves service to patrons, but makes it necessary to

provide hundreds of LCS terminals at locations in buildings remote from the

Main Library.

The Library estimates' that viewtext represents between 5 and 10 percent of

its annual budget. It does not reduce staff, but staffing is, of little

concern in this Library's budget. More significant is the fact that viewtext

also does not reduce the overall Library budget. However, it improves the

service the Library can provide with the same amount of money. Before the

system was autallited, the Library spent $150,000 to $250,000 yearly to file
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catalog cards, and often there were backlogs. It now has a smaller staff than

do other libraries with the same amount of acquisitions, but is able to keep

its catalog current.

The online catalog, and the use of OCLC records have decreased cataloging

costs per item, but the collection is expanding'and hence total costs of

cataloging have not declined.

Future Goals and Objectives

The University Library is moving towards ever-greater decentralization to

provide more direct patron service. It plans to continue moving librarians

into the departmental, libraries. Emphasis is on improving information

retrieval in departmental libraries and improving patron access. to Library

files from Any location. Although departmental libraries are uncommon at

similar schools, the University plans to continue its present libraries and

even create new ones in the future, perhaps in psychology and Latin Ameritan

studies. Terminals for LCS and FBR will, of course, be provided for these

additional libraries. It is anticipated that the results of the online user

survey and the subsequent online user conference will provide information to

assist in meeting these goals.

The Library staff feel that anyone who uses or potentially could use an

online system to access information and have materials delivered to them may

have useful information to share with the Library staff. Users of the

'University CYBER mainframe computer will receive notice that the online

questionnaire is available,- as will PLATO system users in this country and

abroad. Anyone with access either to a CYBER account orfa PLATO terminal will

be able to respond to''the online survey, and the Library also plans to

distribilte it on Alanet. The survey will begin with a questionnaire
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distributed only on the Urbana-Champagnecampus, and the information gathered

will eventually be used to develop a framework to carry out an online

conference on PLATO and Alanet.

FbR will be tested in the coming year 'by University of Illinois libraries

at Urbana-Champagne and Chicago. At the second testing stage, the 23 other

LCS schools also will be able.to access the FBR records of the University of

Illinois, and at the-third stage, the LCS participating libraries will add

their own records to the FBR system.

FbR will not replace the LCS, but will complement it. LCS is faster and

cheaper to use, and the.University estimates, based on its knowledge of online

catalog use in other libraries', that only between 45 and 60'percent of

searches will be subject searches requiring FBR. Therefore, many searches can

still oe done using LCS only.

The online catalog is expected to be available in'March 1984. The Online

Catalog Project developers expect that the FBR system, which has been'under

development for three years, will eventually include 750,000 entries, 85

percent of all materials in the\LCS collections. In February 1984, 420,000

were online, and this total wig be increased as other schools add their

records.

At this size, it will be larger than the catalogs of most existing

libraries, yet it will include only 18 percent of the University of Illinois'

Library'-s holdings, dating from 1974 whenthelibrary joined OCLC. The

Library does not plan to carrY out retrospective cataloging for prior years

because it has author/titlA access through LCS' to about 80 percent of its'.

total collection, and beCause it cannot commit resources to retrospective
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cataloging given the fact that it is acquisitioning a million new items every

six to seven years. Items not in FBR are, of course, accessible through the

Library's card'catalog.

The Acquisitions Department is developing an automated serials check-in

module for LCS which will allow departmental libraries to take care of their

own serials. It will combine LCS with stand-alone microcomputers so that

information can be downloaded from the'mainframe to microcomputers for use by

departmental libraries. Some serials already are delivered directly to the

departments from the vendor, without going through central processing.

The Mathematics. Library now lacks copies of only a few of the items needed

to complete its monograph collection, ald if it is unable to obtain copes of

items that are available in other libraries, it plans'to borrow existing

copies on interlibrary loan and film them. These copies then will be entered

in-the Record of Microfilm Masters. Materials available only in microform

will be housed in the Ma n Library, since these materials are considered to be

peripheral to the Universi y's Mathematics Department faculty needs. The

collection of mathematics materials will be available nationally through OCLC,

and BRS, and through FBR it will be easily accessed by libraries in the State

of Illinois.

The software interface developed by the Engineering Library will' be

developed further and'will be made available to BRS and DIALOG users when'

those databases become available on the University's public access terminals.

Lessons Learned

The Acting Director of Departmental Services expressed the 'pinion that

cooperation is the key to a strong university li&ry. The Library

administration at Urbana-Champagne encourages input from all units of the
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school and has been fortunate in obtaining a positive response from

departmental faculty to the introduction of LCS. Members of the humanities

faculty, for example, met with the Library staff to request that the LCS as

implemented not be overly mechanistic. One of their number, a professor of

linguistics, in an effort to simplify the human interface with LCS, developed

the software now used to prompt inexperienced patrons in using LCS terminals.

,.. The University Library has learned from its experience (Carothers &

Aguilar, 1983) th4rthestate requirement .hat the low bid be accepted for an

automation project can result in poor vendor performance, unless the request

for proposals carefully outlines every detail of the work to be performed and

theexpertise requir4. Failure to be specific enough resulted'in the

acceptance of a bid for conversion of library data to. LCS by a contractor who

was not well qualified and who eventually defaulted.\ The staff believe that

had the-proposal been more explicit as to the exact qualificationt and

experience needed to complete the work, this problem could have been avoided.

The Library staff also said, that efforts that involve cooperation with

other organizations often require an understanding of the needs of all those

involved so that the different objectives of each are met: The Library

administration recognizes, for example, that the priorities for the University

of Illinois Library may not be the priorities of LCS libraries as a whole.

However, the Illinois Board of Higher Education was persuaded to fund LCS

because it met the state's goal of providing access to library resources

statewide. All Illinois public libraries now have access to LCS, but this

might have been difficult to achieve'if a system less useful' to the University

had been approved.
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Another example of cooperation was the involvement of the Mathematics

Library in the Title II-C grant. This project served the needs of mathematics

Asearchers nationally and also funded the Library's reclassification to meet

new Dewey System requirements.

The Library staff also have learned to deVelop priorities in relation to
1

library technologies. For example, although LCS is less efficient than other

systems, the University Library is committed to having library services

decentralized to the extent possible, and LCS is better suited to this purptrse

than other more efficient systems.

The online user survey pilot test demonstrated that a questionnaire

developed for use onscreen has its own formatting5Tequirements. Information

that is easy to scan on a paper sheet is tedious to watch scrolling by on a

terminal, and a chbice of options cannot be browsed as easily onscreen as on

paper.

The Acting Mathematics Project Librarian said that planning is important

if the staff of such a project is to be well used. In the case of this

project, start -up time was underestiMated because OCLC did not process the

orders for terminals until October and delivery was delayed. Clerks trained

in this project are now very familiar with the work entailed, however, and

other departments with similar needs have had the benefit of the experience of

personnel who worked on this project.

Outreach

Information on viewtext is provided by the University to public libraries

and publicly-funded institutions of h(gher education in Illinois as well as to

public and private colleges that are members-of the Chicago Consortium.
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Brochures and handouts describing LCS are available throughout the University,

libraries and are posted promineritly at terminals. Interlibrary loan services

also are described in several publications available in all libraries.

The Library staff expect to be able to improve outreach t4 patrons,

especiall3 to those who db not come physically to the Library, by means of the

information obtained thr ough the online questionnaire and user conference.

These, sources will provide data on the characteristics of online patrons, the

subjects they are studying, and the locations of terminals,frbm which they

access LCS. This information will assist the University Library in deciding

where to locate additional terminals: ,

The Library staff have made information on LCS widely available. The k_

Assistant Director for Acquisitions and Central Circulation for the University

Library is currently the editor of Information Technology and Libraries, the

journal of the Library and Information Technology Association (LITA), the

division of th4American.Library Association that is concerned with all

aspects of library,and information science. The experiences of this and othgr

'libraries in incorporating viewtext have been reported in this publication.

The Mathematics Library will begin publicizing its new collection as soon

as FBR goes online. It will send brochures on its collection to subscribers

to Math Reviews. Since the beginning of this project, Math Reviews has been

developing a database, and OCLC also has made available a, Mathfile which

contains 70 percent of the materials now in the Mathematics Library's

collection. These databases will make this Library's collection even more

useful, as the Title II7C grant funding anticipated.
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1_

*b.
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Name of Library:

Address:

CASE STUDY REPORT 8

iMiami-Dade Public Library

1 Biscayne Boulevard
Miami, FL 33132

Persons Interviewed: Alice Dupuis, General Reference Librarian
Sol Hirsch, Administrative Officer
Micki Cardin, Assistant Director

Viewtron Offices:

Persons Interviewed:

Date:

1111 Lincoln Road
Miami Beach, FL 33139 ; .

Monica 'Martino, Assistant Messages Editor
Jean Brodshaug, Features Copy Editor
Randy Bennett, Editor

February 22, 1984

Library Characteristics

The Miami-Dade Public Library is located in downtown Miami in a park which

lies between Biscayne Boulevard, a main north-south interstate road along the,

* Florida coast, and the waters of Biscayne Bay. Across the Boulevard from the

Library is a commercial district with a number of hotels and office buildings

and a variety of snail restaurants and retail shops. Spanish is the

predominant language in this neighborhood, which is the center of Miami's

Hispanic community.

The Miami-Dade County area has experienced a substantial population growth

in recent years. The present downtown Library, which contains only 60,090

square feet of space, was recognized as inadequate in .1 , and when a $35

million bond issue was passed to build a new cultural ce er, a-replacement

for the Library was planned. The new building is nearly finished, and the

Library will be move to the new location 'in the Summer of 1984.

4
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The present Miami-Dade Public Library system resulted from a merger of the

Dade County Public Libraries with the'City of Miami Public Libraries, and the

system has been expanding rapidly to meet the needs of the growing

population. In all, nine new branch libraries have been builtlnce 1975, and

another branch will-open in the Summer of 1984.

Many libraries in the City of Miami system were old and small and new

regional libraries were built to suplrt these older libraries as the system

expanded. There now are three such regional libraries in the system, each of

which houses 170,000 volumes and 500 serial titles. These libraries are

located in heavily populated outlying areas of Mlami. Two of them circulate

approximately 500,000 items a year, compared with tDe downtown Library's,

circulation of 275,000. 'There also are sub-regional libraries located in

convenient areas so that patrons can obtain libraiv materials without Making a

trip downtown.

The downtown Library is Open from 1:00 to 5:00 on Sundays, but his no

evening service and. very little parking. However, suburban libraries in the

system thdt formerly had their extended hours cut recently have had them

restored because of patron demand and are again open weekdays until 9:00 p.m:

and on weeken.ds. There. alS6 May be an extension of downtown Library hours

when the new library is opened- Since there will be a rapid transit station

in front of the new buijding,' it will be More'accessible than the present

Library.

fi

History of Viewtext

r

The Library sys joined the SOLINET library network in 1975 and

installed four OCLC terminals at that time. In 1978 it also began a

computerized index of local newspapers which it sells to other loca-1
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1 i brari es .. This has proved a valuable service which was not available from

any other source. It also purchased a Displaywriter to compile indexes of

large 'print and film catalogs.
1

The impetus towards automation in the Library has come from the need to

cope with the requirements of patron, service as the system expands and the

need to control labor costs in the 24 branch libraries. Manual record keeping

was overwhelming, and there was difficulty controlling the inventory and

handling reserves because of the great growth the system was experiencing.

The Library began planning for automation in 1981 by visiting three other

Florida libraries that. had automated and several other sites using a variety

of vendor systems. Once the decision to automate was made, the Library had to

go out for bids twice, because one bidder complained that the Library's

Initial request for proposals was ambiguous. The matter was settled by the

court in favor of the Library, and a `second request for proposals was iswd:

The same unsuccessful bidder again challenged the,'oittrict award, but this.

second suit was dismissed.

The wi-nning vendor's bid was one-half the -price of the next closest

bidder, but aside from its competitive price, -a ,number of features made Geac,

the vendor selected attractive. It providek a local ,field engineer on a

permanent basis, available to- sites within a 50-mile radius, a serVice 'that

,
will, be very important to the Library in 'maintaining equipment. Geac also is

negotiating with Federal Express to open a parts depot so that parts can be
- ,

delivered within, a ,day to i ts. ,client-.1 i brari es in South Florida LoCal

universities al so have becOme interested in Geac beciuse the system coul d

facilitate their access to public library hol di ngS:'The.., central computer for

the new system is presently installed at -a branch :library, but it will be

moved to the main library when, the new building opens.



Viewtron, fie videotex system of the Knight-Ridder Publishing Company, was

pilot-tested in South Florida for a year and was made available to subscribers

in the geheral public in 1983. Since April 1983, the American Library

Association (ALA) has contributed to Viewtron reviews of adult, young adult,

and children's books, both fiction and non-fiction: The Miami-Dade Library
II

also was invited to contribute information to the Viewtron database and agreed

to do so, feeling at this would bte an additional avenue for disseminating

information a t Library services. At first, Viewtron refused to supply a

television receiver for the Library's use, but it finally agreed to do so when

the Library said it could not dedicate a color television set ex
1"

lusively for

k -1use as a Viewtron terminal.

The. Library agreed to provide,lan online reference service in which

Viewtron subscribers could key in-questions using their keypads and the

librarian would read and respond to these:AU6Stions each day, using an

information provider module on'the Viewtron system. The Library also ageeit,
q

to accept and acknowledge book reserves online on the Viewtron system.

Viewtext Applications

The LibrarY uses.Viewtext in several a0PliCationS at present, and when it

moves into its'neW bujIding, viewtext will be ntegrated into many._ more

areas.

As mentioned in the previous section, the,LIPary is one of,the

information providers on the Viewtron system. This systern, requilres

subscribers to purchase for $600 a decoder that connects their television set§:,,.

to a telephone line. The subscriber uses a cordless keypad, the "Sceptre,"

for selecting information from the system or for inserting-messages. A

Viewtron subscriber must not only buy a decoder and keypad, but also must pay
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a monthly subScriptiOn fee of $12 and a telephone connect charge of $1 per

hour to access Viewtron, with surcharges far-the use of some databases:

There are over '75,000 pages of inforniation on the Viewtron system, and

experts in such fields as religion, nutrition, horticulture, pets, fashi on

"and golf can 'be contacted online. Viewtron subscribers also can purchase

tickets online and order printed Materials that supplement online

information. For example, SAT test books that''relate to tests administered on

Vi ewtrbn can be pUrchased onli nO for delivery , to users.-

The Viewtron database includes. information on ;publiC-Ilibrary program

Schedules, library 1odatiOns,,, and telephOne nuinbernsi:-The Miami-Dade Library

contrib s a reconmended reading list and prOvidei...arf..online reserve and

reference service. A book request will receive a response within two dais,

but reference questions are answered the same day When the Librarian opens

e VieWtron system, a "Reserve" message flashes: as the system comes on if any

reservesves have been; p1 aced The Li brari an calls up the reference questions on

the screen, determines' the responsesy'. and enters a reply. -.Questions-submitted
,

by patrons are answered ;ice daily.

The-Geac 8000 'system as;, ten installtd; the staff are receiving training

in -its:se; and the Library " preparing, to input its records, create..-indexes,

ti

and begin the bar code labeling' of itsliitrials. The Library has an
,

advanta ''''n converting its. records, f cause it has SOLINET OCLC inputs
: ..

going bac o 1975, and second se it has many' retrospective-records as a'

resul Chasing older titles
./

for new branches opened over the past 10

Library now hasifour OCLC terminals. It continues to subscribe to,.

ET and plans eventually to order only tapes, not cards, from OCLC.
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For the present, however, it will continue to order tapes until it is

satis?teit'with the interface that Geac offers.

-The4lorida Room in

and by county and state.

`Southeast Regional Data

theLibrarY.410exeS:Oe local dOisliapers by subject

LibrarYrent; a-'database.and termi:nalsfrom

Corporation (SERDAC) and sells subscriptions,to its'

indexes to othee'loca)'1iblaries. Its indexes of seven local Miami 'newspapers

inCIUde Black and Hispanic newspapers and .b4sinesq, newspapers,Andexed from
)

1978 to the present. Terminals are used only to key in data :Print copies of

the indexes are circulated to branch librArfes system and to paid

subscribers. The Library also is indexing its collection of 17,500 local

Florida phOtographs, dating from the mid-1920s tothe early 1950s. These.

ographs will be indexed by subject on SERDAC, and the collection will be'

.t16"i first exhibition mounted in the new library.

Organization and Management

Responsibility for the Geac system and other internal viewtext

applications rests iith thelibrary's Administrative Officer, and the.,

Library's interactibn-with Viewtron is managed by the Library's Assistant

Directbr.

General reference librarians input information on Viewtron on a 4f-to-day

basis. Tney have developed print;,formsfor copying- questions from the!

Viewtron terminal, since at present,tne-syS"teiChai no printer. As .,the-}

librarians.answer questions on the Viewtron terminal, they direct them;to the

online."mailbox," so that the answers will be posted for.. subscribers. If, a
r.

question requires editinse-the system provides an editing index for this

purpose. A librarian also may respond to.a subscriber's question by
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suggesting that the patron check other Viewtron sources, such as the online

encyclopedia'for the information requested.

The Library's General Reference Service responds to all

,because the 'Viewtron terminal is located in its department.

type i of questions received by telephone in this department

Viewiron questions

However, similar

often 'are routed

by telephone to a,subject expert in another department of the Library.

Viewtron staff screen all questions before they are seen by the public.

They also screen reference questions if they happen' tó open the reference fjle

before the Library does. The librarians have no objections to this at all

Questions submitted to the wrong expert may be rerouted by the Viewtron staff,

and grammar used in a question will be corrected, if necessary, beiPre it is

seen by other Viewtron subscribers. Vulgar or inappropriate comments are

deleted.

Editors for the text pOrtion of the VieWtron database arelotirnalists with

..training in Pofessional editing and writing. Viewtron prefers this ,

background, because it ensures that its staff will be well versed in privacy

issues.

All expert information i,s,prOvided-free to Viewtron, but information
- ,

,

providers receive a free t4Ainal and Viewtron pays their telephone charges.

Some information providers also are advertisers on the system, and Viewtron

expects this to become more widespread. Advertisers sometimes defr4,7 costs to

subscribers of some databases for which there is a surcharge. For example,.

the Official Airline Guide online costs five cents per minute, but, some
o

airlines defray costs of access to online information for their oViii services.

Hundreds of providers, both commercial and non-commercial, contribute

information to the Viewtron system, and new Viewtron information providers can

arrange very rapidly to-lo online. The Bureau of National Affairs, for
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example, required only a week from the signing of acontract. Providers

usually sign contracts ;kith Viewtron for display designs that allow content to

vary, without design changes. For example, the IRS uses an overall/ "eagle"

design, but can change the content of its messages regularly. Viewtron

employs 20 graphics designers in its ^offs ces New York and Chicago.

Overall, the Library has 1 i ttl e involvementvement wi th, cable television because)

,cable.:system boundaries do not coincide with Library boundaries,: Public

access channels do list 14,brary programs submitted to them, but more extensive

involvement is difficult. Dade County includes many political jurisdictions,

and each can negotiate its own separate cable franchise. There is no unifying

force among'them, and four or five cable companies already exist. A unfit in

the Dade County Manager's Office has.been established to regulate cable, but

some comOtiiiies are city-based and some are county-based. Interestingly; the
,

Miami Fire. Department is the local Agency that is most interested in-operating

the community access cable system to take advantage of that Department's

extensive video-based training capability and television production facilities.

Patron Access

Viekron staff said they had expected the1Library to make the Viewtron

terminal available to the public.- However, the Library staff have placed it

irr,a rear 'office, out of public view, ',because in their opinion, to put a color

television set in the public area would invite theft. It also would require

the Reference'Librarian to interrupt patrons to use the set to input Library

information for Viewtron subscribers..

Patrons cannot access DIALOG databases directly, but librarians will

conduct free searches on request. At present, this is mainly a service to the

business community described to business groups in presentations to the
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Chamber of Commerce and other local organizations by the Library's Assistant

/ Director. The service will not be widely publicized until a way to fund

access charges is arranged.

When the Geac system is installed, the Library plans to implement a

community access module that will allow direct access to its catalog by users

onsite and at remote terminals.

Cost Implications

Money to automate Mami-Dade Public Library operations came from the

Library's regular budget. The Geac 8000 will cost $550,000 and will provide

92 terminals, including six portable terminals, and disc drives.

Telecommunications equipment will be purchased from Southern Bell, but the

cost of thi$ equipment was subtracted from Geac's bill.

The Library does not expect automation tesave personnel costs by

replacing people, but to allow more people to work in public areas.

Geac will allow the Library to make better use of.book budget and

collection development funds. The system traditionally has had abranch pool

where libraries can store materials that must be weeded out when branches run

out of space. With the Gea records available, the Library system w' I know

what is in this pool and can check it first before replacing mis ng items or

purchasing materials.

The Library,may eventually close its card catalog and use,only the online

caltalog. Its decision will take into account the high price of furniture

needed to house a card catalog, the space that it would occupy, the cost of

cards, and the maintenance requit4d to keep the catalog current.

Viewtron is an expensive service, and the equipment price is scheduled to

rise by 50 percent in the near future. AT&T sells the equipment for the

systenf, with Viewtron responsible only for the database.
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The Viewtron system uses AT&T's graphics protocol, which requires

telephone transmission. The decoder used to connect the user's television set

over telephone lines to the Viewtron database and the Sceptre keypad are sold

in. Phone Center Stores for $600 atpresent, with a rise in price to $900

anticipated after the initial introductory offer.

Because Viewtron is accessible at present only to affluent members of the

community, the Library's Assistant Director has suggested to the Knight-Ridder

Corporatian that terminals be placed in secure public areas for use by all.

She sees public libraries as one such site and feels the exposure provided(

probably would increase subscribers to the Viewtron service. At present, in

spite of its large advertising campaign, Viewtron has been seen by very few

among the public.

The Director of the Library, however, said that some staff members oppose

placing terminals in Library public use areas, feeling-that this would ithply

that, the Library favored having people subscribe to a service to obtain

information that taxpayers pay to make available to the community free of

charge.

The use of DIALOG for online searching for patrons-is not publicized by

the Library because of the potential costs involved. State law forbids the

Library to make any charge for searches, except for hard copies of

information. State aid is pr011/ided in Florida with the understanding that

library services are free. Any fees collected for any purpose have to be

subtracted from the Library's state support. It can charge for printouts of

searches only because it already is authorized to collect for photocopies.

When librarians do conduct searches, they give patrons references to
40A

sources through which to obtain all informaton identified through the online

search, sometimes referring them to specific information vendors.
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The Library purchases indexes from Information Access Corporation and, as

a bonus for a large order, it received 250 hours on this vendor's online

magazine, law, newspaper, and trade and industry indexes. This is a very

valuable benefit, because the Library can use these online indexes not only

for actual searching but for staff training as well. Online search capability

also saves money by allowing the Library to cancel some subscriptions,

Chemical Abstracts, for example.

Local tax structures have had a pronounced effect on the quality of

library service available to patrons. As-mentioned previously, the County

Library System is a combination of libraries that originally belonged to- the )

City of tliami and to Dade County:. The two systems combined in the1960s, and.

several other municipalities have joined the new system since. *Wever, other

comunitiies, Miami Beach and Hialeah, for example, elected to maintain

separate systems. Tax considerations were' impOrtant in this:AeCision since,in

some instances joining the consol ted.iystem:40WobSt::taximiit more than

maintaining their separate:library system. The4ecision toFpaintafnsmall,

separate syttems iskeeptrigAibrary control in local communities,"butalso is

contributing to outdated library operations that have inadequate funding

compared to Miami-Dade's modern system. However, not all residents experience

loss of service, because residents of Other. Florida communities can pay a

yearly fee of $30 to use the Miami-Dade system. This fee, determined to be

the amount County taxpayers pay for library services, allows Library use by

all members of a family. Visitors to Florida are issued free courtesy cards

by the Library.

a
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Program Results

The Library has had very positive experiences with viewtext to date. Its

early involvement with SOLINET and OCLC are making possible its conversion to

an automated system. DIALOG searches have been greatly appreciated by

business users who have used thgm to access current data for decision making.

Viewtron keeps statistics on the use of library information, and it is

satisfied with this use to date, feeling that patrons are asking appropriate

questions that the online experts can answer. At present, and until it has

reached its goal of 5,000 subscribers, Viewtron will not disclose the number

of subscribers on its system. However, the Library and Viewtron agreed that

the present subscribers constitute a small and very affluent group.

Viewtron staff expressed dissatisfaction with the keypad provided with ,the

systegiby AT&T, and indeed it does not conform to human factors standards

suggested in recent research (Carey & Siegeltuch, 1982). Keys are small,

flat, and very close together. Viewtron's c ntract with AT&T for equipment is

for only one year, however, and the redesign o he keypad is under study.

The ALA is requiring Viewtron to collect statistics on the use of the

information ALA contributes, and Viewtron is compiling usage statistics, for

ALA and other information providers on a yearly basis. Figures provided by

Viewtron showed that Viewtron users reserved an average of five Items a week

between October 31, 1984, and February 19, 1983. The largest number of

requests in one week was 11, the smallest 1. In the same period Viewtron

users submitted an average of 7 reference questions a week. The largest

number of questions asked in one week was 15, the smallest 3. .By comparison,

the Miami-Dade Library responds to 150,000 telephoned reference questions in a

year, and the total system, including all branches, answers 750,000 questions

a year.
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Outreach

Geac will allow the public to interact directly with the online public

catalog, which wi accessible to anyone with a modem. Although Geac is

willing to cooperate with Viewtron, a public Viewtron terminal would require

the Library to dedicate one port to Community access, whereas the Geac online

Catalog allows the Library to connect four terminals to each port. The

Library does not want to dedicate a public telephone line that will allow

access to only one person at a time. It would prefer to have Viewtron set up

an int*rface or queuing system so that people calling could have their data

called up in turn and more access would be available.

Both Dade and Broward0oUnties expect to have a community access.module

for library tearchet. Other libraries could access information online from

these counties and could;:telephone to have materials reserved for patrons.

Geac's community access terminals are similarto omc terminals io_their

characteristiceloThere is"no interaction, but users are prompted by online

menus.

The Libri6Oans to offer demonstrations_ of the Geac system at all,'

locations beforiirimplements the system. School groups will be 100
4 .

-..,iv.

demonqrairi*, 4ncLpublicity materials will be distributed: Theibrary wili
, - ,,, . ..

is

A

s)yffjafirst card with accompanying public relations activities;
R4

:,qdr n cceptanGe of the system by the staff, administrators discuss

the,,pr"

systenki

Vtiffietatiles. at all meetings and describe the proOess of the

,Ther,,klicivi.stliat, some librarians are more enthusiastic than others. As

they,deMOStrWthe,syStem to librarians, they stress their concern for human

factor'elefient,s:; For example, one-half of the terminal screens will be green,

and thediher-hiWambO.,:since investigations showed that people with color

plindnesS Can'see,60,0e'the.other of these colors. They also expect to

,
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establish standards for lengths yf time workers will sit before terminals to

avoid any possible harmful effects.

The three Counties of Dade, Broward, and Palm Beach have formed an

automation group that meets to discuSs problems and to ensure that comparable

library systems will receive comparable vendor.services at comparable prices.

Outreach to minority groups is a concern of the Library, and ethnic and

cultural heritage, programs are a part of its outreach program. The Library

also took advantage of a Federally-funded "Spanish immersion" program to

provide the Library staff with insights into Hispanic life and culture.

-Outreach to the Hispanic community is espediallylimportant to this Library,

given the large population of Spanish-speaking residents in the area and the
4

difficulty of providing them with adequate service. The system has a Hispanic

library in which 90 percent of the materials are in Spanish, but this library,

is open only 35 hours a week.

The Library may ask Geac to include Spanish language prompt screens.

Geac, a Canadian company, already has prompts in Fre'nch. However, there is

now a Florida ordinance forbidding the printing, with public funds, of

materials in languages other than English. In this Library, for instance,

information mater s printed in Spanishave been paid fOr with donated funds.

Overall, the ty of. Miami is witnessing a great amaunt,,of friction

between Blacks and Hispanics, the City's two major minority,groups. As the

city becomes more Hispanic, employers are preferring workers who are. Spanish

speaking or bilingual, thus reducing opportunities for. Black workers.

Outreach to both groups is regarded as very important by the Library.
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Future Goals and Objectives

Depending on the success of Viewtron in the Miami. area, 18 cities will go

online, beginning with Boston in 1985, where the Boston Globe newspaper will

be involved. The Library will continue its involvement with Viewtron in

AMiami. Its sees this as a free publicity tool, an additional way of

delivering Library information.

The Key Biscayne branch library, which will open in the Summer of 1984,

will be the first branch to go online with Geac. Telecommunications lines for

the Geac System are being developed, and by September 1984, they will be in

place. A small team of six people will maintain the Geac system. Three will

be new hires who will operate the computer. They will run the system seven

days a week working in shifts from 6:00 a.m.-11:00 p.m. Two training.people

are 'working with the Library now to'coordinate training in records management,

circulation, etc., for branches. Geac trains trainers from within the Library

to train other library staff. At the completion pf the training, the only new

people will be two professional Librarians, three Computer Operators, and a

Project Manager. Paraprofessionals will be responsible for ongoing training.

Geac was surprised that the Library would require even six people for its

system. With the new automated system the Library expects to need fewer clerk

typists and to promote people now holding such positions to paraprofessional
y -

work. Library growth has been substantial in recent-years and, even at

.present, career ladders in the library system allow 90 percent -of

paraprofessionals to be recruited from the ranks of clerk typists. The new

automated system will accelerate this trend.

All libraries in the system should be linked to Geac by the end of 1984,

including bookmobiles using portable terminal's. The Project Manager will have
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control over.procedural manuals and day-to-day respontibility for the online

systems.

When the Geac community access module is in service, patrons will be able:

to obtain full bibliographic access.to library materials using author,,title,

subject, or key word inquiries. The Geac system, when complete, also will c--7

include subject, title, and author inquiries to the film and serials

collections, Film booking will be done through the main Library only. The

Library is a sub-depository for government documents and also hopes to put all

its government document records on its computer database.

Tile Library will move in August 1984 to its new building five blocks

away. Other buildings in the cultural center are an art museum and a

historical museum. The new library will have1202,000 square feet. It is

anti ipated that moving from the present facility will take eight to nine
\,.

months. Circulation will be the first Geac system module implemented. After

that module is installed, the Library will move on to acquisitions and serials

and then to community access.

When the online public catalog is opened in the new building, it will be

accessible from terminals throughout the building. The Library then will

consider the possibility of `closing the card catalog and using only pUblic

access terminals. Once the Geac acquisitions module is installed, it will put

short orders into the system and will not need more informaton online until it

receives OCLC tapes.

Lessons Learned .

Entry-level librarians already at;kconsidered managers, and these

professionals have increasingly heavy supervisory responsibilities as the

Library automates.
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The Library staff think that commercial veridors,of information are

beginning to realize that libraries, far from being obiOlete,-are the

country's :primary information resource.' In the experience of this Library,

personal 'interaction is lacking in online service provision, and the

inforMa'tion available is very limited, with the exception of sports and news:'

Reference librarians agreed that some questiont are more appropriate

ansWerIng online than others.. Among those that are suitable are questions
r

requiring extensive research before an answer can be developed and questions

from patrons who speak indistinctly on the telephone or have difficulty in

hearing Overall, al though patrons can reservebOOks and ask reference

questions on Viti4r0n,., the Library staff 4b not feel that it offers any

1

service not previously-.availabfe by telephone:

Miami-Dade finds the ALA book Otormation redundant, since it publicizes

books for which there already is a heavy demand and which are well advertised_

in' current newspapers and media. They would prefer to publish booklists of

relevance to the local community.

Information for display-on Viewtron must be submitted further in advance
.

than was the case formerly for print media, but the Library has overcome this

problem by delivering paste-ups of its printed publicity materials to Viewtron

at the same time these materials are sent to the printer.

The restrictions placed on libraries in the state that fitrbid charging

patrons for searches are having the effect of restricting patron access to

informatton that is available from the library.
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Viewdata publishes many'brochures and advertisrnents on the Viewtron,

system. . Information may be obtained by contactin

Randy Bennett, (305) 674 -1444.
,

Publications and information on the MiaMi-Dade Public Library may be

,obtained by contacting:

Micki Cardin, (305) 579-5001.
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Name of Library:

CASE STUDY REPORT. 9

-Library Media Center
T. C. Williams High School

Ad4rel : 3330 King Street
Alexandria, VA 22302

' Persons I ntervi ewed: Gloria Davi dson0 Media Center Director.

Etther Cook, Library Media Speci al i st for Audi ovisual
and Computer Materials

Date of Visit: February 24, 1984

Library Characteristics

This Library Media Center serves., the, T . Will iams High. School , a

comprehensi ve , three-year , metropol i tan hi gh School with a student popul ation

that, 'M very diverse i n terms of ethnic and socio conomic background and

educational goals. Originally, there were three senior high schools in the
53.

'Alexandria School ,System, but two became secondary schools in the .1970s, and

1 ater junior hi gh schools, and senior. hi gh school cl asses were consol i dated

into this ones 1 irge scho61 . The school serves an urban communi ty, and- was
4

commended by the Deparpment of Education in the 1982-83 school year foe the

excellence of i ts programs . The curriculum includes, strong academic,

'

business, and vocational preparation. The schoOT has 2,500 students and over

170 faculty.

The Library Media Center adjtins the newest wing of the school,. and was

renovated in 1976 when this wing was built. facilities for automotive,

carpentry , printing, and commercial foods instruction are housed in this,

wing. The Media Center i Is 4 very attractive facility that includes ea large

open library area, studerit COhfererice rooms,study carrels, and staff

offices.
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. The Center was first opened in 1965, with a very limited collection. The

collection was upgraded starting\ in 1970. In the following years, the
4 ':..

V

Superintendent increased the Media budget, 0.the'tolleCtion now is adequate':,-;.s...',./
,, .

., .
.

to support the school curriculum. At.:.,..the end of the 1982-83 school year, the

-collection included 44,37rvolumes, 225 magazine subscriptions, and 16,775

non- pri nt i teMs "i.ocludimg 20 5-1/4" ml crocomputer fl oppy di scs . Audi ovi sual

hardware for use with these items included' cOOr and black and white

television monitors, videotape and videocass tte recorders video cameras,

numerous projectors, and other audiovisual equipment
. filicrocomputer hardviare .

included an Apple Ile, an Apple II+, three disc drives, a modem, and two

dot-matrix printers. The Center, circulated 4,764 books aftd..99 non-print items ifo

as well as 115 16mm films from° the SysteMlevel Education Media Center in a

typical recent month.

The Center provides library: and information skill s Instruction for

students and faCultyi: reference services; reading guidance, and literaCy - ..

.

_
appreciation programs. Workshops in computer literacy are held for faculty

and students. Exhibits 12 and 13 describe services to students' and faculty,

respecti:Vely:,:
.

.

The Center was desiffie&to accommodate 10 percent

-which at the time of the renovation. was approximately

consolidati On ntreased the enrollment to over 2,000.

not have over 150' users in the facility It one time,

classes .of student with-teachers.

Center staff consist of three

Science in Library Science (MSLS)

$

of the student body,

1,700. The last school

Usually the Center does

ore than three

full -time Librarians; two with. Master of

d grees and one with a Bachelor's degree. in

I

..,

Library Science (BLS).; one half-tim Librarian with a MSster's in Library

Science (MLS) degree; one Media Technician; one Instrlictional Ai,de; and one

clerical worker.
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. Exhibit 12

T.:3RARY EDIA CENTER

S 34.11'NFORMA::ON
.

.

THE SCHOOL. :: OR A ?ASS FROM CLASSROOM :1LAWHER MUST 3E SHOWN
C.:3RARY .SED:A- 'CENTER UNLESS ST=ENt :S ACCOMPANIED 3Y :SACHER.

HOURS OF 6PERAT:ON: :10 A3 :o 3:00 PH

Materials, Equipment andServices ?rovided

C:RCL1ATION

17.7N ENTERING THE

Or

The embossed school ward serves as Scudept 7...tbrary Card for charging our materials,

A .

woks:.
0

4
.

. ,.

: 3eneral - :his category inal..i.des bOokt which are not aestgnace4 vas Re:ertace" or-'

'Reserve' and may be borrawedfoc a two-week period.

Reference - Reference books may ie borrowed for oyermight use on1lie and are to be

recurnedA.,:thesecond oftriod of the date due. -

l and Career r This collection is locaredin Conference Rotram'"3": :: inclIades
, .

bofhWteral. and reference 'books, College catalogs are also located in thii,491.1. Books

may le borrbved on the same basis as ocher books. College .catalogsmaY.be borrowed Over-

nighe. .

.

11

?anerrack --?aperback books which'are aot Listed in the card catalog are located in

:he,browstag area and may be borrowed for =era weeks. H

.
.

AnIOVISCAL COLLECTION: This colleCtion includes a broad range Of,information which is

stored on'phonograph reco*rds, audio-tapes, .filmstrips, slides, microfilm; pictures, art

.prig a, maps and..Poeters. These nacerials may be borrowed for ate day. They should be

returned by the second period of the date due. ..

pamphlets,:NFORMAT:ON FIZZ: ,The Iaformacion File has a collet or pampnlecs. government documents .

and special reports on e,wide.variery of subjectsywh 4orrowed for one day. They

should be recurred by the second peitod of. the data du

?ER:COICAL COLLECTION: Current magazinel, and newspapers are located in the browsing area

and May be used.* students in this area They are not to be removed from the Library.
Back issues are on file in the Pertradicai Storage Room 'and 'tM4t be requested at the
Circulation Desk. 'A' spedialform is provided forr.his purpose.

:70C:?MENT: -Some.'portablA equipMenc May be borrowed,by students for overnight.use at home

when tae -need arises. .

RENENALS: gooks which circulate for two weeks may be renewed one time. Overnight.materials

may not be renewed.

ReSERVS: Braoks and materials placed on the "Reserve Shelf" at the request of the teacher

maybe charged out at the close of school for overnight only. Noe more than two books -ay
bechargedaut.at'one tone without written permission from the teachOri who has them re-

served:.

:'.ER :=MS WHICH MAY BE BORROWED: No absolute number i3 set buc students are asked

not to :hi?* out more..itemt' than they canitasonably expect to use during the loan period.

OVERDUE NOTICES: Overdue notices are :mitten and sent to students who fail to meet the

deadline for returning borrowed materials.

CEF:C=c7 CARDS! Deficiency :arcs are prepared ac the end of each quarter for students who

-have =it:Oriels that are overdue.

FINS'S: No fiaesare charged:for overdue materials; howev.er, a feits charged for lost or

damaged materials. The fee is based on 'the' original cost of item or cost for melaikj::%

Losdizeds are found and. tecurned in good .ionldition during the current year, a refund will

bemade.

HICROCOMP=1: . An Apple LI Xiarbcompucer is lowed in the tibrary Hedia Cancer and

:an be scheduled fOr use through zhe classroom teacher.
.0

'BEST COPY AVAILABLE
V
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Exhibit 13

LIBRARY !1EDIA CENTER:

T, C. WILLIAMS HIGH SCHOOL

szav:cs7s FOR :EACHERS
:. HOURS OF OPERATION.: 7:L0 AM to 3:00 PM A

October, 198!

:. Materials and equipment in the collection may bleborrewed for short-term or Long-
term use. *,

3. Materials nay be borrowed for personal use and for use by students in the classroom.
:he teacher is responsible for the borrowed materials until their return to the
Library before the end of the school year.

Names of students who are placed on independent study should be given to one of the
Librarians. 'It is also helpful fof the L*rarian to know the nature of assignments.
Not more tharveight (8) students will be admitted from one class per period unless
accompanied by teacher.

5. Library staff should be. notified at least one day prior to bringing el asses to the
Library. . the staff will arrange for special materials or areas to be set aside as
neecad !Or class use.

6. :lasses will he assigned to an "area" based on numoer of students in the class and
:hi nature of the work.

Sharp,:hermofax an Microfilm copiers are located in the LMC to reprodisca information
for your instructional use. If more than five Sharp copies are needed, the large
'copier near the. Main Office should be used.

Posters, pictures and ocher resources are available for your use with bulletin board
display'.

Engraving and Lettering devices may'be used to produce a variety of sizes and forms
of lettering.

10; Closed circuit television programs are provided upon request. Equipment must be re-
served.

11. Several shelves in the LMC have been designated' for the "reserve" section. Materials
to be placed on reserve should be identified and removed from the general collection
by the teacher. A Library Media Specialist will be available to assist you as.neces-
sary ( in your search) and prepare the materials for the "reserve" shelf.

12. MICROCOMPCTER: Apple II Microcomputers are located in the 34brary Media Center and
can.Ahochedulad for use through the classroom teacher.

I ordei for the LMC staff to more effectt:yely meet your information needs, we en-
courage faculty and students to participate in the selectIOn of materials. A supply
of "order cards" will be given to each department head for your' convenience.

Your assistance in encouraging students to return borrowed materials on time will be
appreciated. One very important way of doing this is to see that scudenes receive
overdue notices thaeare sent through teacher mail boxes. this will result in great
savings of time and money. '

PM COPY AVAILABLE
4

1.53

'0
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The Center is open from 7:10 a.m.-3:00 p.m. on school days. An adult

education program held in the school,two nights each week has its own

Librarian with an MLS degree, who provides media services for that program.

There also is a summer school with an MLS-degreed Librarian from the school

system providing media services. The librarians who serh the adult and

summer school programs coordinate/heir activities with the high school Media

Center staff as necessary, and communication among the staff of all programs

using the Center was described as very good.

History of Viewtext

Viewtext use was initiated by the Director of Media Services and other

administrators of the Alexandria Schools. In September 1982, each school

Media Center was provided with an Apple II+ microcomputer. Classes and

workshops were held by the SchOol System.to prepare media staff to train

teachers to use computers in instruction. The Media Centers.were made the

focal points for computers in their schools, and computers were seen as tools

for computer-assisted instruction, rather than for instructional management.

A second Apple, a lie model, and an additional printer have since been

purchased by this high school. Modems were purchased by the Alexandria School

System in the 1982-83 school year for all junior and senior high schools to

acquaint studAts with available online information.

Initial introduction to the Apple computer was provided for Media Center

staff on three staff development days. A workshop was set up by the School

System's Assistant Superintendent for Elementary Education and the Director of

Media Services. Media Center staff later advised their superiors that this

brief training was insufficient:and a one-semester, three-credit course,

;Introduction to theEducational Applications of Computers," was then provided
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by the School System through the University of Virginia. This course covered

hardware and software, 'including the Minnesota Educational Computing

Corporation (MECC) collection that the School System furnished to all Media

Centers. Instruction in elementary programming, computer languages, and

courseware also was included.

The School System provided a training course in online searching with the

DIALOG database subscription, and two full in- services days have been provided

to date, with one more half-day session scheduled.

Viewtext Applitations

There are now two Apple microcomputers in the Media Center, and a-

,telephone line allows online searching. The Cehter has available over 80

software packages, including two easy-to-use word processing programs, for

students and faculty to use with the Apple computers.

The Media Center uses its.Apple computers to. evaluate software and to

familiarize teachers with software. Teachers with their classes, small groups

of students, or individual students use the computers with Media staff

assistance. Appli computers and the Center's large television receiver also

can be moved out to classrooms for demonstrations. The Media staff do not use

the Apples for clerical work. They use .a memory typewriter to do original

cataloging.On the infrequent occasions when that is necessary.

The school has.two computer labs equipped with TRS-80 microcomputers, and

computers are widely used in the school for specific instructional

applications, such as the teaching of computer programmi'n'g and word

processing. Equipment for these courses i:S',not selects nor is its use

supervised by the Media Center, but facultuntist coordiOate the purchase of,

software and hardware at the system leVel.ihe Center inventories all
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computer equipment yearly and also arranges for any repairs needed. On a

day-to-day basis, equipment to be repaired is brought to the Media Center, and

the staff then contact a repair facility. A School System truck picks up and

delivers equipment to be repaired, and the System pays the charges.

Organization and Management P

The School System has created,the impetus for Media Center involvement

with computer-assisted instruction. The Director of Media Services required

that microcomputers be made a priority in Media Center programs. To ensure

this result, hardware, software, and training were provided by the School

System and ongoing advice and support have been made available. The School

System's Media Services unit also discusseVith the principals the objectives

to be accomplished through the introduction of viewtext and encouraged them to

share this information with their faculties.

Initial purchases of hardWare were made by knowledgeable. individuals' at

the system level. A subscription to DIALOG was provided by the School System,

and each Media Center is developing its own'standards for online searching.

In addition, the School System purchased for all schools the MECC curriculum

developed by the Statepf Minnesota., thus taking advantage.of tested

instructional programs available at low cost from another public school

system. Schools can purchase additional software only with the;

System's approval. A system-level software evaluation committee has been

established and has developeea software evaluation review process and an

evaluation form. This committee circulates a list of approved items, for each

grade level. The Media Center also reviews materials and sends its

assessments to the system-level committee. System-level software previeWs are

considered a time saver by the Media staff.
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Building-level support for viewtext also has been very good. The school's

Associate Principal for Instruction supervises the Library Media Center. He

is enthusiastic about the viewtext applications, analigattended the computer

course described above. H\is responsible for teacher evaluations, and one

performance element he is expected to be assessing will be teachers'

integration of viewtext into their instructional activities.

Patron Access to Viewtext

Students use the Center's computers for drill and practice activities

assigned 'byteiehers. Students can sip up by class period to reserve a

microcomputer. They May use their own discs if they have teacher permission,

and discs are'Sb14-1.:141; bookstore .

It is not anticipated at present that students or faculty will conduct

their own online searches.. Searches will probably be done once a day by Medta.

taff with printouts given to students.

Cost Implications

Federal support has been essential to the involvement of the Alexandria

Schools in computer-assisted instruction. Federal funds were used by the .

System for the original purchase of Apple computers for all schools and for

the purchase of modems. The System has also taken advantage of software
4

developed with public funding by purchasing MECC software for all schools with

computers.

A policy for online search charges has not yet been established by the

School System and until ,a decision about use and payment is-made, online

searching will be restricted to,Media staff. High search charges on the

DIALOG database make it too expensive to allow untrained users to access the

system.
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When the SchtO1 System' ,gave :priority to vi ewtext i nvol vement, there were

some cutbacks it 'tethhttal processing time by the Media Center professional

staff and the tlerital ;Staff, and volunteers 'had to assume a larger,
responsibility for:tethhical. Work. This was not a serious problem, however,

because the Medig, Center's major collection building activities had been

completed. It would have been a matter of greater concern in previous years,

when more time was required to select, order, acquire, and process materials.

Program Res u1

TeacherS are:Using ;t0iiiputertoftware from the Media Center to teach

foreigt:langUages,EnglISh, music theory, SAT preparar on, and elementary math
;

F

,for I earning '071:S,01 00: Students.

The ayOlabflity of viewtext..has increased Media Center use by some

facul ty, meMbers who did not use , i Its servi c6t previously. Faculty 'members i n

Several di sci pl i nes are 'assi sti ng in aware 'eval uati on, and some are,

beginning to develop software for thei _own instructional use

The training provided in computers and'online searching has prepared the

_ *

Media-Center staf to conduct classes in the, use of the;APple for teachers,

paraprotessitnals; and clerical staff. All Media Center staff are able to

assist fatUlty and students in using the Apples, and the Staff are ,just

beginning:td use-DIALOG for searching.

:There:1S- no di fference in use of Media Center

rate-OrSex. All grade levels use the equipment,

v &text equipment bade- on

and' :the of carilOte

software i is high i n al 1 disciplines for which appropriate, software' i

available.
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Outreach

The Media Center publicizes its viewtext services through. Parent, Teacher,

and Student Association newsletters, teacher memos, morning announcements,

articles in the student newspaper, etc. The. School System is small, and

communications among schools and with the central office are good.

New faculty members receive personal invitations to attend a Media Center .,

orientation during a-planning period-soon after they in the school staff.

Microcomputer use is discussed in the overall Me ":enter orientation for

the tenth grade, and online searching also will now e included. A National

Library Week..prOgraM, the school will feature online searching.

Futures Goals and Objectives

The School System's commitment to viewtext is strong. It is planning to

-increase teacher and student involvement both with computer-assisted

instruction and bibliographic searching.- No course on searching for students

is available at this time, but this is a future goal.

Lessons-Learned
Ah

Directives from the system level can encourage involvement with viewtext,

but proper training also is essential, preferably before new equipment IS

delivered, if viewtext is to be used appropriately..

Students are much less apprehensive about comgters than are teacherNand

the Media staff can serve a critical role in introducing faculty memberAto_

the uses of viewtext in teaching. However, adequate training, both in

instructional computing and in library uses of viewtext is essential for media

professionals. Without this training, computers cannot be a worthwhile

investment. Media personnel cannot be held responsible for assisting faculty
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and students with computers and online searching if their own background in

these areas is weak.

The Media Center staff have the advantage of insights shared by faculty

who are involved with viewtext applications in specific disciplines. For

example, the printing teener reported that he had learned that if he,started,

students on,automated equipment, they were quickly bored. He noW'begins by

having theueiet type with older tephnologies and.havfound that this approach

results in their welcoming the efficiency and ease of use afforded by

automation. He, also commented that the technology taught at the school is

only helpful in improving emploStmeqt opportunit'ies for students who have,good

basic skills and:an appropriate attitude towards work.

References 1,

'For fUrther information .about the T.C. William Library Media Center,

contact:

Gloria Davidson,' Library. Media Cente0 reCtor, (703) 998-2060.
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APPENDIX

LIST pF TOPICS

The following specific questions will, be used by the LJA research team

to guide the collection of information on viewtext,use at each site visited.

1. What are, the library's characteristics in .terms of:

o Type? (public school, academic, special library,
rani or _state agOncy)

o Size of physical plant?

o Locatjon? (urban, rural, suburba

o Circvlation?

o Staff?'(number, qualifications, hours available)

What has been the history of viewtext in' the library?

g. .=

Is the viewtext being used in a pilot or experimental program?

What major equipment acquisitions did the introduction of viewtext
require: I

for library management functions?
for staff service to patrons?
for end users?

To what extelit did the viewtext project originate at this library,
rather than at another site?

o What special staff was hired for viewtext?

What program development activities have taken
relating,to viewtext:

I
patron services?
staff training?
software development? ,

place to ,date'

3. How Ore viewtext activities organized and managed?

o Who is reponsible for viewtext use?

o What use does the library staff make of viewtext?

o What incentives and assistance are provided to encourage library.,
staff involvement? Patron involvement?
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4. What patron access to viewtext is Provlded?

o What is known about the characteristics of viewtext Users In this .

library:in terms of:'

sex?

age?

race?

occupation?
educational_level?

- vbcioeconoTic level?,

o Uhaftype of viewtext is prOvided-forpatronS4.where
how? ;.*

'
;.V4 ,''...

. -/(:e.
.

o Which'ViewtextserviCes do patronspPefer andse ost easily?'
..,.

t

5. Tow does the provision and delivery of, viewtext .affect the library's
budget?

o Who pays for viewtext?

o What,do vieAext applications cost the library?

6 If the project presently is funded by a special grant or is a
pilot or experimental program, will funds be available to:continue
it when initial funds have been exhausted?

6. Wht has the library accomplished to date as'a result of viewtext in
terms of

Provision of viewtext?

Delivery'of viewtext?

o Assessing the success of'-viewtext services through:

surveys?
attendance and use statistics?
other?

What is the range of viewtext .applications?

o Is,it used:

- only within the library itself?
- within the library's host institution?
- within the community?
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4.

What specific applications incorporate viewtext:

information acquisition 'and organization?
information dissemination?
information referral -?

document delivery?
information interpretation/advice?
consumer education?
advocacy?
lobbying?

Problem-solving?
0,

o What are the physical locations of each viewtext application?

How does the library provide orientation to viewtext use and purposes:

o For library professionals?

o For patrons?

What outreach and publicity related to viewtext are provided by this
library:

o iTo other libraries?

o To other institutions, businesses, industry?

o To patrons?'

o To the community at large?

10. What future goals and objectives does.., the library have for viewtext in
'relation to:

o Equipment?

System organization?

o Staffing?

Services?

-11. What lessons has the library learned with respect to resolving problems
related to viewtext that were:

o Technical?

o Organizational?

o Social and political?



12. What 6intacts are available at this library:

To provide more information about librall use of viewtext?

To accept hell:for suggestions for the library from other viewtext
users?

13. What references and information' about this library's use of viewtext
can the library provide?

Publications produced by the library?

o Bibliographies df publicatiOns recommended by the library?

Published articles related the library's accomplishments?

Tours of the facility?

Seminars or other technical assistance by the library staff?


